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Drama i one of the mo t ign ificant l i terary genres. The primary characteristic that 
ets drama apart from any other l iterary form is ' performance on tage ' .  Other elements 
contribute to i t  impact u h as peakabi l i ty and performabi l i ty and the extra l inguistic 
feature drama po e e .  Tran lat ing drama and a se sing the qua l i ty i f  i ts translation 
hould therefore con ider such elements. AI -Qina i '  seven parameters of translation 
qual i ty a essment (TQA) arc employed in as essing two Arabic translat ions of 
Shakespeare ' s  Macbeth produced by Jabra Ibrahim Jabra (1 980) and Salah Niazi 
(2000).  Mi matches between the source text (ST) and the target texts, (TT l and TT2) 
are highl ighted. Attempts arc made to solve some of the pragmatic and semantic 
problems pertaining to translating dramatic texts by means of employing a cogni tive 
approach to translation. By addres ing elements of speakabi l ity and performabi l ity as 
well as nonverbal characteri st ics, i t  i bel ieved that drama translat ion may overcome 
some of i ts obstacle in the TT. Consequently, TQAs should be modified in a manner 
that caters to drama as an cxclusive l iterary form. Comparing contextual and pragmatic 
equivalence rather than focusing on the formal and l i nguist ic aspects of  drama is 
con idered key in  a successful TQA. 
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approach,  speakabi l i ty and performabi l ity, nonverbal characteristics, source text C ST), 
target text (TT). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1. 1  Overview 
The objcctive of thi dis crtat ion i to conduct a comparative study of two 
tran lation of bake pcarc 's  Macbeth into Arabic to dctermine the problematic 
aspect of  tran lating dramatic texts from Engl ish into Arabic and attempt to provide 
solution to prc a i l ing translation problems. The dissertation wi l l  focus on two 
tran lations of Shakespeare s Macbeth, into Arabic conducted by Jabra Ibrahim Jabra 
in 1 9  0 and Salah iazi in 2000. 
Shake peare has been thc most celebrated l iterary figure throughout the past 
centuries. H is  l iterary work has been translated into many languages; however, this 
does not make the task of translating Shake peare an easy mission by any means. His  
craft manship and creativity are evident in his intricate use of languages and his 
original metaphors ( Crystal & Crystal, 2002) .  In addition l i ke many writers of  his 
t ime, Shakespeare incorporated his knowledge of Greek and Roman c lassics in his 
work. His use of  a l lusions is  profound and fraught with various shades of meanings. 
What adds to the d ifficul ty of translating his work into other languages is his 
employment of ambiguity which is del iberate and intentional in works such as 
Macbeth. The play 'Macbeth ' is  a work that i concerned with deceit, and treachery; 
therefore, Shakespeare' s  use of "puns, or occurrences of wordplay" is an intentional 
effort to create ambigu i ty. Such aspects are highly compl icated in the process of 
translation. Since these ambiguit ies are an inseparable element of  Shake peare s style 
of writing, the translator must convey such ambigui ties in  the TL ( Ravassat, 2007) .  
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Thi Oi er1ation e amine the emantic and pragmatic error which are 
pre ent in two tran lations of Shakespeare' s  Macbeth 1. The dissertation comprises of 
e en chapter ; the first chapter erves as an introduction and overview of the 
di ertation, it purpose, the tackled problems, and relevant l i terature. The second 
chapter i a brief encounter of the various translation theories which have been 
employed in l i terary tran lation, wi th special reference to the Skopo theory as a 
plausible theory of translati ng l i terature in general and drama in part icular. 
The third chapter introduces the origin of drama, up to Shakespeare' s  t ime, 
drama in the Arab world, and the d ifficult ies of translating drama. The chapter w i l l  
then explore the di fficul t ies pertaining to  Shakespearean plays. Chapter four provides 
a review of Macbeth and its significance. The chapter wi l l  then introduce the two Arab 
translators of Macbeth, labra and N iazi wi th a brief encounter of their backgrounds 
and achie ements. Consequent ly, the choice of these part icular translations is 
eluc idated. 
The fifth and sixth chapters are devoted to a detai led evaluation of the two 
respective translations of Macbeth. This evaluation adopts the seven parameters of Al-
Qinai, providing a crit ical assessment of  errors found in the two translations at hand. 
F inal ly chapter seven provides a conclusion of the findings, high l ighting the 
l im i tations of AI-Qinai 's  TQA, and suggesting certain modifications to the TQA 
parameters so as to cater for drama translat ion assessment. 
I Macbeth has been translated into Arabic by many well-known translator such as Mutran, I fa!, Abu 
Hadeed, Jabra, Niazi, Al Qitt among others. 
1 .2 ta ternent of the Problem 
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Tran lating drama i a very di t inct mode of translat ion . It i not only 
concerned with tran lating the T into the TL, it i al 0 a proce concerned with the 
nonverbal aspect of the T in an attempt to render them into the TL. Therefore, it is 
crucia l  that such unique a pects are addressed adequately in translation . 
Macbeth i elected a the subject of this discussion due to its l i terary 
importanc . The play, a Knight ( 1 972) asserts, is "fantastical and imaginative beyond 
other tragedie " (p .  1 59) .  Also, the ST is loaded with intentional ambigui ty and rhetoric 
such as the prophecies of the weird isters in  scene I I I I ,  and IV .  These ambiguous 
prophecie , for in tance, are crucial to the development of the dramatic plot. In other 
word , in order for the plot to proceed in its intended direction, these prophecies must 
del iberately reflect a double meaning (Tolman, 1 896). 
The researcher bel ieve that Shakespeare ' s  dramas, part icularly Macbeth has 
great contemporary igni ficance on the socia l ,  polit ical and cultural levels. It is a play 
that resembles and addresses many current issues in human real i ty.  Our status-quo is 
an actual reflection of the themes showcased in Macbeth. 
On the other hand, there is the obvious factor of adequately understanding 
Shakespearean Engl ish which, in addition to being difficult to grasp, is charged with 
suggestive mean ings and a l lusions which arc derived from Shakespeare's c lassical 
knowledge of Greek, Roman and Historical backgrounds (H i l l  1 .  , 1 997). All the above 
mentioned factors create addit ional problems for the translator who attempts to carry 
out a translation of Shakespeare 's works. Accordingly, this dissertation aims to explore 
the fol lowing: 
• To highlight the semantic and pragmatic errors in the tran lation 
of Macbeth conducted by labra and iazi, and pro iding solutions 
to problem of translat ion. 
• To highl ight the manner with whieh each translator tackled the 
text, part icularly the e tra- l ingui tic elements such as body 
language, sarca m, intonat ion, etc. 
• To identify mismatches of translations based on AI-Qinai ' s  
parameter of TQA. 
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To present additional parameters exclusive to assessing drama translation by 
emplo mg an amalgamation of cognitive and functional approache . 
1 .3 Releva n t  L i tera tu re 
L iterary translation is highly problemat ic .  Many translators consider it the most 
d ifficult types of translat ion; consequent ly, they tend to shy away from l i terary 
translat ion ( Munday, 2000). There are a number of factors that can create obstacles in 
the process of tran lat ing such texts. These obstac les, however, differ according to the 
l iterary genre being translated, for example, novels and short stories may impose 
different chal lenges for the tran lator than those chal lenge posed by poetry; moreover, 
drama can be a more complex genre due to its distinctive characteristics. These wi l l  be 
addre sed in the dissertation, and are briefly addressed below. 
Translating l iterary works enta i ls  deal ing "with feel ings, emotions, melodies, 
sen es and above a l l ,  the writer's own experience of the world" (Shiyab, 2006, p. 1 08) .  
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For in tance, tran lating poetry invol e format characteristics which are 
untran latable, uch a the poetic structure, rhyme, meter, etc. Some scholars have 
argued that poetry is untran latable since such aspect cannot be rendered in the TL. 
The poet Robert Fro t ,  [or example, tates that "Poetry is  what gets lost in translation
,,2 . 
Frost ' tatement implie that language is not the only component of poetry· other 
element such as imagery, rhetoric, formal structure as well as socio-cultural aspects 
also contribute to the poem' s  mes age and its emotional impact on its readers. Arab 
l ingui t and scholar, Amm bin Bahr Al Jabidh, state that poetry is untranslatable since 
it 10 cs the element of wonder it possesses (Abba , 1 97 1 ,  p. 1 00). The researcher asserts 
that Frost and Al Jahidh present a val id point; the poetic text ' s  form and content work 
hand in hand to create the desired impact on its readers. However, she fim11y does not 
approve of their c la im that at poetry is  untranslatable. Although the aesthetics and 
rhetoric differs from one language to another, a qual ified translator can recreate such 
e lements in the TT. 
Drama is another intricate genre as far as translation is concerned; plays "open 
up windows to societies and cu ltures, helping us to make sense of complex real i ties . . .  
always t ied t o  a particular ocio-cultural context" (Aaltonen, 20 1 1 ). Furthermore, 
dramat ic texts are created in a manner that entai ls  speakabi l i ty and performabi l i ty. 
Extral i nguist ic features such as body language, gestures, intonation, sarcasm, etc . are 
integral parts of dramatic product ion. Dramatists such as T. S. El iot "strive for a 
heightening not by connected discourse, but by e l l ipsis" ( Preminger et ai, 1 975, p. 1 99). 
Such extra l ingusit ic and nonverbal e lements of drama may create great obstacles in the 
process of  rendering dramatic texts into the TL. The researcher argues that the most 
2 Robert Frost, Goodreads.com 
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Ign ificant attribute etting drama apart from other l i terary genres that it i meant for 
the tage3 . Thi i ue al 0 pre ent the translator with addi t ional obstacle . 
A pre iousl mentioned, translating l i terature in general is considered the most 
complex proces , poetry and drama being the mo t problemat ic  of l iterary translations. 
The d ifficuitie of  rendering hakespeare' s  work into Arabic are mult ifaceted. ot only 
i the tyle of  language chal lenging to comprehend, but also the suggestiveness of 
hake pearean language i s  quite complex4 . When deal ing with a Shakespearean play, 
the translator encounter both of the problems mentioned above. He i translating 
poetry and drama at the same t ime. Shakespeare "adapted his form to the very 
conversation" in that h is  vcr e are tai lored to suit h is  various characters and their 
di t inctive traits ( Cattaui ,  1 969, p. 86) .  
David and Ben Crystal ( 2002) rei terate that Shakespeare 's tories and their p lots 
are most ly  borrowed. His  power l ies in his words; for his characters are exactly what 
they say. The language i a manifestation of the character and its traits. From another 
iew point, Shake pearean language is a demonstrat ion of how language rules are 
defied and bent. H i s  metaphors and idioms are st i l l  alive because of their pecul iarity 
and uniqueness (Crysta l ,  2003 ) .  
Wi th regards to l i terary translation, " the translator is first a poet even if  outside 
the recreation he never writes poetry" ( Barnstone, 1 993, p. 270). In other words, he 
3 Although some dramatic texts are meant to be read and studies in a classroom envi ronment, the 
re earcher mamtains that drama IS developed for stage performance. 
4 Contrary to the common misconception that Shakespeare wrote in Old or M iddle English, I� fact, 
Shakespeare wrote in Early Modem English which is the closest form to modern English. It IS 
actually relatIvely easy compared to Old or M iddle English ( Mabil lard, 2000) 
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mu t po c ccrtain attributc and talent to enablc him to reproduce the poem ( text) 
in the TL. As in communicative translation which "attempts to produce on its reader 
an effect a c Io e a po ible to that obtained on the readers of the original" (Newmark, 
1 9 1 ,  p.  39) ,  the tran lator must take into account the target audience, target culture 
and norm . The tran lator mu t pay extra attention to the target readership taste; what 
i acceptable  and comprehensible by this re pective readership and what is rejected by 
the target culture and rcader hip .  The process of translating l iterature requires certain 
creati e abi l it i es that are exclusive to l i terary wri ters as Barnstone previously stated. 
Therefore, the choice of discussing the translations of Jabra and Niazi is part ly based 
on this as umption5 . Both translators have a vast experience in l iterary translation. Also, 
they are wel l -known writers themselve . Jabra and Niazi ' s  translations are related in 
that Niaz i ' s  translation came as an attempt to remedy the errors committed by Jabra . 
iazi ' s  translation of Macbeth was accompanied by a preface pinpointing the errors 
made by Jabra. iazi also rendered a number of Shakespearean tragedies which were 
pre iously tran lated by Jabra such as King Lear and Hamlet. 
Translation has played a major role in  enhancing the human knowledge in 
various fields of  science, l i terature and other discipl ines since the dawn of history. 
Evaluating translated texts is a process of great importance since it helps determine 
whether the translations have been carried out appropriately. From a translation ethical 
aspect, a trans lator must conduct his task "faithful ly, accurately and impart ia l i ty" 
< 1 abra Ibrahim 1 abra was a famous Palestinian poet and Novelist. He was born in Bethlehem in 1 9 1 9. 
labra did his M .  A. 10 Engl ish Literature at Cambridge University. After 1 948, be Im
migrated to 
Baghdad and remamed there unti l  he passed away in 1 998 ( Bennani, �002? Salah Niazi IS a 
renowned Iraq i poet and critic. He studied ArabiC l iterature 10 the Umverslty
 of Baghdad and 
. .  . . fi d f tl leading literary J'oumal 'AI-Ighterab AI London Umverslty. Niazi IS also the co- oun er 0 e 
Adabi ' .  
(A T A, 20 1 0) .  Ilm e er, the e term have been a ubject of much debate among 
tran lation cholar and theori ts a well as translat ion pract i t ioners.  For instance, 
Bam tone ( 1 993)  and Duff ( 1 98 1 )  bel ieve that faithfulness of fidel ity must be to the 
target audience, the T and it  author ha e already achieved glory and acc laim in their 
L, and in order to achieve a im i lar recognit ion in the TL they must fust be appreciated 
b th TL audience. From another perspccti e, Venuti (2008) and Berman ( 20 1 2) 
firmly believe that making the ST available to the TL audience by means of 
c larification and transparency among other translation strategies employed by the 
translator only distort the ST and its aesthetic  value as well as the ST message. In other 
words, the translator must be faithful  to the ST and its author. 
The researcher bel ieves fide l i ty is highly contingent on the nature of the text 
and i ts function. Whi le  conduct ing a TQA, the translat ion critic must take this into 
account in order to determine the accuracy of the TT in relation to the ST. In translating 
drama for example, i t  i s  cruc ia l  that the ST's intention and dynamic effect are conveyed 
to the TL audience. After a l l ,  the TT i s  meant to be performed on stage, not to be read. 
Thi s  impl ies that the use of c lari fication techniques such as footnote , paraphrasing, 
and explanations are unfeasible. I t  i s  believed that retaining the al lusions of the ST wi l l  
render the  TT as i rrelevant ,  especia l ly i f  the a l lusions are exclusively connected to  the 
SL soc iocultural background. 
TQAs are spec i fic guidel ines wi th which a translation' s  qual i ty is evaluated to 
ensure that the ST message and other ST properties are rendered adequately in the TL. 
In spite of the importance of TQAs the poss ibi l ity of conducting such an objective 
as essment is sti l l  a controversial matter. According to AI -Qinai, TQAs have 
been 
"marred by impressionist ic  and often paradox ical judgments base
d on elusive 
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a thetics" ( 2000, p. 497 ). The a se ment i carried out by di fferent partie such a 
crit ic and profe ional in the field of tran lation, and the readership of the TT. The e 
part ie wi l l  con tant ly judge a translation according to their own standards which are 
ubjective by nature. "Quality i rdative and ab olutes of accuracy cease where the end 
u er ( i  . .  c l ient) impo e hi own subjective preferences of style in target text" ( p. 498) .  
Juliane House claims that the procedure of an evaluation enta i l  "recognizing the 
inevitable subjecti e part of any translation assessment by a human evaluator" 
( ewmark, 1 98 1 ,  p. 64) .  he asserts that " i t  seems unl ikely that translation qual i ty 
as e ment can ever be objectified in the manner of natural sc ience". Newmark states 
that " [ t]he fourth area of tran lation, that of taste, has to be accepted as a ubjective 
factor" ( 1 98 1 ,  p .  1 9 1 ) . Nonetheless, i t  is  possible to develop certain procedures and 
methods with which a sat isfactory tran lat ion assessment may be achieved. 
As stated earl ier, models of TQA remain subjective. The researcher suggests 
that in order to achieve a relat ively objective assessment, it is important to consider the 
various decision-making processes and techniques employed by the translator. 
Thinking about the steps taken by the translator in order to arrive at a given translation 
enables the translation crit ic to reach a sound just ification for the translator's choice of 
a part icular expression over another, or a certain rendition instead of another. At t imes 
this process of analyzing the TT reveals what Anthony Pym refers to as binary and 
nonbinary errors: 
A binary error opposes a wrong answer to the right answer; 
nonbinarism requires that the TT actually selected be opposed to at least 
one further TT 1 which could also have been selected, and then to 
possible wrong answers. For binarism, there is only right and wrong; 
for non-binarism there are at least two right answers and then the wrong 
ones . . .  since binary errors were earning a simple l ine through them ("I t 's  
wrong! ' ) ,  whereas non-binary errors were graced with wavy or straight 
underli ning and the need for further di cu ion (" I t ' s  correct, but. . ." ) . I 
ugge t that, l ike pro e and ver e, mo t tran lators use binarism and 
non-binari m without knowing it ( 1 992, p. 282) .  
1 0  
The re earcher agrees that most tran lation errors are non-binary, i .e . ,  the 
tran lation i correct ,  but another tran lation may have been more adequate. Lawrence 
Venuti pre ent two concepts, in i t ia l ly brought forward by Antoine Berman in his 
art ic le Tran lation and the Trials of  the Foreign ( 1 985) ;  i .e. , Domest ication and 
Foreignization . The term domestication refers to the translator's attempt to render the 
ource text CST) into a target text (TT) that meets the expectations of the target 
readership. This attempt produces a TT that appears to be an original rather than a 
tran lation; thus bringing the ST c loser to the target audience instead of bringing the 
target audience to the ST. Foreign ization is the counterpart strategy of domestication ' 
in foreignization, the trans lator attempts to reproduce the ST and its attributes in the 
TL. By doing 0, the translator urges the target audience to exert an effort in order to 
comprehend the ST and it attributes rather than creating an accessible TT that is  void 
of any rel evance to the culture and language from which i t  has been rendered (Tulba, 
20 1 2, p. iv) .  
The two e lected trans lators of  Macbeth have adopted Venut i ' s  above 
mentioned strategies in their translations. Jabra resorted to foreignization, while Niazi 
employed domestication. It is, therefore, imperative to detennine the decision-making 
process employed by these two translators so as to highlight the degree of intervention 
appl ied and its e ffect  on the trans lation produced. Inevitably, a TQA must be conducted 
1 1  
for the purpo e of  identifying the anou trategie and techniques u ed to produce the 
TT a wel l as the ju ti fication of the deci ion making process. 
a 
o cr the 1a t decade , many TQA models  have been devised by scholars such 
ewmark,  House, ord, Rei s and others (A I -Qinai, 2000) .  In his approach to 
tran lat ion critici m, ewmark doe not base his asse sment on any parameter or theory 
of communication, H e  considers TQA a a combination between the theory and 
pract ice of tran lation leading to enhancing the translator's capabi l i ty and his 
knowledge as well a providing him with options. Newmark proposes a five- step 
approach to translation cri tic ism:  
( I )  Analyze source language Text 
(2 )  Determine translator 's  purpose and interpretat ion of the source language text; 
( 3 )  Compare the translation to the original; 
(4) Evaluate the tran lat ion; 
( 5 )  Assess the tran lation in the TL cul ture or discipl ine. 
The model starts with analyzing the ST (text type, the author's  purpose and bis 
audience) and evaluating the language quali ty.  Then i t  views the ST from the 
translator 's  perspective to determine i f  omissions/additions were made and to justify 
the translator 's  dec isions and then suggesting al tematives. Next, the critic focuses on 
the translator 's  attempt to solve certain ST problems. The critic here addresses these 
problems by grouping them in general categories such as the t i t le, structure, cul tural 
expressions, proper names, etc . This step is fol lowed by evaluating tbe translation 
according to referential and pragmatic accuracy of the translation according to the 
l 2  
tran lator' tandard . Final ly, come e aluating the igni ficance of the tran lated work 
in the target cul ture and how it would potential ly infl uence the TL and culture. 
ewmark ' s  does not indicate sy tematic procedures for the translator' 
purpo c . There i no e planation of how the critic rcaches a conclusion about the 
tran lator' purpo e. Al 0, comparing the translation to the original is problematic since 
error and mi interpretations are grouped "under general heads without etting the 
global le t criteria apart [rom the particular examples. These components are all given 
the same \i eight ing. Additional ly, the stages only present general guidel ines. 
Tran lation i about fulfi l l ing the purpose; "in an informative text, it conveys the facts 
. . .  it ucce s is  measurable, at least in  theory" (Newmark, 1 98 1 ,  p.  1 92) .  
House' s  model, operates as  a comparative/ analyt i c  tool of both ST and TT at 
"language/ text, Register ( Field, Mode and Tenor), and Genre" (200 1 ,  p. 247) levels .  
She assesses a translation by analyzing the ST and TT profiles, then comparing the 
profile to highl ight the errors and mismatches between the two texts. This step is 
fol lowed by c lassifying the TT into overt translation or covert translation. Through the 
appl ication of a "cultural fi l ter", House aims at making certain that the TT does not 
violate the cultural norms and values in  the TL. In other words, the cultural fi l ter 
nonnal izes the translation in the TL to appeal cul tural ly to the TL readership. House's 
model has been crit ic ized for its complex taxonomies. Additional ly, the categorization 
of overt and covert translations is not of sign i ficant contribution since the dist inction 
between the two types of translations i s  reduced once the cul tural fi l ter is appl ied. On 
the other hand, the manner with which genre is used and its relation to register is 
extremely intricate ( 200 1 ,  p .  248) .  
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ord, on th other hand, ha divided the translation into two types 
(documentary and in trumental) .  Documentary translation deal with the 
communication of the author and hi audience in the source culture. Example of 
documentary tran lat ion are l i terary, word for word, l i teral and exoticizing translations. 
In trumenlal tran lation functions as an independent mes age which is meant to fulfi l  
a communicat i  e purpose in  the  TL .  The target audience needs not be  aware that i t  is a 
tran lation, for example translating manuals .  Nord ' s  Text analysis translation model is 
ba ed on many charactcri t ics which are existent in the Skopos theory of Vem1eer, 
Reiss and Mantarri ' s  functional approaches to translation (Munday, 2000).  The model 
i intended to provide a T analysis which can be appl ied to a l l  text type and is used 
in any given tran lation task (Nord, 2005 ) .  It aims to faci l i tate the translator's 
understanding of the ST characterist ics as far a structure and content are concerned. 
ord c laims that her model may function a a framework for translation theory, training 
and translation practice. I n  other words, the model i s  beneficial to the translation 
tudent and the profe ional translator. 
The researcher argues that there are certain vague aspects in Nord ' s  model .  
ord (2005 ) c la ims that compatib i l i ty between the intention of the ST and the function 
of the TT is imperative. However, thi s  point seems to be quite confusing since tbe 
intentions of tbe in i t iator ( tbe party or individual that commission the translator to 
conduct a part icular translation) and intention of the ST or its function are not always 
compatible.  Nord ' s  notion of ' loyalty' is somewhat perplexing, or hard to apply at the 
least. She states that the translator 's  loyalty sbould be to both sender and receiver. 
However, i f  ( according to Skopos theory) the init iator assumes a l l  the power 
in  
determin ing what aspects should be  relayed in the TL text, how can the tr
anslator be 
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faithful o r  loyal t o  anyone oth r than the init iator/commis ioner? I n  other word the 
tran lator lack freed m in making translation- related decisions and mu t abide by the 
guidel ine and in truction given by the init iator. Moreo er, Nord's model is quite 
difficu l t  and e tremely detailed. The checkl ist he provides for the process of analysis 
I too exten i e and t ime con uming. 
According to ntoine Bem1an ( 20 1 2) there is a "  ystem of textual deformation 
that operates in  every tran lation and prevents it from being a ' trai l  of the foreign ' "  (p .  
242 ) .  Bem1an i l lustrates twel e deforming tendencies that prevent the  TT from ful ly  
reflecting the  ST and i t  attributes. These tendencies are: 
1 - Rational ization 
2- C larification 
3- Expansion 
4- Ennoblement and popularization 
5 - Qualitat ive impo eri hment 
6- Quantitative impoverishment 
7- The destruction of rhythms 
8- The destruction of underlying networks of signification 
9- The de truct ion of l inguist ic patterns 
1 0- The destruction of vernacular networks or their exoticization 
1 1 - The destruction of express ions and idioms 
1 2- The e ffacement of the superimposit ion of languages 
The researcher asserts that conducting a TQA by means of highlighting these 
twelve tendencies is not attainable. Berman asserts that this examination to which he 
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refer a thc 'analyt ic  o f  tran lation ' i pro i ional and are ba d B ' e on erman s own 
e pericnce a a tran lator of Lat in American l i terature into Frcnch. Moreover, this 
analyt ic  focu c mainly on l i terary prose ( Bcnnan, 20 1 2, p .  24 1 ) . A lthough these 
tendencic are e ident in any translation, the dichotomies are too cxhausting and 
con fu ing at t ime dues to their interrelatedne s. 
Othcr model may be ut i l ized to orne extent in TQAs, such as tho e devised 
by Ha l l iday and H assan ( 1 976) and that of De Beaugrande and Drcss1er ( 1 98 1 ) . 
Howe er, the mentioned model are not designed for TQAs per se. Rather these 
model are tai lored to analyze texts per e rather than assessing the qual i ty of a 
tran lated text .  
1 .4 M e t h o d  of Research 
The methodology used for the analysi w i l l  be based on AI-Qinai ' s  approach 
(2000) .  Such an approach w i l l  be u ed to examine two translations of Macbeth due to 
its effective and organized method of evaluation; however, AI-Qina i ' s  model is not 
wi thout l imitations as this dissertation wi l l  demonstrate. To tackle this problemat ic 
a pect ,  addi t ional parameters wil l  be introduced to provide a comprehensive 
assessment of l i terary text :  an approach that traces the overal l  corre pondence and 
d ifferences between the ST and the TT. 
Qina i 's  trans lat ion assessment consists 0 f seven parameters. His method "seeks 
to develop an empirical model for QA based on objective parametres of textual 
typology, formal corre pondcnce, thematic coherence, reference cohesion, pragmatic 
equ ivalence and lexico-syntact ic propert ie  " ( 2000, p. 497). The parameters are 
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elect d from vari u approache employed by ewmark, Mason and Hatim, Steiner, 
and Hou e according to the fol lowing: 
• Textual Typology (province) and Tenor 
• Fonnal Corre pondence 
• Coherence of Thematic Structure 
• Cohesion 
• Text-Pragmatic ( Dynamic) Equivalence 
• Lexical Propertie ( register) 
• Grammaticall Syntactic Equivalence 
The re earcher view AI-Qinai ' s  model as an efficient TQA to adopt. The 
wri ter also maintains that the emphasis on l inguistic parameters may contradict with 
the purpose of drama (to be pcrfonned on stage) .  However, i t  is inevitable to recognize 
that drama is in i t ial ly  language. The visual and extra l inguistic elements are of extreme 
importance; ne ertheless, there is no interaction and plot development without 
language. Drama is not a mute endeavor mimed on stage. More important ly, the drama 
at hand is not any drama; it is a Shakespearean drama. It is a work created by a l iterary 
figure whose genius derives from his use of  language, not from the stories it relays 
(Crystal & Crystal, 2002). AI -Qinai ' s  model is comprehensive, easy to fol low through, 
and may be appl ied to l i terary texts translat ions as wel l .  The model additionally keeps 
the a sessor impart ia l ly focused on the elements explored (AI-Qinai, 2000). 
According to Al-Qinai ,  this model attempts to tackle many problematic issues 
hindering what he refers to as an 'objective evaluation' of a translated text. In spite of 
AI-Qinai 's  statement, the researcher acknowledges that an objective evaluation is 
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unattainable. There \ i l l  a lway be a subjecti e clement to any tran lation as es ment 
which i ba ed on the a es or' personal taste and preference. In addition, there are 
certain gap which mu ( be addressed in order to pre erve the aesthetic vaLue of 
(ran lated mul t ifarious figure of speech and aspect of rhetoric and eloquence. 
In l ight of the ment ioned above, the researcher wi l l  attempt to provide orne 
olution to the l im itation which may be perceived in AI-Qinai ' s  model by exploring 
cognit i  e synonymy and contextual equivalence as a plausible strategy in rendering 
culture-bound metaphors to preserve the dynamic effect of the ST in the TL. The 
tran lator' u e of hi  / her cogni t ive k i l l s  and abi l it ies as part of the translat ion 
trategy is the most piau ibLe means to translate l i terary and expressive texts ( cul tural ,  
idiomatic metaphoric ,  etc . ) . 
The re earcher argues that cogn itive ski l ls  and abi l i t ies such as memory, 
in tu i tion, problem olving, decision making, and thought processing are the key 
elements for reaching a fea ible trategy to reproduce the ST message in the TL. In 
other words to conduct a meaningful l i terary translation, the translator must uti l ize 
"cogn itive, socia l ,  and textual ski l l s  and access to appropriate stores of L inguistic, 
cultura l ,  and rea l-world knowledge" ( Ul rych, 2005,  p. 44). 
1 .5 References 
The references which have been ut i l ized in conducting this study arc of two types: 
the source references and the assisting references. The source or the primary references 
are those sem inal  books inc luding the trans lation of Shakespeare 's Macbeth carried 
out by Jabra Ibrahim labra and Salah Niazi as well as the original text . The secondary 
sources or the assisting references w i l l  be those related to the review of l i terature such 
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a reference addre ing the problem of tran lat ing dramatic texts, l iterary tran lation, 
figurative language, tran lation of metaphors, l i terary theory of tran lation l iterary 
language and eloqu nce, book on semantics and pragmatics, the cognit ive approach 
to tran lation ctc. 
1 .6 Potential  Contribu tion and Limitations of the Study 
The tudy wil l  hed l ight on the mismatches found in the two translations as far as 
emantic and pragmat ics are concerned. Other cultmal aspects and the author's intended 
meaning wi l l  also be addre ed. It  is hoped that thi di sertation would provide so lutions to 
orne of the problemat ic  i sue of drama translation . These solutions may eventual ly serve as 
mitial tep of further re earch in  the field of contextual and cognit ive approaches to l i terary 
translation . However, ome probJem( s)  which may be encountered may be summarized in  the 
fol lowing: 
• Maintaining the dynamic  and functional equivalence of the source text due to 
cultural ,  l i nguist ic and pragmatic dissimi lari t ies. 
• The feasibi l i ty of employing the cogni t ive approach III cases related to extra­
l i nguist ic elements of dramatic texts such as gestures, facial  expressions, sarcasm 
and voice intonations. 
• F inding adequate rendering to untranslatable expressions. 
• Problems of translat ing ambiguity, cul turc- bound metaphors and archaic 
expressIOns. 
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Chapter 2 :  Translation Theory and Literature 
Thi chapter pro ide a theoret ical background on translation in general .  The 
l i terary theor of tran lation with special reference to the Skopos theory is presented. 
The rc carcher introduce the kopo theory as a plausible method to render l iterary 
text . The kopo theory enable the translator to pinpoint his/ her tran lation 
procedures and deci ion- making processes depending on the elements which are 
meant to be reflected in the TT. ln i t ial ly, an overview of the various translation theories 
which emerged ince the 1 9505 and the 1 960s i provided. This overview wi l l  pave the 
way for e ploring the l i terary theory of translat ion with special empha is on the 
kopo theory. This chapter wi l l  addi t iona l ly  discuss the notion of intervention in 
translation, h ighl ighting the translator's role and the ethical impl ications of such 
intervention. Intervent ion in translation is showca ed as a dominant factor in the 
translator' decision-making proces . 
2. 1 Introduction 
Jeremy Munday ( 2000) points out that wri t ings on translation date back to the 
t ime of C icero. Translation theory, however, emerged during the second hal f of the 
nventieth century. The descriptive theory, l i nguist i c  theory, equivalence based theory, 
and polysystems theory among other theories have been advocated by some of the 
most renowned scholars in the field of  translation studies
6. These theories and 
approaches to translat ion in i t ia l ly started out with the purpose of  determining whether 
the source text ST should be rendered into the target language TL by pre erving it
s 
6 Ida ( J  969), Newmark ( 1 988), Even-Zohar ( 1 990), Toury ( 1 995) and others. 
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word 'word for word ' 7, or it meaning ' en e for en e ' .  The re earcher refers to 
'word for word ' in thi part icular conte t as a generic term de cribing any method of 
tr nslation concerned with the l ingui t ic rendition of the ST into the TL without 
accounting for ociocu\ tural and contextual elements. Such methods a sume 
faithfulne to the T language with no regards to the TL audience. Consequently, the 
re ult ing product of a word for word tran lation has been considered unacceptable due 
to it awkward structure. In addition, the constant emphasi on rendering the ST ' word' 
into a target text TT ' word'  forces the translator to coin words or transliterate other 
cxpre ions for speci fic ST words which do not have equivalents in the TT. 
Wi l l i  Barn tone states that form and content are what consti tutes language; 
ideal ly  both should be preserved in translation. Nevertheless, it is more important to 
pre erve the content over the form i f  conveying both aspects of the translated text is 
unattainable :  
" Language consists of two parts, namely words and 
meanings which are l ike body and sou l .  l f both of them can 
be rendered I do not object to word translation . If they 
cannot, it would be preposterous to keep the words and 
deviate from meaning" ( Barnstone, 1 993, p. 52). 
I t  i s  imperati e that the meaning is preserved; therefore, the upper hand has 
been given to the ' sense for sense ' method of translation since the TT produced is more 
acceptable  to the target readership ( Munday, 2000, p. 20). 
, ewmark describes a 'word for word' method "as interlinear translation, with the TL Immediately 
below the SL words" ( 1 988, p.  4 5 ) .  
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Bahrouz Karoubi (2003 ) tate that the development o f  translation tudie 
during the la t few decade ha re ul ted in a tran formation u]  the role of the tran lator. 
ecording to Jul iane House, with the emergence of new ideological and cultural 
approache to tran lation, the tran lator has been perceived as an intercultural agent 
that mediate b tween cul ture ( House, 2009) .  Thi implie that the role as umed by 
the tran lator i not merely to relay the ST mes age in the TL. 
According to Eugene Nida ( 2002) there are three main types of translation 
theory, mamly, ' Ph i lo  ophical ,  l inguist ic  and sociosemiotic based theories. However, 
in pite of the variou tran lat ion theories which have been employed in the translation 
proce , the majority of the e translation theories have taken the notion of equi alence 
into account in their rendering of any ST into the TT. 
In his paper, A ew Theory of Translation, Newmark (2007) provided a detai led 
explanation of the various trends of translation theories in genera l .  Instead of stating 
each theory individual ly, ewmark categorized various translation theories in a 
comprehensive mann er according to their common features as fol lows: 
2 . 1 . 1  E q u ivalence-Based Theo ry 
Equivalence-ba ed theory i s  one of the most influential among translation 
theories in that the notion of equivalence is at the heart of translation theory. Christiane 
ord further asserts that "[ e ]quivalence between source text and target language units 
was the qua l i ty yardstick which was never questioned" ( ord, Functional ist 
Approaches, 20 1 0, p. 2 ) .  onetheless, equivalence has been mtroduced in various 
ways in that there is no consensus wi th regards to the definit ion of equivalence in 
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tran lation. Equivalence ha been addre ed by a number of l inguist and cholar such 
a inay and Darbelnet, Jakob on, ida, Hou e, Kol ler, and Baker. 
Although equivalence i considered to be a central issue in the majority of 
tran lation theorie ; it i al 0 one of the most problematic aspects in the field of 
tran latioo. Vinay and Darbelnet ( 1 995 ), for instance, define equivalence in translat ion 
a a proces of repl icating the "same i tuation as in the original ,  wh il  t using 
completely different wording" ( 1 995) ,  whereas Koller introduces five kinds of 
equi alene s pre ent in the translation proces (c i ted in Munday, 2000, p .  47) :  
1 - Denotative equivalence IS related to "the extra l inguistic 
content of  a text". 
2- Connotative equivalence or stylistic equivalence is 
concerned with the "lexical choices . . .  between near 
synonyms". 
3- Text normat ive equivalence is  concerned with various types 
of texts "behaving in di fferent ways". 
4- Pragmatic equivalence or ' communicative equivalence ' 
considers the target reader. 
5- Formal equivalence or 'expressive equivalence', I S  
concerned wi th the forma l  aspects of the text and its 
aesthetics ( Munday, 2000 P .  47) .  
This study argues that the fundamental differences across languages on the 
grammatical ,  structural and lexical as wel l  as the cultural and contextual levels render 
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the ta k of  e tab l i  hing adequate tran lation equivalence impossible. In addi tion, 
equivalence i clo ely related to the contextual meaning of the text under translation' , 
therefore, equivalence i alway attainable at a l inguistic level . 
2. 1 .2 Context Ba ed Theory 
Context ba ed theory definit ion. Al lan Melby and Christopher Foster (20 1 0) 
point out that a contextual tran lation theory deals with the rendering of the ST into 
the TL u ing a ' ense for sen e' approach (Melby & Foster, 20 1 0, p. 1 ) . It is not an 
ea ta k to reach an adequate definit ion of context; however, i t  is  a concept that is 
widely addre ed by translation tudies since i t  is considered a crucial part of the 
tran lation process which cannot be overlooked. Analyzing the context and its 
components i s  an e ' tremely sign i ficant tool to a s ist  the translators in carrying out 
their trans lation task . Mona Baker ( 2006) and Jul iane House (2006) have attempted 
to pro ide a thorough overv iew of the study of context. For instance, Baker ident ifies 
three types of contextual contrasts where context can be: 
• an abstract cogni t ive construct within the mind vs. a concrete 
set of real-world entit ies that guide social interaction 
• static v . dynamic 
• neutral vs. power-sensitive ( Baker M.  , 2006, pp. 322-325) 
House, a l ternatively, provides a review of the various traditions which address 
the notion of context such as phi losophy, psychology, pragmatics, sociol inguistics, and 
functional l i nguist ics ( House, 2006, p. 339) .  She also introduces an additional 
component which is 'purpose' ( House, 2006, p. 346). 
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C ntext ha been iewed as a major re trietion In relation to tran lation; 
ncverthele , Baker a sert that the notion of context ha been ignored by translation 
cholar ; she further propo e that context should be regarded as a re ource instead of 
being considered a an ob tac le of  a constraint ( Baker M .  , 2006, p.  332) 
This tudy t nd to agree with Baker when i t  comes to the sign ificance of 
conte tual meaning and its aluc in rendering a ST into the TL. Word are oid of 
value when taken out of context .  
2. 1 .3 Polysystems Theory 
Peter Hodges tates that the polysystems theory was developed by Even-Zohar 
in the 1 970s as a means to address the intricate aspects of cultureS. This theory was 
ba ed on the Russian Fonnal ists' notion of l i terature as part of various systems that 
interact .. ith one another in a social ,  cultural ,  l i terary and h istorical context ( Hodges, 
20 I 0). L i terature is a system within various systems that interact with each other. 
Zohar c la im that the translation strategy adopted in translating l iterature depends on 
the posi t ion the t ranslated l i terature occupies in the polysystem ( Even-Zohar, 1 990). 
A lthough the poly ystems theory has a number of advantages such as 
integrating the study of l iterature with other social ,  historical and cultural clements, 
and a l lowing for a d i fferent defini t ion of equivalence depending on the historical and 
cultural stance of the text. This theory, however, has been cri t icized for lack of 
evidence which support overgeneral ization, the over rel iance on the outdated Fonnal ist 
H Hodges 20 1 0  http://www.translationdirectory.comJartlcles/artic lc2085 .php 
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model , and the cmpha i on ab tract model in tead of actual constraint impo ed on 
the tran lator and te t ( E  en-Zohar, 1 990). 
2.1 .4 De criptive Tran lat ion Stud ies and Fu nction a l  Theorie 
The de cripti e approach was establ i  hed by Gideon Toury during the 1 970 . 
The main focu of this approach is to develop "a properly systemat ic descriptive 
branch of the di c ip l ine" ( M unday, 2000, p. 1 1 1 ) . 
Toury ( 1 995 )  points out that translation as a product as well as translation as a 
proce can hold a d i fferent tatu in the target cul ture "in terms of, e .g. ,  central ity vs. 
peripheral i ty, pre a lencc v . rarity, or high vs. low prc tigc (p. \ 3 ) .  Examples of what bas been 
brought forward by Tow)' i found in postcolonial translations where the focus is more on the 
TL rather than the SL.  
Toury' approach has its advantage such as discarding the one to one' 
correspondence and involving the " l i terary tendencies wi th in the target cultural 
system" (Munday, 2000, p. 1 1 7 ) whi le producing translated texts. Nevertheless, 
descriptive tran lat ion theory has been crit ic ized for its lack of consideration to other 
important aspects such as ideological and pol i t ical factors. 
Theo Hermans ( 2009) states that i t  was during the 1 970s and 1 980s that 
functional ist  approaches to translation came to being. The main concern of the 
functional ist approach was not the qual i ty of the translation, but who commissioned 
the translation and why, whi le the descriptive approach focused on "the historic poetics 
and the role  of. . .  translat ion" (p. 94) .  
The task of the translation scholar in the descriptive theory is to " analyze 
objectively the translations that are publ i sbed, and not to relate tbem to any standar
ds 
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of qua l i ty or moral atue" ( ewmark, 2007, p. 4 ) .  The questions of "who translated 
what, for whom, wh n where, how and why" are the main concern of the functional 
and de criptivc theorie ( Hermans, 2009, p .  95 ) ;  these questions have been the 
translator' primary concern which l ead him to con tantly make choices about 
accepting a tran lation ta k a well a deciding on the style and syntactic tructure of 
the TT. 
2. 1 .5 Cogni tive Translation 
The earl ie t attempts to establ ish translat ion as a cogni tive activity dates back 
to the 1 960s. According to Fabio Alves and Amparo Hurtado Albir (20 1 0) ,  the 
interpretive theory of translation set the groundwork for the "cognitive study of 
translation ' (p .  2 8 ). In i t ia l ly ,  interpreting has been the main focus of cognit ive 
research; however, during the 1 980s, experimental studies focusing on written 
translation came into being. 
The experimental studies related to written translation had some shortcomings. 
F irst and foremost, was the lack of ufficient empirical studies and data; cogni tive 
" [  e ]xperimental designs lacked systemization and clear objectives" (Alves & Albir, 
20 1 0, p. 29). Moreover, only small samples and case studies were used. These amples 
varied conceptua l ly  and methodological ly  among re earchers; therefore the results of 
the studies cannot be general ized. 
During the 1 990s, many theoretical models of the trans lation process were 
developed, presenting various mental proces es which were implemented by 
translators and interpreters. Roger Bel l ' s  model which was developed in 1 99 1 ,  focused 
on l inguistic and psychol inguistic aspects, where art ificial intell igence was uti l ized to 
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dcvelop a "framework of y temic- functional l inguist ic " .  Thi model made u e of 
b th hort-term and long-term mcmorie in order to decode the SL input and then to 
encodc the TL output (A I  e & Albir, 20 1 0  p. 29) .  This model wa fol lowed by other 
models deri ed from cognit i  e p ychology and were highly beneficial in consecutive 
and imultaneou tran lation such a Gi le '  effort model ( 1 995) and Kiraly' ocial 
p ychol ingui tic model ( 1 995)  ( Alves & Albir, 20 1 0, pp. 30-32) .  
Employing cogn it ive processes contribute to  producing successful TTs. The 
integration of internal and external resource and maximizing on the role of memory 
and information storage are highly effective (Alves & Albir, 20 1 0,  p. 33 ) .  Wolfram 
Wi ls  ( 1 996) argued that decision making and problem solving processes are c losely 
l inked in  upporting acqui i t ion of knowledge. In other words, problem solving is 
based upon the declarat ive and procedural knowledge of the individual ,  i .c .  knowing 
what (the problem is)  and how to solve i t .  
The researcher bel ieves that  the cognitive approach to translat ion is a 
promis ing strategy which a l lows the translator more viable solutions to di lemmas 
l ingu ist ic theories are incapable of addressing. Employing tools  from other discipl ines 
may pro e to be a strength on the long run .  
2. 1 .6 I d eological Theory 
According to translation scholars, "the exercise of ideology in translation is as 
old as the h istory of translation itself'9. Ideology has constantly been associated with 
pol i t ics ( Munday, 2 0 1 2, p .  1 95 ); it is "a system of ideas, especia l ly one which forms 
9 Karoubi, http://www.translationdirectory.com/article233 .htm 
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the ba i of economic and pol i t ical theory and pol icy" lo. However, ideology is 
ometime defined in a negative pol i t ical l ight; Van Dijn ,  for instance, defines 
idcolog a "a y tem of \ rong, false di torted or otherwise misguided beliefs" ! 1  
I n  many way , t ranslation i s  perceived as a pol i tical act ivi ty since i t  entai ls an 
act of "negotiation among di fferent agents" 1 2 .  These agents are mainly the various 
part ie i nvol ed in  the tran lation process throughout i ts different stages such as the 
translator, the author, the reviewer, the publ i  her, the editor and readers. Andre 
Lefcvere tates that language is not the crucial aspect of translation; he c laims that 
primary a pect that detemlines translation is  "firstly ideology and then poetics, with 
language coming in third place only" (Hermans, 2009, p. 95) .  He considers the 
translator 's  ideology or the ideology imposed by patronage as the most important 
aspect in translation. 
The ideological theory of t ranslation is  best seen in works of the Manipulation 
School ,  the feminist and po tcolonial approaches, and foreign ization. Each of the 
mentioned approaches intends to fulfi l  a certain agenda; the feminist approach, for 
instance, exploi t  language to speak on behal f of women ( Hermans, 2009 p. 1 0 1 ) . In 
this sen e, the fem inist translator considers translation as an ideological activity. 
This study assert that the translator exercises a certain amount of  intervention 
when it comes to rendering a ST into a TL; however, extreme intervention that may 
lead to the distort ion of the ST message is  not permissible. The ideological approaches 
1 0  Oxford English DictIOnary, 1 97 1  
I I  Cited m KaroUbl, 2003http://www. translationdirectory.com/article233 .htm 
1 2  Karoubi, http://www.trans latlOndirectory.com/article233.htm 
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tend to manipulate the te t to uite their own purpo e which is a iolation of the ethics 
of tran lation uch a accuracy and impart ial ity. 
2.2 L i terary Theory a n d  Tra nslation 
F or the purpo e of  this dissertation, a brief encounter of l i terary translation with 
pec lal reference to poetic and dramatic translation wil l  be provided. This is due to the 
fact  that the play under in estigat ion is a poetic drama. This section addresses l i terary 
tran lation from a l ingui t ic and functional per pective. 
P .  Abba i and H. Dastjerdi ( 2005 )  con ider trans lating l i terary works a subject 
of  continuous debate due to the unique nature of l iterary language (p. 29). The two 
authors maintain that l i terary texts are not only full of idioms suggestive meanings that 
are related to the cultural sett ing of the source language, but also affected by the 
dominant ideology of the source culture as wel l .  According to Bamstone ( 1 993), 
bbasi and Da tjerdi ( 2005 ) and Lander (200 1 )  among other translations scholars, 
there is not one specific  theory that is adopted in the process of translating l i terary 
texts. Bamstone c la ims that al l methods are plausible as long as they lead to the good 
text ( 1 993 ) .  In their 2005 article, Obstacles to Li terary Translation : Chal lenges and 
Choices, Abbasi and Dastjerdi assert that "many translators espouse the idea that an 
eclectic approach works much better than sticking to one specific theory" (p .  32) when 
it comes to l i terary translat ion. 
Newmark considers ' semantic translation ' which is  defined as "an attempt to 
render as closely as the emantic and syntact ic structures of the target language al low 
the exact contextual meaning of the original " ( 1 98,  p. 63 ) as the optimal method of 
translating l i terary text . This method takes into account the ST characteri stics i
n the 
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proce of tran lation. ot onl (h contcnt of the T is con eyed, but al 0 it formal 
attribute . Howe er, rcndering of form and content i very difficult and almo t 
impo ible to achic c in mo t ca . The researchcr suggests that a variety of methods 
may be appl icable and can work together to recreate the ST poem in the TL. 
Hodges 1 3  (20 I 0) opt for the CPS)  and ( DTS) tbeories when rendering a l iterary 
(ext into the TL. Hodges claims that the PS theory "is a universal ystem, appl icable 
to other yst m other than the l i terary system such as, tclevision programming and 
pol i t ic "14.  H owe er, Toury's  DTS had great influence on translation studies for taking 
into account the l i terary tendencies of the target cul ture. In addition, it considers both 
ST and TT in their own cu ltural sy terns. 
The emphasis on the TL cul ture and its significance in l i terary translation led 
translation theori t to focu on the functional ,  rather than the l inguistic theories, the 
most important of which is the Skopos theory. 
2 . 2 . 1 The S kopos Theory: A General Theory of Tran slation 
During 1 976, tbe debate regarding Translation S tudies was st i l l  at its highest; 
" tbe point of res istance was the paradigm of (applied) l inguistics, which was then 
producing i ts own "science of translation", drawing on a background of contrastive 
l inguistics, curricular management and machine translat ion" (Snel l-Hornby, 2006, p. 
5 1 ) . evertbeless, the subj ect that caused a significant change of Translation Studies 
paradigm was Hans J .  Vermeer' s  ' Framework for a General Theory' .  
1 3 http;//www.translattondirectory.comlartic1es/artic1e2085 . php 
1 4  http;. www.translationdlrectory.comlartlcles/artic1e2085 .php 
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enneer, in an attempt to produce a vcr ati le theory that suited a l l  type of 
te (s, introduced hi 'G  neral Theory of Translation ' in a \ccture during the academic 
year of 1 976- 1 977.  The lecture led (0 the production of Venneer's influential essay 
Framework for a General Theory' in 1 978 ;  and this es ay "laid the foundation for 
the kopo theory" ( nel l -Hornby, 2006, p. 5 1 ) . Venneer expanded his work over the 
fol lowing years and co-authored a book with Katharina Reiss entitled ' Foundat ions for 
a General Theory of Translation ' which was publ ished in  1 984 ( Palumbo, 2009, p .  
1 96) .  The work was in i t ia l ly publ ished in Gennan throughout the 1 980s then translated 
into other language . 
' Foundat ion for a General Theory of Tran lation' was divided into two parts. 
The first part provided detai led description of the Skopos theory, its name and 
characteristics; the second part presented an out l ine of "theories that adapt Reiss ' text 
typology" ( Palumbo, 2009, p .  1 96) which Reiss had already presented in 1 97 1 .  
Venneer states that the word ' skopos' "is a technical tenn for the aim or purpose of a 
tran lation" ( 1 999, p. 22 1 )  and according to his model, "language is not an autonomous 
, ystem , but a part of cul ture" ( Snel l -Hornby, 2006, p. 52) .  This means that the 
translator should be bicul tural as wel l  as b i l ingual . Moreover, language depends on the 
manner with which the readers receive it. As far as Skopos theory i concerned, 
translation is categorized into five types: interl inear version, grammar translation, 
documentary or ' scholarly' translation, communicative or ' instrumental '  translation, 
adapt ing or ' modifying' translation. According to Nord, the Skopos theory "is based 
on action theory and regards translation as a purposeful activity in tended to mediate 
between members of di fferent cultures or commun ities" (20 1 0, p. 3 ). The Skopos 
theory focuses on translation as an activity with a specific purpose; it also focuses on 
the intended addressees or audience of the translation. 
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The kopo theory, a nne Schjoldager et al (2008) stated, can be ummed 
up in the fol lowing point : 
• The Skopo theory makes it c lear that the most important 
party the tran lator must take into account is the c l ient .  
• It view tran lation in extra- l inguistic terms; translation 
is not a mere l i nguistic representation. 
• I t  a ert that a translation must be carried out by 
profes ional and "responsible expcrts, rather than by 
anybody who peak and writes two languages (p .  1 53 ). 
The Skopos theory places the ST in a secondary position to that of the target 
audience. Instead, thc ST i pcrceived as a source of information that assists the 
trans lator in carrying out his/ her task, i . e .  providing the target readers with specific 
information about the ST and culture. The tran lator's  tasks are negotiated in advancc 
with the c l ient or commissioner in the ' translation brief along with other detai ls 
including the fee, the t imeframe, the style, the intended audience, etc . I S  
2.2 .2  T h e  I nfluence o f  the Skopos Theory 
Anthony Pyrn (20 1 0) points out that the Skopos theory brought about a sense 
of defiance to the norms re lated to the l inguist ic-oriented equivalence (p. 3) .  The 
Skopos theory was very l iberating to the t ranslators who suffered of the constraints 
1 5 C. ord. Functional ist Approaches http ://www.benJ amins.n]Jcgi-
bmlbbr _ hts.cgl?cmd=show _art ic lc&file=artic les/eth l . htI111&hist=3&printview= 1 
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v.:hich had been impo ed by the l ingui t ic-oriented theory (Snell-Hornby, 2006, p .  52) .  
Moreover, the fact that tran lators enjoyed a more proactive role in the proces of 
tran lat ion eemed exciting and promi ing. Consequently, a new perspective of 
tran' lution came to e ist during the early 1 980s· "tran lations are never produced in a 
\ acuum, regardle  s o[ t ime and cul ture, and the desire to explain the t ime- and culture­
bound riteria which are at p lay" (Naude, 2004, p .  48) .  This he use of words that have 
the ame or ery im i lar vowel ounds near one another. 
Vermeer' s  Skopos theory had a great impact on his younger colleagues 
Ku smaul and Honig who found the new theory quite excit ing and innovative. Both 
young cholars, later col laborated in producing their book ' Strategy of Translation : A 
Coursebook' in 1 982 wh ich targeted students of tran lation (Snel l-Hornby 2006, p. 
52 ) .  Skopo theory in general has "been interpreted as being prescript ive and 
pedagogica l ly  valuable, showing that good translat ions are guided by their purpose" 
( Pym et a i ,  2008, p. 3 7 1 ) .  
Justa Holtz Manttari establ ished her theory of ' translational act ion' where she 
included forms of "intercultural mediation that do not involve the processing of a 
part icular ( source) text" (Nord, 20 1 0, p. 2 ) .  Manttari ' s  theory is based on the notion 
that t ranslation is  an action; the respective theory also presented the translator as the 
expert who assumed control in the action of translation . Her views have been also 
i ncorporated i n  Vermeer' s later expansions to the Skopos theory; Vermeer asserts that 
the Skopos theory "is part of a theory of translational action . . . .  Translation is  seen as 
the part icular variety of translational action which is  based on a source text" (Vermeer, 
1 999, p. 22 1 ) . This mean that the di fferent aspects of the ST are projected in a variety 
of ways depending on the aspects which are meant to be presented in the TT. 
The rid event at the time played a ignificant role in 
al tering the iew of the pUbl ic .  In hi article 'The End of the 
Tran it ion Paradigm ' ,  Thoma Carother tates that during the 
la t few decade of the twentieth century, various world events 
contributed to changes on the pol i t ical front. The first signs of 
uch changes came into being with the fal l  of the authoritarian 
regime in Europe during the 1 970 a well as the "replacement 
of mi l i tary dictatorships by elected c ivi l ian governments 
acro s Lat in America from the late 1 970 through the late 
1 9  0 ". These e ents influenced East and South Asia a well 
as Ea tem Europe during the 1 980s leading to the col lapse of 
authori tarian and communist regimes. Eventually, by the 
1 990 , the Soviet Union broke up into several post-Soviet 
republ ics. On the M iddle Ea tem terrain, the One-Party 
regime began to deteriorate and a few l iberation movements 
started to emerge in the 1 990s (Carothers, 2002, p. 5 ) .  
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Such events had major influence on cul tures and discipl ines, and Translation 
Studie is no exception . Translation Studies has constantly been considered an 
interdi c ip l inary field influenced by cultural ,  l inguistic and ideological domains 
( nel l -Hornby, 2006, p. 1 50) .  According to this study, any influence on these domains 
would have influenced the Translation Studies as wel l .  Moreover, the above mentioned 
l iberation movements in the world may have triggered progressive approaches to 
Translation Studies in an attempt to l iberate the field from the constraints which have 
been imposed by other disc ip l ines. 
2 .2.3 The E n d  of an Era 
The Skopos theory brought about a great amount of enthusiasm during the 
1 980s, mainly due to the theory ' s  opposition to the traditional equivalence based 
theories. The Skopos theory has freed the translator from the chains of ST. However, 
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the fa cination with the kopo theory began to fade away during the 1 990 . The 
kopo "paradigm ne ertheles tagnated in the 1 990s; the number of German-
lnnguage contribution to research and debate on translation would eern to have 
dec l i ned remarkably in recent year . . . .  ' ( Pym, 20 1 0, p.  5 ) .  
The re earcher po  tulates that many factor contributed to  the dec l ine of the 
kopo theory. Ini t ia l ly,  the fact that Skopos neglects ' equivalence' which I S  
considered a central a pect of  any translation is not acceptable.  "Equivalence I S  
reduced to functional con tancy" between the ST and the TT ( Munday, 2000, p. 80). 
Due to the reject ion of equivalence, translation i measured in terms of how wel l  the 
tran lator achieve the expectations of the c l ient l6 . Consequent ly, the translation 
mistakes in  tbe TT are overlooked ince tbe c l ient '  requirements have been fulfil led. 
It is  sugge ted that disregarding translat ion mistakes has serious impl ications 
sillce i t  violates the translation ethics of  fidel i ty and accuracy among other 
con iderations 1 ' .  In this l ight , the Skopos theory is unacceptable because it rel ieves the 
translator from taking responsibi l ity for the errors made during the translation process. 
This tudy views contextual equivalence as a seminal factor in measuring the quality 
and accuracy of any translated l i terary text .  
The Skopos theory was crit ic ized for its tendency to neglect tbe ST for the 
purpose of meeting the expectations of the target audience and culture. The theory 
overlooks the ST l inguist ic aspects and does not make any effort to reproduce the ST's 
II> C Nord, FunctIOnal ist Approaches. 20 1 0  http ://www.bcnjamins.nl/cgi-
binfbbr _ hts.cgi?cmd=show _ art lcle&fi le=articles/eth l . html&hist=3&pri ntview= 1 
P American Tran lators ASSOCiation, 20 1 0  
http://www.atanet .org/aboutus/code_ofyro fessiona I_conduct. php 
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micro Ie el feature . The general theory of tran lation i con idered un ucce ful in 
rendering l i terary te t ince ometimes uch text may not have a purpo c or an aim. 
Moreo er, l i terary text are tyli t ical ly more intricate than other types of texts. 
In addit ion, combining the Skopos theory and Reiss's text type approach into 
one gen ra l theory eem unfeasible since the e two approaches cannot be categorized 
a a imilar functional theory. ord ( 20 1 0 ) states that the ' text type approach' 
introduced by Reiss takes into account diverse functional aspects than those tackled 
by ermecr's kopos theory. 
I t  is  argued that one of the reasons that cau ed the Skopos theory to lose its 
leverage i that the appl ication of the respective theory is  problematic ;  there is  no clear 
methodology to help determine the purpose of a given translation since the Skopos 
d iff! rs according to the ST type and function. Th is indeterminacy also characterizes 
the guidel ines the commi s ioner states in the ' translation brief.  In addition, there is a 
certain amount ofconfu ion concerning the use of ' skopos' as a term; Vermeer himse lf  
has u ed the word ' skopo ' whi le  referring to "the act of translating as  wel l  as  to  the 
translation resul t  and also to the translat ion mode. He also uses the term Skopos 
synonymously with ' function' 
, 
( Sunwoo, 2007, p .  2 ) .  
A l ternatively, global ization may have been a key factor in the  fading of many 
translation theories. Globalization has created various situations "in which translation 
now responds to the movements of peop le, not texts" ( Pym, 20 1 0, p. 9). Nowadays, 
translation is more and more in demand wi thin a single society not only between 
different societies. Furthermore, globalization gave rise to machine trans lation since 
there was an increasing demand for translations into various languages at the same 
t ime. It is argued that the rise of machine translation made translating more focused on 
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producing the  amc me sag of the ST into countlc s TT which make the idea of  
having a di fferent kopo for each te t out of the que tion. This is because machine 
tran lation tcnd to po es a un iform qua l i ty to i ts rendering of the ST. 
According to thi tudy, the most dangerou aspect of the Skopo theory is its 
abi l i ty to be e ploi ted in favor of  the c l ient personal agenda. This is  because this 
part icular theory takes into consideration the c l ient ' s  demands rather than being 
concerned with the ST. For instance, Denise Merkle (20 1 1 )  argues that in spite of the 
fact that the Skopos theory tagnated in the 1 990s, it is  sti l l  prominent in authoritative 
countries such a China. Thc Skopos theory has been used as a tool of censorship; it is 
u ed to fi lter the information that i disseminated among the people  of authori tarian 
countries to prevent external influences over the people, or to control the knowledge 
those people might gain .  Censorship "is an inst rument used to mold, i f  not enforce, 
world view and discour e production . . .  the broader the intended audience is, the more 
rigorous the censor hip" (p . l ) . 
According to Samia Bazzi ,  the media has been exploiting the Skopos theory 
for their ideological purposes for many decades, especia l ly in the M iddle East pol it ical 
conflic t ;  " the notions of  skopos theory ( aim, purpose, commission, instruction, 
accountabi l i ty ,  and type of audience) contribute to the final shape of the text and its 
representations of pol i t ical facts". There are "sh ifts in producing another knowledge 
about the event and a d ifferent regime of truth according to a given skopos" (Bazzi, 
2009, p. 204) .  
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In pite of the previously ment ioned crit ici  m, the reasearcher maintains that 
pro\ idcd that translation ethics arc pre erved 1 8, the researcher consider the Skopos 
theory as a viabJc l i terary translation theory. When accompanied by a cognitive 
approach to the l i terary te t ,  the kopos theory a l lows the translator to prioritize and 
make deci ions in  relation to which is  the mo t significant aspect relayed in the TT in 
addit ion to the T content. By addressing the ST in uch a manner, the translator 
maintain focu in  tcad of being distracted by other untranslatable characteri t ic . In 
this en e this theory enable the translator to think critical ly in  addition to activating 
other cogn i t ive tools lIcb a employing problem olving techniques and sociocultural 
experience recol lect ion. 
The researcher maintains tbat the skopos theory is  p lausible provided that 
tran lation ethics are taken into account. Moreover, the c l ient ( commissioner) is no 
longer the authority who decides what i to be higbl ighted and what is to be 
overlooked. The translator h imself is the maker of such decisions; and in other cases, 
the poet or the author of the ST can make uggest ions on how to priorit ize the ST 
characterstics. 
2 .3 Translation and I n tervention 
The process of translation inevi tably entai ls  an act of  intervention on the 
trans lator 's  part. This intervention depends highly on the translator's decision making 
in that he can choose to paraphrase, make addit ions, omissions, and add footnotes 
I Translation ethics emtai l  conveying the ST content fa ithfully, accurately, and impartially In the TL. 
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among othcr action ( Pym, 20 1 0, p. 75). Howe er, intervention if not exerci ed with 
caution can lead to eriou di tortion. 
Tran lation tudie ha cvolved over the la t few decades from address ing the 
rather impl i  tic que tion of translating the source tcxt ( ST) freely or l iteral ly into a 
more comple debate rc lated to other discipl ines uch a discourse analysis, l inguist ic, 
cul tural and philo oph ical theories. The main focus of translation is no longer the ST 
and the message it convey ; it takes into account other paral inguistic aspects that affect 
the tran lator 's  deci ion in  rclation to the method s/he employs in  rendering a ST into 
the target language (TT). The various approaches to translation studies have been 
u eful tools assist ing the tran lator in determining the manner with which translations 
are carried out. I ntervention has been employed by translators and interpreters as one 
of the various strategies uscd in their practices to di fferent degrees (Munday, 2000). 
According to Cronin (2006) translators . . .  dwel l  between cul tures . As a rcsult , 
the d ifferences bctween two cultures pose s ignificant problems. Translators are 
in tercul tural agents who attempt to bridge the gap between two dist inctive cultures (p .  
78) .  Consequent ly, the translator must make certain decisions about how to render a 
T in to the TL. I nevitab ly, this fact  enta i ls  a certain amount of intervent ion on the 
translator' s  part so as to bridge the gap between the two cultures at hand (p .  1 0 1 ) . The 
fol lowing discussion w i l l  address the translator's decision-making and his/ her 
intervention in the process of translat ion. 
2.3 . 1  Foreignization 
Foreignization as a trans lat ion strategy dates back to Schleiermacher. Due to 
the c lose connection "between language and culture" ( Hermans, 2009, p .  97), 
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tran lation hould reflect the l ingui t ic a well a the cul tural attribute of the T. 
chleiermacher ad ocated the pre ervation of the foreignness of the source text. He  
aw that the tran lator hould "take the reader to the foreign author rather than vice 
vcr a" ( Hem1an , 2009, p. 97) .  Thi act is ach ieved by the translator through adopting 
"an al ienating method of tran lation, orienting him elf or hersel f  by the language and 
content of the T' ( Munday, 2000, p .  28) .  
chleiemlacher' s  work had great in fluence on many scholars in modern times 
uch a Bem1an and Venuti .  Bem1an considered resist ing the influence of the target 
cul ture and value on the translated texts 'v iolence of ethnocentrism' an ethical 
obl igation ( Hem1ans. 2009 p .  98). For him, translators constantly  encounter 
" ethnocentric force , which detem1 ine the 'de i re to translate' as well as the form of 
th TT ' ( Munday, 2000, p .  1 49) ;  therefore, translators must be aware of such forces 
through psychoanalytic examination of their work. 
Berman ' s  tem1 ' negat ive ana lyt ic '  described the textual distortion of the ST in 
the TT which prevented the foreign from manifesting itse lf  in  the TL ( 20 1 2) .  He 
rejected the ' natural ization ' strategy of translation since he regarded the ethical 
approach to translation is  to receive the foreign as foreign. Bem1an has attempted to 
chal lenge the target readers to experience the foreignness of the ST; alternatively, he 
chal lenged the ST to be al ienated from its original language and cul ture. As far as 
Bem1an sees that the only solution to such violation is "a word-for-word translat ion 
that would respect the original in its radical alterity" ( Hem1ans, 2009, p. 98) .  
Berm an ' s  views were shared by Lawrence Venuti ( 1 998). Venut i ' s  approach 
to the matter of ethnic di fference, however, was supplemented by political and 
ideological aspects. He sees 'domestication ' as a way to el iminate the identity of the 
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T .  Dome ticat ion implie complacency and imposed taming which would probably 
lead to negative outcome . 
Venuti c laim that the transparency and fluency with which translat ions are 
read "prevent interaction with cul tura l  diver ity; con equently, the tran lations become 
Ill' i ible and undi tingui hable from other works. Translators are also made invisible 
due to thi fluency a well as other factor that arc at p lay such as the publ i  hing 
industry and the part ies that commission the translations, the readers, and the 
reviewer . Laurence Venuti, as Pym ascertains, a l lows "us to talk about translators as 
real people in pol it ical i tuations . . .  about ethical criteria that might relate translator to 
the soc ieties of  the future" (20 1 0  p .  1 67) .  
Al though Venuti seems to oppose the dome tication strategy, he admits to  its 
inevitab i lity in  the translat ion process. He states that "domestication occurs with any 
translat ing and indeed is  necessary if the foreign text is to become intel l igible and 
intere t ing to the domest ic reader" ( Venuti L. , 1 998, p. 1 1 4) .  
I n  order to avoid the in isibi l i ty of the translators and the TTs, Venuti suggests 
that translators should resort to ' foreignizing' translat ions. However, Venuti is wel l 
aware of the contradiction it bears; foreignizat ion "is a ubjective and relative tenn 
that s ti l l  involves some domestication because it translates an ST for a target culture" 
( Munday, 2000, p. 1 48) .  Once the ST leaves its original culture, it is subjected to the 
target cu l ture 's  value and nonns. 
The researcher i not in favor of  domest ication or foreignization. The intention 
i s  not to make the TT so fami l iar to the TL audience that it no longer considered a 
translation. The aim of the trans lator should be to reproduce as much ST attributes as 
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the TL l ingui t ical ly, cul tura l ly, and aesthetical ly permits .  The objective here is not to 
take ide ; the objecti e i to bring both tcxts clo c to one another without any 
ideological agenda . Thc "dialectic of original and derivative through translation leads 
to the language of truth, the language of si lence, the pure language which knows no 
ten ion" (Baker & Mal mkja:r, 1 998,  p. 1 95 ) .Entertainment is one of the sign i ficant 
purpo e of drama. It i highly unl ikely that the TL pectators would be entertained if  
they arc unable to  make cnse of the  drama performed before them. For instance, the 
researcher' intention is  not to change the Names of the characters, culture, metaphors 
and imagery, nor the play' etting . In  fact, her aim is to present a Shakespearean 
work as eloquent ly a pos ible in order to be cqual ly appreciated by the TL audience 
a i t  was by its original audience. Therefore, the equivalent effect is vital to fulfi l l  such 
an objective. This also appl ies to the clarification of some a l lusions, since their 
ignificance l ies in the audience's abi l i ty to relate to and make sense of them. The 
re earcher doe not bel ieve that Shakespeare mentioned Hecate, Tarquin, Cesar and 
Mark Anthony to baffle the audience l 9.The translator must strike a balance between 
the TL audience ' cul tural expectations and the ST's culture-bound rhetoric and 
aesthetics. In short, attempting to find a common ground between the ST and the TT 
is paramount for a work that is relevant and meaningfu l .  
orms have a great impact on the translator's decisions. These norms have 
social and psychological dimensions in that they are related the values of communities 
and their expectations about the manner according to which people should behave. 
Toury perceived such nom1S as "constraints on the translator's behaviour" since norm-
1 9  The prenent writer pre lOusly refcred to the chronological order of Shakepear's trag
edies so as to 
I l lustrate that the SL audience IS fami l ier with the al lUSIOns mentioned in Macbeth an
d IS aware of 
theIr significance. 
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govern d choice determine the form of the final te t ( Hennans, 2009) .  Herman and 
ord, alternati e ly, e plore the relation hip between the translator and hi I her 
audience. The interaction between the two part ies has a ign i ficant role in determining 
what i acceptable to the target readers . Ult imately, this influence cause the translator 
to make the choice that would be more relevant to and considered al id for the target 
readcr "not ju t a tran lations, but as cul tural contexts" (Hennans, 2009, p. 96). 
2.3.2 Feminist Tra nslation 
The feminist approach to translation has caused controversy for i ts exploitation 
of language to speak on behalf of  women . The feminist tran lator considers translation 
a an ideological act; the role of the practicing translator is to create uncertainty. Levine 
state that "[  a]  translation should be a critical act . . .  creating doubt , posing questions to 
the reader, recontextual i  ing the ideology of the original text" ( 1 99 1 ,  p. 3 ) .  The 
feminist translator focuses on the simi larity between the status of translation compared 
to other forms of original writing and the status of women who are often suppressed 
in both socia l  and l iterary contexts. 
Feminists consider the manipulation of translation as a means to stress their 
ideological stance through the translat ion project. Sherry S imons describes her 
translation as "a pol i t ical  act ivity aimed at making language speak for women . . .  this 
translation has used every translation strategy to make the feminine visible in 
language" ( 1 996, p. 1 )  
This issue of  manipulating the text to serve the feminist agenda has been 
cri tic ized for double standards. It is permissible for feminist translators to intervene 
and manipulate the translation, but they do not pennit the same action from others 
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( H erman ,  2009, p. 1 0 1  ) .A  far a the re earcher i concerned, erving any agenda 
other than that of con eying the ST mes age (and form if po sible) into the TL ( in  a 
manner that conform to the TL cul tural norms and expectations) is an act of distortion 
that hould not be condoned. 
2.3.3 Po tcolo n i a l  Tran lation 
Simi lar to the femini st translation approach, the postcolonial approach to 
tran lat ion i n  tem1S of the power imbalance between the ex-colonizer and the ex­
colonized; both approache address the is  ue of  social inclusion and exclusion. The 
connection between tran lation and colonization is based on the claim that translat ion 
ha played a significant part in "the colonization process and in disseminating an 
ideological ly moti ated image of the colonized people" (Hermans, p .  1 34) .  
Also, po tcolonial translations from the ex-colonized into Engl ish ( the ex­
colonizer language) tend to be a simi lated to the ex-colonizer culture in order for the 
ST to be avai lable to the target readers. Consequent ly, the translation fai l s  to represent 
the d ifferent aspects of the ex-colon ized culture. Niranjana, for i nstance, recommends 
that the translator adopt a translation approach that is "speculative, provis ional ,  and 
interventionist" ( Munday, 2000, p .  1 3 5 ) .  
The postcolonial approach to  translation explores 'hybridity' which refers to 
the state of displacement that accompanies "migration, transformation, re-inscription 
and in-betweenne s" ( Hermans, 2009, p.  1 02 ) .  In this sense, the translator is in the 
middle of a struggle between various local languages and Engl ish as the mouthpiece 
of the postcolonial world. Postcolonials are si tuated 'between ' di fferent countries as 
emigrants ( as in Salman Rushdi ' s case) "as the ' locational disruptor' that describes the 
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i tuation of tho e that remain in the melt ing pot of their nati e 'site'" (Munday, 2009, 
p. 36) .  Accordingly, tran lation is no longer viewed a a l inguistic exchange, but as a 
method of tran [erring territory to other , and al tering a system of thought with 
another. In thi en e, the po tcolonial tran lation constantly entai ls intervention . 
2.3.4 The Translator a a re-en u nciator 
Folkart among others considers translation a an act of providing the text with 
a new voice; the translator, here is viewed as a "re-enunciator" who cannot avoid 
intef" n ing in the te t at hand and eventual ly imposing his/ her own subjectivity on 
the tran lat ion. A far as Baker i concerned, Folkart ' s  view has been proven right by 
means of exploring tran lat ions of the same text by two di fferent translators; "each left 
their l l nguist ical ly idiosyncrat ic signature on their translations, regardless of the nature 
of  the original text" (c i ted in  Hermans, 2009, p. 97) .  The view of the translator as a re­
enunciator, however, rai sed issues regarding ' re ponsibi l i ty and accountab i l i ty '  in 
addit ion to ethics. 
2 .3 .5  V iews o n  I n tervention i n  Translation 
Juliane House defllles intervention in  translation as "a manipulat ion of the 
ource text beyond what is  l inguist ical ly necessary" ( 2008, p. 1 6) .  As far as Hou e is 
concerned, i ntervent ion in translation is  inevi table, but to a certain extent where ethics 
are not violated. For her, a 'cu l tural fi lter' is  a way to capture "socio-cultural 
d ifferences i n  shared conventions of  behavior and communication preferred rhetorical 
style and expectation norms in the two speech communit ies" ( House, 200 1 ,  p. 25 1 ) . 
The translator could manipulate the TT with such tools; however, the outcome is not
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con idercd a tran lation, but a version. The proce [ 
. 
I o mampu ating a TT al 0 entai ls  
r i  k becau e it i uncertain that the intervent ,·on ,
. 
bl b accepta e y the target audience. 
I t  i not nccc sari ly that the reader would want to read a text that doe not convey the 
T me age. Hou e (2008)  denotes tbat 
[mJanipulation or " intervention" for ideological , socio­
poli tical or cthical rca ons . . .  are general ly risky undertakings. 
Who i to judge that tbe in terventions are real ly  desirable and 
that addrc sces of a translation would not rather be confronted 
with an equivalent source tcxt? How can we justify wel l -meant 
change to a text made under the auspices of ay feminist or 
post-colonia l ist thinking from chau inistic imperial ist 
interventions? We cannot (p .  1 6) .  
he ees intervention a a method that should be appl ied with caution and 
responsibi l i ty toward thc original text; " [ i ]n many - if not most - cases it might be 
wi er to not in tervene at a l l"  ( House, 2008, p .  1 6 ). 
The re earcher considers intervent ion unavoidable due to the di fferences 
between any two languages and cultures. The translator' s techn iques to make the ST 
avai lable to the TL audience entail intervention of some sort. It is important that the 
translator remains fai thful to the ST, but the TL readership must also be taken into 
account. I ntervention is  plausible if it leads to a clearer understanding of the message 
of the ST. For example, omissions and additions, explanations, paraphrasing, and 
footnotc have been ut i l ized in translations to help the target readership understand the 
ST by many translators. However if intervention i meant to manipulate and di tort 
the meaning conveyed in the ST for ideological purpo es, then it is a violat ion o
f ethics 
which should not be permissible by any means. 
.+7 
Furthermore, the tran lator' code of ethic enta i l  conveying the mes age of 
the L to the TL "faithful ly, accurately and impartial ity"20. This implie that 
intervention i not permi sible ince thi intervention can range from omission and 
addit ion to di tort ion for idcological purpo es. As a result , this study views th� entire 
notion of intervent ion a problematic when it come to ethics of translation. Thi issue 
pre a i l s  in l i terary tran lation a wel l ,  since conveying all the characteristic of the ST 
into the TT wi l l  not be pos ible due to the l inguistic and cultural d ifference between 
an language pair. 
According to thi study equivalence is  a key clement to assess the qual i ty and 
accuracy of any tran lat lon. Accordingly, the ST should always be the reference when 
a tran 1ation is e aluated. The translator may have the discretion of changing l inguistic 
or styl i tic characteri tics as he feels fit; however, his main consult should be the ST. 
For instance, when rendering a poet ic text, the Skopos theory al lows the translator to 
priorit ize so as to decide which aspects are more worthy of being conveyed in the TL. 
If the purpose of translating the ST is  to shed l ight on i ts formal  characteristics then, 
the form wi l l  take precedence over content in the TT. If the purpose of the translat ion 
is to convey the beauty of the metaphors and its meaning, the focus in this case wi l l  be 
the content rather than the form. 
Translation theories can by general ly divided into functional and non-
functional approaches to translation. Intervention is persistent in the translat ion 
process in the majority of the translation theories as i t  contradicts the main translation 
ethics of accuracy and fai thfulness. Intervention becomes more problematic in 
2 0  Amencan Translators AssociatIOn, 20 1 0  
http //www.ataneLorg/aboutus/code_ofyrofessional_conduct .php 
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Ide logical theorie and the kopo theory. A far a Ben Van Wyke i concemed, the 
kopo theory i s  one of the functional theories of translation; i t  attempts to addre s 
certain ob tacl found in the " language-oriented and equi alence-based theorie of 
translation"2 1 .  E tab l i  hed by Vermeer in the 1 970s, the ' Skopos theory' i concerned 
with conveying T informat ion to the TL audience in a manner that conforms to the 
TL cultural norm . 
The researcher considers the Skopos theory a plausible approach to translat ing 
l i terature. The downside of the Skopos theory i s  that it rel ieves the translator from any 
re ponsibi l  i ty regarding the errors made in the process of translat ion22 . 
2 1 B. V. Wyke. Ethics and Translation.http ://www.benjamins.nlJ.
cgl -
. . 
bmlbbr _ hts.cgi?cmd=show _ article&file=art ic les/eth l . html&hlst=3&pnn
tvlcw= I 
�2 C .  Nord. Functional ist Approaches http://wwv ... . benjamins.nlJcgi- . 
binlbbr _hts cgl?cmd=show _article&fi le=articles/eth I .html&hist=3
&pnntvlew= 1 
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Chapter 3 :  Translati ng Drama- Characteristics and Difficulties 
The fol lm ing ection deal with drama a a l iterary form. The most 
ign ifieant of the characteri t ic  related to dramatic texts wi l l  be explored, i .e . ,  the 
non-verbal element of the dramatic text .  Addre ing this part icular characteristic 
wi l l  provide a better under tanding of the d ifficult ie in rendering dramatic texts into 
the target language TL ( nel l -Hornby, 1 997) .  A brief hi torical background of drama 
and poetic drama wi l l  be presented, ince the text under investigation in this study 
belongs to this particular genre. Thi wi l l  be fol lowed by exploring the difficult ies of 
tran lat ing drama in  general and Shakespearean drama in  part icular. The last section 
of thi chapter is commit ted to discu sing drama translation in  the Arab world and 
the influence of translat ing drama on Arabic l i terature. 
3 . 1  Origins of Drama 
Drama i s  one of the earl iest l iterary genres which appeared in  western cultures; 
the word itse l f  is of Greek origins meaning to action. The earl iest Greek drama 
performances date back to the 4th century Be. According to Lary Opitz ( 1 998), the 
di fference between drama and theatre is that drama refers to the printed text, while 
theatre refers to the actual production of the play. However, for the purpo e of this 
study, both terms wi l l  be used interchangeably. The influence of Greek Drama 
disseminated to reach the Mediterranean region in spite of its dec l ine in the year 300 
BC. It prevai led in d ifferent renditions and translations since the Renaissance23 . 
Around 240 BC, drama emerged in Rome; beginning with commissioning Livius 
23 DictIOnary Central http://www.dictionarycentral .comldefinition/greek-drama.htm I 
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ndron icu to tran lat a Greek tragedy and another comedy to be perfomled during 
tbe fe ti al  of tbe Ludi Romani .  The Ody sey was the first work to be presented in 
Lat in ,  fol lowed by other Greek tragedies [rom the 5 th Century BC and play from the 
ew Corned ( zemercnyi , J 975,  p. 300). 
I t  i evident that these translations have influenced the manner with which 
Roman drama wa written and performed. Roman plays were performed during 
fe t ivit ies, and actor were highly paid. In i t ia l ly, the tage where plays were acted was 
influenced by the Greek theatre, mo tly made of wood. Eventual ly the staging became 
more elaborate and complex; it was later built of stone with curtains and scenery. 
"Perfomlances were ometimes given in private; players could be hired to entertain 
dinner guests, whi le members of the l iterary el ite would hold prest igious private 
readings oftheir works ,24 The Roman theatre decl ines during the 6th century AD when 
Emperor Just in ian banned dramatic perfomlances and c losed down the theatres. The 
Christian opposition to acting is considered to be the primary reason behind the 
emperor' s  decision. 
With the dec l ine of the Roman Empire and the rise of the Byzantine Empire, 
drama no longer held an influential status as an art form (Brockett, 2003, p. 70). The 
most significant achievement during the Byzant ine Empire was the preservation of the 
Greek c lassical works and the compi lation of the Suda Encyc 1opedia25 . 
24 DictIOnary Central http ://www.dlctionarycentral .com/detinltlOn/greek-drama.html 
�5 Suda is a massive l ath century Byzantine encyclopedia of the ancient Mediterranean world, 
formerly attributed to an author called Suidas. I t  is  an encyclopediC lexicon, written in Gre
ek, With 
30,000 entnes, many drawing from ancient sources that have since been los.
t, 
.
and often denved from 
d" I Ch . t '  I e  s https'llwww princeton edul-achaney/tmve/Wlkl l OOk/do
cs/Suda.html . me leva ns Ian compl r . . . 
S l  
During the middle age , theatre was rno tly con fined to the church a drama 
wa performed to commemorate certain bibl ical events ( Brockett, 2003, p. 76). The 
drama cene Oouri hed in England during the Renais ance period, and it  became the 
undi puted genre, the inception of this revi a I ,  however, took place in Spain before 
preading to other parts of Europe ( Banham, 1 998) .  
Poetic drama or erse drama i a play written completely or most ly in verse. 
Thi tradition \: a the dominant practice in  writing early drama, part icularly the works 
of hake peare, who e blank verse dominated the El izabethan and Jacobean sages. I t  
1 evident that the E l izabethan and Jacobean drama are in essence the embodiment of 
English poetic drama.  According to Preminger, et al ( 1 975) ,  
E l i zabethan and Jacobean drama are expansive and energet ic .  
They are spacious and profuse in  metaphor and imagery, fluid, 
swift, and various in movement, by c lassical standards loose in 
structure, and extravagant in  event .  In  energy and variety they 
are predominant ly  "romantic", and in their romant icism they are 
for good or i l l  the norms of the poetic drama in Eng (p .  229). 
Tbe term itse lf  dates back to tbe works written since tbe Restoration in ( 1 660) .  
During this period, tragedies were written in verse, whi le prose was used to compose 
comedies26. Tragedie such as those of Shakespeare ' s  and Marlowe' s  often di ffered in 
their register depending on the status of the character performing the l ines. Verse was 
often performed by the protagonist and characters of noble decent while prose was 
performed by peasants and characters of low status. 
�6 Dictionary Central http://www.dlctionarycentral .comldefinition/poetic-drama.html 
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3.2 Drama i n  the Arab World 
ccording to mel Zaki ,  drama a a l i terary genre i relatively new to the Arab 
world; "drama a v c know it in the West has ne er been part of the Arabic tradi tion". 
arl attempt of  dramatic work are found in works such as the Passion Plays of the 
hi 'ah tradi t ion. The e part icular plays have pol i tical and rel igious connotations. They 
came to being in Iraq in the fourth Century of H ijrah with the aim of portraying the 
Martyrdom of A l  Hussain Bin Al i ,  the grandson of the prophet Mohammed ( Fernea, 
2005, pp. 1 30-39) .  The Passion Plays have been wri tten in local dialects and thus have 
not been considered a l i teratur ; rather they are considered representations of folklore 
and tradition related to the Arab hi story. As far a the orientalist is concerned, the 
clo e t genre to drama in Arabic l iterature was Al Maqamah since dramatic adaptation 
is plausible in this particular l iterary genre (N icholson, 1 969). In hort, the Arabic 
l i terary tradition in  i ts various genres may have certain simi larities or attributes 
perta in ing to drama .  However. drama as an established genre and art form did not exist 
unt i l  the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Drama in the Arab world started out poet ic in nature, with Ahmed Shawqi 
1 868- 1 932 as the p ioneer of this genre. Prior to Shawqi, the Arab audience was 
unfami liar wi th theatre in general nor drama in its poetic form. There were speculations 
as to why Greek drama had not been translated into Arabic. Some claim that the nature 
of the Bedouin l i fe and i ts harshness in addition to the reservations of the Muslim 
culture to Art and acting have prevented the existence of theatre. Others claim that 
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rab did not tran latc thc Greek poet ic drama ince Arabs take great pride in their 
O\vn poetic heri tage which according to them, is the riche t of all world poetry27 . 
Ahmed hawqi v rotc everal poetic drama such as Masraa Cleopatra ( 1 927) ,  
Majnoon Lai la ( 1 932) ,  and Qimbeez (1 932) .  Most of these dramas were based on the 
rabic and I lamic hi tory as wel l as Arabic poetry. As for the themes Shawqi had 
addre sed in the e work , they were mainly descriptive, addressing national identity 
and entiment . 
In  spite of Shawqi '  pioneering efforts i n  poetic drama, h e  seemed t o  have 
lacked the awarene of what poetic drama actual ly is. He did not acknowledge that a 
poetic drama compri e of  a comprehensive work expressing movement ,  action, and 
confl ict ,  brought to l i fe through a subl ime  poetic language. In other words, Shawqi 's  
p lays were most ly beaut iful poems reci ted by the actors and characters on stage. These 
reci ted poems were expres ive and imaginative; however, they did not contribute to 
the creation of action, or heighten the dramatic conflict .  This brings to mind Sir Robert 
Howard ' s  sarcastic remark on Dryden ' s  verse plays. Howard asserts that if a l l  your 
characters improvise great poetry at the right moment, with such great eloquence, then 
we can assume that they were born poets. With regards to rhyme, Howard argues that 
since people cannot, without prior preparation, utter rhymed speech, then no one 
should do so on stage (Wahba & Enani, 1 994). 
The case of Shawqi is  s imi lar to that of Aziz Abaza 1 898- 1 973, who was 
immensely influenced by Shawqi ;  however Abaza did not take his own l i terary form 
to a more progressive stage. H is poetic p lays are merely uttered by one character or 
�7 M asrah Salah Abdul Sabbour: Qlra'a Semia'ya (Mujahid, 200 I ). 
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another without having any b aring or con equence on the dramatic conflict of the 
equencc of event . 
Another e ample of early dramati t is Abdul Rahman Al Sharqawi 1 920-
1 9  6, who had more li terary impact than that of hawqi and Abaza. evertheless, his 
poetic in pite of  his u e of modern poetry or ' free verse' .  Most of Al 
harqawi ' p lay were of a poli t ical nature, deriving their symbols and themes from 
the current Arabic real ity a wel l  as ancient Arabic history, such as the character lamila 
Buhraid, the A lgerian pol i t ical figure, Al Hussain bin Al i  bin Abi Taleb, and one of 
his most prominent play AI Fata Mahran28. 
Poetic drama wa not exclu ive to Egypt, for the I raqi poet Khaled Al  Shawwaf 
1 924-20 1 2, has played a crucial part in the development of poet ic drama. Al Shawwaf, 
l ike his predece sors, ut i l ized and derived his themes and characters from the past. A l  
Shawwaf wrote a number of poet ic dramas such as Shamsu ( 1 952) ,  A I  ASH'ar ( 1 952) ,  
Al Zaitoona ( 1 968) ,  and Qurrat Al A in ( 1 99 1 ) . However he adopted the c lassical form 
of poetry whi le writ ing these poetic dramas, in the sense that it empLoyed the classical 
Arabic rhyme and meter simi lar to Shawqi and Abaza. Consequently, Al  Shawwafs 
work lacked the desired flow and eloquence since c lassical poetry tends to be governed 
by a monotonic verse structure. 
The i ntensity of  the dramatic confl ict, the escalation of the events, to the 
dynamic discourse among the characters reflect and guide the human experience 
toward an emotional, intel lectual and dramatic c l imax. These col lective factors 
sub equent ly led the Arab poets to acknowledge the urgency to emancipate themselves 
!� Masrah Salah Abdul Sabbour: Qira'a Sem ia'ya (Mujahld, 200 1 ). 
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from the poet ic con traint impo ed  by  c las ical Arabic poetry. By doing 0 ,  the poet 
i able to e plore " ider poetic dimensions that can accommodat the dramatic action. 
For instance, in hawqi and Abaza ' s  plays, the dialogue lacked the dramatic effect in 
it real en e.  The poem , in spite of  their aesthet ics and eloquence, were detached 
from the dramatic event .  In other words, the poems do not function as a medium to 
guide the dramatic action t i ts c losure; rather, their function was mostly emotional 
e ' pressions and intimate moments. The dramatic event on the other hand was a thin 
thread that may or may not appear amidst these emotional expressions by maximizing 
on the rhythmic effect and poetic meters. Consequently, cult ivating a second 
generation of poetic drama became a neces ity. 
Salah Abdul Sabbour 1 93 1 - 1 98 1  along with other men of letters such as 
Mohammed Afifi Matar and Ahmed Abdul Mou't i  H ijazi led the movement of modern 
poetry in Egypt ub equent to its commencement in I raq by Bader Shaker AsSayyab, 
azik Al Malaeka and Abdul Wahab Al Bayati thereafter. It was Salah Abdul Sabbour 
who left a sign i ficant mark on the Arab dramatic scene with dramatic works such as 
The Tragedy of A l  Halla} ( 1 964), The Night Traveller ( 1 969) Laila & the Madman 
( 1 969), The Princes A "waits ( 1 970), and After the King Dies ( 1 973) .  His  dominant 
themes were related to man ' s  predicaments and the struggle of talented individuals 
with suppression, government censorship and the lack of freedom
29. Although poetic 
drama did not radical ly  evolve after Abdul Sabbour' s contribution the fol lowing 
generation of dramatists have left their own mark on the dramatic scene. 
29 Masrah Salah Abdul Sabbour: Qira'a Semia'ya (Mujahid, 200 1 )  
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The I raqi poet Mohammed Al i  Al  Khafaj i 1 943 -20 1 2  stand out among the e 
dramati t ; a he \J a immer ed in compo ing poet ic drama prol ifical ly. Some of his 
drama are AI Hussain Comes Again ( 1 972) ,  When Dancers are Tired, the Ballroom 
Start to Dance ( 1 973 ), Morning Overtook Shahrazad ( 1 973) ,  Abu Therr Climbs the 
Stairs of Rejection ( 1 980), He Wel1t to Lead Muslim Bin Aqee/ 's Dream ( 2000), 
Someone Surrender Jerusalem Tonight ( 2002 ) and Noah Does ot Board the Arc 
( 2003 ) .  Simi lar to hi predece sors, Al Khafaj i ut i l izes cul ture and tradi tion in his 
wri t ing , a evident in his allu ions to the characters of the prophet Noah, Al Hussain 
bin Al i ,  Abu Therr Al  Ghifari , Saharazad, and Musl im Bin Aqeel .  
Poetic drama continued to evolve from Classical verse to free verse, and 
e\'entual ly  to poetic prose. This development in the dramatic scene took place during 
the second half of the twentieth century; one of the pioneers of this dramatic genre is 
Mohamed Al Maghoot 1 934-2006. H is works have had great impact on the Arabic 
l iterary movement with drama such as The Clown ( 1 974), A Toast to the Homeland 
( performed 1 979), and Tishreen 's Village ( performed 1 974). Although these plays 
were writ ten in col loquial  Syrian dialect, their significance as a reflection of the Arabic 
real i ty and in mobi l izing the people was undisputed ( Mohammed Al  Magbout, 20 1 0) .  
3.3 D ra m a  and Translation 
The dramatic genre is considered one of the most difficult art fom1s when i t  
comes to  tran lation. The chal lenges of  translating drama are derived from its 
dist inctive characteristics which main ly depend on several elements such as the stage 
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etling, the actor ' dialogue, l ighting, audience, co tume among other elementsJo. 
Annie Bri et (1 996) maintain that the complexity of translat ion does not exist in its 
lack of a "specific translation language. I t  ari es, rather, from the absence in  the target 
language of  a ubcode equivalent to the one used by the source text in its reproduction 
of the ource language" (p .  344), in her tatement, Brisset advocates the use of 
vernacular language, in order to transfOffi1 that language into a national and cultural 
mouthpiece for the target cu l ture. However, the researcher bel ieves that the vernacular 
i not a plausible solution to this part icular problem, especial ly  in Arabic, as it will be 
made c lear later on in this chapter. Arabic speaking countries cover vast geographical 
area , which are di t inguished not only by the dia lects they speak, but also by the socio­
cultural variations. In  effect, drama translation involves various aspects that must be 
accounted for on the verbal and nonverbal levels, i .e. the l inguistic and paral inguistic 
elements. The translator addresses additional elements other than language in  the 
proce s of translation. On a d ifferent level, using the vernacular would be a violation 
of the text type to begin with. The ST was not produced in the vernacular. 
The translat ion of l i terary works in general and dramatic texts in part icular 
entail a double  perspect ive on the part of  the translator. He is translating words and 
expressions in to another language as wel l  as transforming "meanings into a new form 
of expression ( stage p lay to fi lm noir) . . .  that goes beyond the simple transfer of 
semantic meanings" ( H uang, 20 1 1 ,  p .  84). The translator of l i terature i s  first and 
foremost an interpreter of the ST & its cul tura l  contexts. 
30 0ptlZ, 1 998. 
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The re earcher po it that drama entail more interpreti e and hermeneutic3 1  
e ffort \ J) the tran lation proce due t o  the dramat ic texts ' l inguistic and paral inguistic 
c lements. Furthermore, words ha e a synaesthetic qual i ty to them; some word may 
trigger more than one of lhe I i  tener or reader' en es at oncc. For example, metaphors 
uch a wee! mell ( taste and mel l )  and loud c% r ( ound and sight). In order to relay 
uch metaphor in the TL, cognit ive efforts on the translator's part are required. The 
tran lator' s  job "i not to tran late language into language, but more important ly, to 
translate ense, spirit , style, and manner of the original into equivalent sense, spirit, 
tyle, and manner of  the target language" ( EI -Shiyab, 1 997,  p. 205) .  
I n  addit ion, drama, a s  a l i terary form, is  the most capable of reflecting " greater 
variation and of expressing more varied types of ociety" (T .S .  E l iot, 1 920, p. 55 )  
compared to other l iterary genres. Dramatic speech is not confmed to  a specific 
function; more often than not, everal funct ions operate within the dramatic text, "one 
pec ific function being dominant" ( Weber, 1 990, p. 1 02 ). 
This dissertation con iders the aspect of  ' mul t ifunction ' a long with other extra 
l inguist ic  characteristic a great chal lenge for the translator of dramatic texts. Drama 
translation is a sign i ficant part of l i terary translation, particularly in the western 
culture. Tragedies and comedies are often translated for the purpose of performance 
on stage or f tlm  due to their abi l ity to be isolated from the settings of their original 
31 Henneneutics i s  the study of  interpretatIOn, thought of both as reading and as dialogue: the 
conversation that occurs between readers and texts. It has been of crucial importance not Just In 
l iterary study, but a lso III theology ( where it originated) and in law. The discipl ine began aro
und 
1 8 1 9  with the writmgs of Schleiemacher and was further developed by Di lthey ( M i k
lcs, 2007, p.  
1 4 1  ) . 
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cul ture, \ hi le  hi tory play can by morc chal lenglOg as they are u ual ly directed 
toward promoting or que tioning national hi tory (Huang, 20 1 1 ) . 
Lary Opitz ( 1 998) finn ly bel ieves that any attempt of theatre product ion must 
be a con c iou decision to addre everal que tions; this dissertation argues that a 
imi lar set of que tion hould be addres ed by the drama translator as pre-tanslational 
tep . These que tion are related to: 
1 - C h a racters:  Who arc the character and what does each character 
want, feel ,  and know? What are their backgrounds? What kind of 
value do these characters pos e s? What are their personal traits, 
relat ion hips, and confl icts? Who has power over whom? 
2- Settin g :  What is the world of the play, and its events? The t ime 
and place in which the play takes place, and the social ,  pol i t ical , 
economic, and cul tural c i rcum tances influencing the events. 
3- L a n g u a ge, Sty le and Structu re: How is language used in the 
p lay? What is  tbe nature of dialogue? How does the playwright 
use l i terary imagery and a l lusions and other techniques sucb as 
tempos and rhythms? How is the play from a styl ist ic and 
structural point  of view? 
4- E ve n ts a n d  Action s :  What happens? What are the ideas 
introduced in tbe p lay? "What is  the d ifference between pbysical 
. I . ,,32? action and psychologlca actIOn . 
32 Opi tz, The Play's the Thmg: Drama Versus Theatre, 1 998.  
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The re carcher a crt that th 
. ano er Important set of que tions mu t be 
c n idered in the ca e of drama tran lation. Thi part l'cular et l' h seen a t e stirring 
factor that bring all the pre iou questions together: 
Who is  the TT aud ience? H ow relevant arc the previously mentioned questions 
to that audience? Which a pects may el icit a negat ive audience response? How can the 
tran lator e ploit non erbal techniques to make up for what is lost in the process of 
translation? Su an Bas nett asserts that 
the dramatic text cannot be translated in the same way as the 
prose text. To begin with a theatre text is read d ifferently. It is 
read as omething incomplete, rather than a a fully rounded 
unit ,  s ince it i only in performance that the ful l  potential of the 
text i s  real ized (2002, p. 1 24) .  
Dramatic texts are written to be perfonned. This di ssertation maintains that this 
particular dist inct ion that separates drama from all other l i terary genres i .e .  
'performance '  is  the same factor that governs or drives the translation process of the 
dramatic tex t .  When translat ing for the theatre, the translator must bear in mind that it 
i not the verbal or l inguist ic  aspects that he or she is deal ing with, rather, the translator 
is engaged in decoding the nonverbal e lements of the text which contribute to the text 's  
performabi l i ty on stage. More importantly, performabi l i ty is what connects the 
dramat ic  actions and the audience. Although the audience is not an active party in the 
play, i t  is  a react ive one. "The kind of meaning we obtain from the performance can 
be more sign ificant than the meaning obtained from a mundane event. Once we see a 
tage character drinking from a ful l  cup ( imagined), and we know that it is poisoned 
but he does not, our bel ieving is pregnant with meaning" (Courtney, 1 990, p. 23 ). The 
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lev er Identi f  with the character on stage, and ubcon ciously relate tbeir own l i fe 
e perience to the one ob erved on stage. 
Whi le drama and performing plays on stage have come to exist in West for 
centurie before the no el came into being, theoretical work on drama tran lat ion bas 
not been as extensi e a that devoted to prose and ver e translation ( Malmkjcer & 
Windle, 20 1 3 , p .  2 ) .  The tance toward drama started to change during the 1 980s. The 
fir t major step in this d i rection is to pinpoint the aspects that make drama so unique 
and d ifferent from other l iterary works such as poetry and prose. Mary Snell -Hornby 
tate that "the stage text a uch consists of  two c learly separate components: the stage 
direction on the one hand and the spoken dialogue on the other' ( 1 997, p. 1 07) .  
The researcher argue that tbere are other elements that dwel l  in between these 
two component such as rhythm and vers ificat ion which enforce the speakabi l ity and 
performabi l ity of the dramat ic text .  Although rhythm and verse are not considered 
nonverbal e lement in the tradit ional sen e, " rhyme and metre are responsible for 
certain effects which are definitely extral inguist ic such as play duration, dramatic 
tension or the response rhyme provokes on the hearer" ( Riera, 2007, p.  1 25 ) .  
E l-Sh iyab ( 1 997),  in  turn ,  suggests the possibi l i ty of differentiating between 
the written text and the way it is performed on stage in front of an audience since both 
purposes require di fferent strategies in the manner with which they must be addressed. 
Kirsten Malmkj<er and Kevin Windle ( 20 1 3 ) stress the fact that translating drama is 
considerably di fferent than other l iterary genres such as poetry, fiction and prose due 
to it distinctive characteristics which go beyond the l inguistic elements of the text. 
Accordingly, Reiss (20 1 4 )describe dramatic texts as a combination of various text 
types such as express ive, operative and informat ive; for this reason, this study argues 
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that the proce o[ tran lat ing dramatic text should ary according to the text type and 
fun l ion. 
Weber ( 1 990) pre ent many attributes which belong to dramatic text such as 
the lyl the t im ing, the etting and the tage l ighting among other aspects; however, 
the mpha i on the element of  perfonnabi l ity or peakabi l ity when addressing the 
i ue of tran lat ing drama has been essential .  "Inherent to dramatic speech is  thus a 
perfom1ative qual i ty that is al 0 particular to everyday verbal action. Dramatic speech 
wi l l  then have to be viewed a speech acts" ( p. 1 04) .  The element of perfonnabi l i ty 
ha been a t  0 highl ighted by many other scholars such as Snel l -Hornby ( 1 997), 
Lander (200 1 )  and Malmkjrer & Windle ( 20 1 3 ) .  Snel l -Hornby, for instance, c lain1s 
that 
[ t ]he verbal text of  drama is  . . .  comparable to a musical score, which 
can only fulfi l  i t  real potential within an ensemble of  instruments 
and perfonners, and its uccess depends, not on the written word, but 
on the qual i ty of the perfonnance as a whole ( 1 997, p .  1 87) .  
C l ifford E .  Landers states that the element of perfoffi1abi l ity is extremely 
important that other elements uch as style may be compromised in order to create a 
perfonnable translation; " [  e ] ven style, which is by no means unimportant in dramatic 
translation, sometimes must yield to the real i ty that actors have to be able to del iver 
the l ines in a convincing and natural manner" (200 1 ,  p .  1 04) .  
I n  spite of  the emphasis on speakabi l ity and perfonnabi l ity, many translat ion 
scholars such as Poyatos ( 1 995 ), E I-Shiyab ( 1 997)  and Sne l l -Hornby ( 1 997) among 
others stress the importance of nonverbal communication which must be taken into 
consideration by the translators in the process of translating drama. Nonverbal 
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communication c mpn e r di fferent element uch as "variations of tone, breath, 
creaky voice, giggl ing, l ip  rounding, etc . ;  i t  al 0 incorporates facial expre sion , body 
ge ture , etc ."  (E l - hiyab, 1 997, p. 204) .  In addit ion to the mentioned a pects, 
non erbal communication i uti l ized by di fferent forms of art uch as music and drama 
to convey the i ntended emotions. 
According to Sne l l -Hornby, performabi l ity cannot be achieved without 
con idering nonverbal clements; the "performabi l ity of the verbal text depends on i ts 
capacity for generating nonverbal action and effects within its scope of interpretat ion 
a a y tern of  theatrical  igns . Sometimes the methods used by the dramatist are 
amazingly imp Ie" ( 1 997,  p. 1 9 1 ) . Thus, verbal translations of dramatic texts must be 
modified for perfonnance since nonverbal elements were overlooked in the TT. 
The researcher agrees wi th Snel l -Hornby that there are vanous nonverbal 
e lements which are much more vital to a dramatic texts; these elements can be visual 
or acoustic, placing the verbal at the end of the spectrum in terms of importance: 
The basic theatrical s ign i s  v isual and/or acoust ic,  but not verbal . The 
verbal s ign is econdary and indirect, valid not in isolation or in i ts 
own right, but only by v i rtue of  its posit ion within a constel lation of 
non-verbal factor , commonly cal led the dramatic situat ion ( 1 997, p. 
1 89) .  
Thomas Herbst ( 1 997), maintains that translating film or drama is problematic 
due to the extra l i nguist ic aspects such as pauses, hesitation, and recurrent overlapping 
in speech during conversations. E I -Shiyab argues that the sign ificance of the nonverbal 
communication of drama l ies in its semiotic attributes which must be taken into 
account by the translator in order to produce an adequate rendit ion of the ST. Such 
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clement of crucial importance in tran lating a dramatic text since "it i impo ible to 
eparate te t from the � ay in which it can be pre ented on tage before an audience" 
(EI- hiyab p .  205 ) .  
nel l -Hornby ( 1 997)  view the semiotic aspects of  drama as only ome of the 
characteri tic that come into play in the process of translating dramatic texts. 
Although emiotics has been increa ingly ut i l ized in theoretical discussion of drama 
and stage translation, semiotic as the study of signs does not cover al l  the aspects of 
non-verbal communication of drama. 
The re earcher po its that drama is meant for the stage; therefore, the 
time frame during which the play i performed must be taken into consideration in 
producing the TT. Drama is  a distinct l iterary genre that cannot be treated l i ke any 
other form of l iterature ( Bassnett, 2002) .  A novel i intended to be read; its readers 
have the luxury of  pausing their reading process and picking up from where they 
topped earl ier. In drama, however, the situation is  d ifferent  in that it is  a continuous 
perfom1ance that engage the audience from beginning to end. Another factor that 
makes drama translation di fferent from the translat ion of other l iterary genres is  that 
the translations of the e genres may come with introductions, footnotes, explanations, 
and paraphrasing in order to clar ify cul tural, l inguistic, referential and connotative 
ambiguities for the target readers. In translating drama for the purpose of performance, 
such aux i l i ary tools are not made available to the audience. 
From this perspective, time is a crucial element that must be accounted for. The 
duration of the TT play should correspond to the duration of SL play. Prolonging the 
TT and expanding i t  wi th paraphrasing and elaborate explanations wi l l  certainly lead 
to a longer performance that may inconvenience the target audience. 
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It i ob i u that what make tran tating drama unique are the non erbal 
c lement that come int play during perfom1ance. It is bel ieved that approaching the 
dramat ic T cogni t ivcly and taking into account the socio-cultural characteri tic of 
the TL v i l l  pro idc the translator more opportunit ics to preserve the Dynamic effect 
the TT intend to ha c on i t  TL audience. 
3.4 Translat ing S h a kespea rea n Drama 
Translat ing Shake pearean drama dates back to the late s ixteenth and carly 
e\'cntcenth centuries. In i t ial ly, the effort exerted in translating Shakespeare in other 
languages focu ed mainly on estab l ishing equivalence bctween the ST and the TT, a 
tradit ion that wa kept a l i  e for a long t ime. The problem is  that "every language 
represents a complex real i ty of its own and belongs to a separate soc io-cultural system 
w ith its own spec ifici t ies, absolute equi alence i real ly  a fict ion" ( Hoenselaars, 2004, 
p. 9). Thi real ization has become quite evident in current translation product ions of 
Shakespearean work in d i fferent languages. Adaptat ion became the trend of translating 
Shakespeare during the late 1 960s ( Brisset, 1 996).  
This  fol lowing sect ion i s  devoted to the problems which may be cncountered 
when translat ing Shake pearean drama. Zaki maintains that, especia l ly in translating 
l i terature, the translator "mu t try to capture, not only the meaning. but also the beauty 
of the original" ( 1 978, p. 27) .  This  is due to the aesthetic  value l i terary language 
possesses. Metaphors are essent ial to depict ing the characters and events. This aspect 
of translat ing l i terary texts from Engl i sh into Arabic can be intricate due to the 
l i nguistic d ifferenccs. part icularly in Shakespearean texts. Cultural knowledge is quite 
an important fac tor when it  comes to translating Shakespeare; the translator must 
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po e adequate knowledge in El izabethan l i terature and culture in order to convey 
the T me age appropriately into the TT. Zaki al 0 as ert that i t  is crucial that a 
tran lalor obtains certain tool to help in translating such as glossaries and annotated 
copie . Among other clement , a translator must "acquire at least two di fferent very 
well annotated copies of the work he is dealing with" ( 1 978, p. 28) .  
hakespearean work are also works belonging to the poetic genre. 
on equent ly, their dramatic effect l ies, not only in the dramatic events, but also in the 
poetic language used to portray these events and situation . In a manner of speaking, 
fai l ing to convey the poetie attributes of the ST wi l l  cause the translation to suffer. 
Moreover, tran lat ing the character without their poetic context leads to depicting 
" only  one facet of  the charter" (Zaki, 1 978, p. 28) .  
As far as  the researcher is  concerned, translating Shakespearean drama may be 
cha l lenging due to the unique manner with which Shakespeare uses his language. 
Cry tal  (2003 ) refers to this aspect as ' Shakespearean l inguistic legacy' . 
I t  is imperative that the poet ic text is rendered into the TL cultural nonns in 
order to be appreciated ( Brisset, 1 996) .  However, this issue opens the door to 
additional complexit ies related to translation such as translating pun, word play, 
humor and ambiguity into Arabic. 
The characteristics of Shakespearean drama, in general ,  may create significant 
obstacles in translation. These characteristic are as fol lows: 
1 - E lizabethan Oaths 
2- Pun and Witty Expressions 
3 - F lora and Fauna and Related Activities 
4- Preciou gem and t xt i le 
5 - Al lusion and References 
6- Dia lect and Language Varity ion and References 
3.4. 1 E l izabethan Oath 
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hake peare u c oaths and wearing in his works s imi lar to any other culture 
and language. Although oath taking and u ing God' name in vain is considered 
di re pectful ,  swearing is a common feature perta in ing to a l l  cul tures. Shakespeare 's 
u e of  oath is not nece ari ly  to disrespect ;  i t  is sometimes meant to appeal to the 
enti ty he (or h i  character) i s  swearing by. In some instance , pagan gods are 
mentioned in tead of the Christian saints and deities. The use of oaths can be viewed 
a b lasphemy in  Is lamic cul ture at t imes. In other occasions, the connotation or the 
ign ificance of the oath can be tota l ly  misunderstood (Zaki,  1 978 ,  p .  29). The translator 
face a di lemma when rendering such expressions; he must take a decision of ei ther 
omitt ing or domest icat i ng them in order to be comprehended by the target audience. 
3.4.2 P u n  a n d  W i tty E x p ressio n s  
Shakespearean texts are often ful l  of sexual impl ications and profanities which 
are highly dependent on word p lay and pun. This aspect is also problematic when 
rendered into Arabic .  From a cu l tural perspective such top ics are very sensit ive and 
cannot be taken l ight ly in the process of translation. Again the translator is encountered 
wi th two options of deleting them or d i luting them. so to speak, in order to render them 
acceptable to the target audience. 
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In  addi t ion, vague and ambiguou e pres Ion are al 0 a dominant feature of 
hake pearean drama, part icularly in Macbeth. The language i s  used in uch a way 
that it del iberately  reflect or bears two, i f  not more possible mean ings or 
interpretation . The play, it plot and its progression depend on this misconception 
(Mahood, 1 968) .  For in tance, the appari t ion present Macbeth with misinformation 
which u l t imately lead to hi downfa l l  due to the pos ib i l i ty of interpret ing their 
meaning in a number of way . atural ly, thi l i nguistic aspect creates another obstacle 
for the tran lator since i t  is v i rtual ly impossible to reflect a l l  the intended vagueness 
due to the va t d i fference b tween Engl i sh and Arabic .  
3.4.3 Flora a n d  Fau n a  
Although not much of Shakespeare' s  l i fe in Stratford i s  documented, his 
l i terary works demon trated that he had a solid fom1al education. It is as umed that he 
attended the King's  ew School i n  Stratford, a "grammar school, which provided its 
cholars wi th much more than basics of  reading, writ ing and arithmetic" (Hyland, 
1 996, p. 7 ) .  In other words, Shakespeare ' s  education may have included various 
subjects such as logic, rhetoric, h istory, Latin and Greek (Tolman, 1 896). He may have 
also acquired " Catho l i c  learnings,  but hi rel igious education would have been 
orthodox Protestant" ( Hyland, 1 996, p. 8) .  Wyndham ( 1 999) states that Shakespeare 's  
education in  the  Grammar School came to an end a t  the age of fourteen due to his 
father ' s  financia l  d ifficult ies .  There had also been various stories of the many 
hard h ips Shakespeare was forced to encounter thereafter; some legends say that he 
worked as a lawyer, physic ian, headmaster, among other professions (Hyland, 1 996). 
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It i well known that hake peare made u e of his va t knowledge in anou 
field whi le wri t ing hi dramat ic and poetic texts33 . This  knowledge i be t manifested 
In hake peare ' employment of ariou animals and plants in his l i terary work. 
Throughout hi play , hake peare showca es a great deal of "folk-lore connected with 
animal . ot only doe he a l lude with the accuracy of a natural ist to the pecul iarities 
and habits of  certain animal but 0 true to nature i he in his graphic descriptions of 
them that it i s  evident his knowledge was in a great measure acquired from his own 
ob crvat ion" (Dyer, 1 883 , p. 1 52 ). 
The countle  type of flora and fauna are used in such a ski l lful way that their 
ment ioning appears natural and spontaneous. The problem that emerges in the case of 
translating a Shakespearean text into Arabic i s  that, in most cases, there is no 
equivalent for the types of  plants or animals mentioned in the text .  Moreover, certain 
plant have cu l tural ign ificance such a jern, a plant whose seed are used for 
i nv i  ib i l i ty, and jel1nel, eeds ignifying lust and flattery. I t  is also suggested that the 
u e of plants and flowers often had a sexual connotation (Shakespeare W. , \ 999). On 
the other hand some animals may have very di fferent connotations in the Arabic 
l anguage. For i nstance, the goat usua l ly  resembles the devi l  i n  England and Scotland, 
whi le th is  notion is entirely absent from the Arabic culture. Simi larly, mythical 
creatures such as unicorns and cockatrices, as wel l as birds l i ke wren, robin,  snipe, 
martin and n ight ingale are associated with folklore and cul ture-bound connotations 
that are i rrel evant to tbe Arabic audience ( Dyer, 1 883) .  Again, the translator is faced 
w ith a chal lenge that is not eas i ly  overcome. At t imes "expressions are rendered 
inaccurately  because tbe translator himse lf  is not fami l iar with E l izabethan l i terature 
H M Mahood, Shakespeare 's  Wordplay, 1 968. 
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and background nor i he equipped to deal with the idiomatic expressions that are used 
in the hake pearean text" ( Zaki, 1 97 , p. 76) . 
3.4.4 Preciou G e m  and Textiles 
Gem tone are of great ign ificance in Shakespearean works for their 
ugge t i  e and symbol ic  meaning ( Berry, 2004) .  Some Arab translators seem to 
neglect the importance of the mentioned precious tones and gems. At times, generic 
tcnns are u ed to refer to tho e gemstones mentioned instead of providing its actual 
TL equi alent (Zaki, 1 978) .  The current study tends to agree with Zaki as it is 
nece ary for the e name to be rendered into their accurate equivalent in the TT, 
e pecia l ly  i f  the name in the TL is fami liar to the target audience. However, 
hakespeare' reference to these gemstones have a specific reason, i f  he had intended 
for them to be generic ,  he would have chosen generic words to begin with. This aspect 
demand a great deal of know ledge on the part of the translator. It is important to have 
glos arie and reference to aid the trans lator in translating Shakespearean works. For 
example, the ' agate stone '  should be rendered into its exi ting equivalent 'aqiq' rather 
than translat ing the expression into what means ' smal l  j ewel '  or ' ringstone' (p .  74). 
The researcher asserts that complexit ies can emerge from translating these 
gemstones' connotations if the TL audience is unfamil iar with their sign ificance. The 
task of the translator is to acknowledge the reason for choosing a specific gem in the 
ST. Did Shakespeare use the gem for a special significance? Did he use it due to 
rhetorical reasons? Does the gem's  sign ificance vary according to the context in which 
it is  mentioned? For instance, diamonds are presented to a lady for the purpose of 
engagement because they resemble purity and durabi l ity rather than merely being 
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beaut Iful  and preclOU . Howe er, King Duncan 's pre enting Lady Macbeth \ ith 
diamond i a ign of gratitude for her hospital ity. In thi context, a diamond i s  not 
interpreted a a ymbol of  pUlity and durabi l i ty; rather i t  is a reflection of Duncan 's 
tatu a king.  Diamond i king of a l l  gemstone ; i t  is the most precious and rare; 
therefore, i t  is only fi t for a k ing to present diamonds as a gift to his ho tess (Berry, 
2004) .  
As far as  th i s  study i concerned, Shakespeare' s  language, part icularly in 
Macheth, and choice of  word are d ifficult to translate into the TT due to the del iberate 
ambiguity and word play that pave the way for the plot to unfold. In addit ion, there is 
an underlying uggestivc mean ing in the expressions Shakespeare employs in his 
wri t ing that can be e tremely d i fficult to depict due to the cul tural di fferences between 
the SL and the TL.  It is very cruc ia l  that the translator who attempts to render this play 
i cautious of  the deci ions and choices to be made. 
Zaki ( 1 978)  suggested the use of specia l ized dict ionaries to tackle Shake peare 
10 tran lat ion. The re earcher bel ieve this to be true; however, it is not enough. For 
i nstance, to tackle Macbeth, the translator should possess al l  the tools which faci l itate 
translating (Gee, 1 989) .  Crit ical approaches and scholarly works on Shakespearean 
drama may be of great benefit. Such studies of Shakespeare ' s  work may provide the 
translator wi th more insight and understanding of the work ' s  nature and the way its 
di fferent l i terary components interact with one another. However, i t  is equal ly 
important to keep in  mind that the knowledge acquired from these cri t ical studies must 
not overshadow the TT. In other words, crit ical approaches reflect the author's 
i ntentions themes and rhetoric 's .  From the onset, the translator must be clear on what , 
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1 refl cted in the TT. The tran lator' duty i to translate tbe T, not to convey what 
ha been aid about that T, nor what cri t ic think the author intended to relay. 
The re earcher iew the ta k of translating hakespeare as an intricate 
equation. Ambiguity, for in tance, can be a powerful rhetorical device but a decision 
mu t be made with regard to how much ambiguity is too much. Loss in translation is 
bound to happen ; nevcrthcles , it i imperative that the translator is aware of what can 
and what cannot be compromised. 
3 .4.5 A llusion a n d  References 
Thi di sertation claims that there are other d i fficult ies that are exclusive to 
hakespearean drama in general ,  and Macbeth in  part icular. These difficulties are 
related to Shakespeare ' s  use of a l lusions and references to other historical and l i terary 
work . For example, Macbeth '  reference to  h is  other works such as  Tarquin, Cesar, 
and Mark A ntony can lead to ambiguity or a sense of discord between the TT and its 
audience. Reference to the Greek Goddess of  Witchcraft Hecate and the Roman God 
of the Sea eptune can al 0 lead to s imi lar detachment, result ing in the destruction of 
the TT's  dynamic effect. Hanna ( 20 1 5 ) objects to deleting sucb reference, cri t ic izing 
Matran for omit t ing (Tarquin)  in his translation of Macbeth. 
Shakespeare makes use of other cultural and folkloric knowledge in 
fonnulat ing h is  a l lusions. For instance, some of the verses found in The Rape of 
Lucrece are based on dai ly proverbs commonly used in his t ime ( Dyer, 1 883) .  The 
re carcher feels that omitt ing such a reference, i rrelevant or al ien to the target audience 
is inevitable in tran lating for the stage. The translator can opt for reflecting the 
reference 's  s ign ificance impl ic i t ly instead of trans l i terat ing that term or reference witb 
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no clear Indicat ion or what it yrnbolize . For instance, (With Tarquin' ra ishing 
tride , to\: ard hi de ign )  may be tran lated into ' � y .,....., � ' .'''.';'.$' : ( BT:  
l ike a rapi t hun-ying to ard hi ictim) .  
Thi di  ertat ion does not claim that th is  is an ideal translation of th is  l ine· ,
however, the tran lator must take into account the abi l i ty to convey the function of the 
T to the target audience who are, in this particular case, spectators. They have no 
access to a gio ary to aid them in  understanding the historical or l iterary relevance of 
(Tarquin) .  Moreover, thi i not a novel trategy in  translation; Marie Cardinal adopted 
a imi lar approach to her adaptation of Greek classical works by appropriating 
reference to the gods. She asserts that "it is essential for the presence of the gods to 
be fel t ,  but they hould hold the attention no more than they did in the original work. 
I tried to avoid the wel l  of  mystery we always fal l  into when we hear unfamil iar names" 
(Qtd in Brisset" 1 996, p. 24). 
3.4.6 D i alects and Language Variati o n s  
I n  addition, there is  the  is  ue  of  the  language and dialect variety that are 
indicatives of  the character ' ocial tatus and importance. For instance, verse l ines are 
usual ly assigned to the lead characters and those of noble stature, while l ines 
performed by the porter or the witches can sometimes seem nonsensical and of no 
impact, to the extent of doubting that the author of these l ines is in fact Shakespeare. 
B ri sset ( 1 996) asserts that by translating classical text into dialects, these texts 
become part of the local culture of  the TT and this in  i tsel f "elevates a dialect to the 
tatus of  a national and cultural language" (p .  1 65 ). Brisset ' s  argument might be v
alid 
in  the case of Quebec where establ ishing a national identity drives the 
translation 
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proce . Howe\ er, thi di ertation does not agree with thi statement in relation to 
rabic language. I t  i c rucial for the tran lator to maintain a tandard Arabic structure 
that i void of archaism 0 a to be comprehen ible to the all Arab audiences. Arabic 
dia lect are very di t inct from one region to another in the Arabic peaking countrie . 
For I n  tance, the Egypt ian dialect i very distinct from al l  other dialects found in the 
rab world. Dia lect  in the Arab countries located in orth A frica are extremely 
di fferent from those poken in the Gulf region. Also, the Levant countries have simi lar 
dialect  which are di fferent from other Arab regions34 . 
Col loquial variations make it v irtual ly impos ible to adhere to a specific dia lect 
when attempting to translate the language variety found in drama. A lso, the col loquial 
dialects ofthe Arab countries have many loan words from neighboring countries which 
do not peak Arabic such a Turkey and Persia, and other influences that date back to 
the colonization of the Arab countries such as England, France and Italy among others. 
The re earcher bel ieves that the Standard Arabic language is what a l l  Arab 
countries have in common. It is the ul t imate means of communication and to 
undermine i ts structure and grammatical integri ty is an act of distort ion against the 
Arabic language and to the ST it attempts to reproduce in translation. 
A l l  the above-mentioned aspects can be problematic and would require a great 
deal of attention from the translator. In this respect, this dissertation argues that a 
cogni tive approach to translating dramatic text can be a viable solution to such 
problems. It is crucial  that translators employ their cognitive ski l ls  while performing 
H From personal experience, dialects can cause more harm than good. The researcher
 I S  original ly 
from I raq, married to an Egyptian. M ost of the misunderstandmg that takes place I S  ca
used by 
mlsmterpreting what is saId in the course of a conversat ion. In many cases, a 
word that IS completely 
harmless can have insultIng connotations in the other party' dialect. 
the tran lat ion proce 
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such as dec ision-making, problem sol ing, memory, 
vi ual ization, and cul tural en i t iv ity among other things in order to arrive at the most 
appropriate rendit ion of the ST. For example, l ines performed by lower ranked actor 
uch a the porter and the ervant can be rendered into a more simplistic form of 
tandard Arabic, wi th Ie intricate lcxi . In other words, the language of such 
characters can be made pla in and straightforward in a opposed to the highly eloquent 
l ine performed by the major characters: for example ( I  am sick) can be translated into 
mundane E eryday Arabic language as: �Y' wI. Alternatively it can be rendered into 
a more eloqu nt structure such as: .('I y L.. ..)c w...J _&..iii �I. 
Chapter 4 :  hake peare, "Not of an Age, but for A l l  Time" 
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Thi chapter provide a brief encounter of hakespeare' tragedies in general 
with pecial attention to The Tragedy of Macbeth ince the translation of thi respecti e 
play i the focal poin t of  thi dis ertation. The chapter wi l l  al 0 addres Wi l l iam 
hake peare' in fl uence on Arabic l i terature, pa ing the way to the emergence of 
poetic drama as a l i terary genre in the Arabic language. The two translations of 
Afacbeth wil l  be introduced, providing j usti fication as to why Jabra Ibrahim Jabra and 
alah iaz i '  tran lation have been peci fieal ly selected for the purpose of discussion 
in thi di sertat ion.  
4. 1 Introduction 
According to Harold Bloom ( 1 985)  "Shakespearean original i ty is the 
con equence of diction or a wi l l  0 er language changing his characters and not of 
language itself. More than any other wri ter, Shakespeare is able to exempl i fy how 
meaning gets started rather than just renewed" (p .  1 0) .  Shakespeare' s  bri l l iance has 
earned h im the words of Jonson who stated that Shakespeare "was not of an age, but 
for a l l  t ime" ( 1 9 1 0, p .  278 ). 
Shakespeare influence is quite evident in the ongoing success of  his plays on 
the modern stage as wel l  as in  fi lm35 . However, this study argues that Shakespeare' s  
genius l ies i n  his  abi l i ty to portray h i s  characters intensely and eloquently. This is what 
35 R. S White. 20 1 2 . "False Friends" :  Affective SemantIcs in Shakesp are 
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make hake peare immorta l morc than anything cl c. His distingui hed tatus 
rcmaln t i l l  thi da and hi ork i t i l l  thc focus of critics and scholars36. 
Throughout the pa t centuric , Shake pearc' s  l i terary work bas bccn the focus 
of numerou tudie due to its complex i ty and profundi ty37 . H is  Tragedics, however, 
hav e  been the \ orks that captured the attention of many cri t ics and l i terary scholars 
uch a T. S. E l iot ( 1 920) ,  Harold B loom ( 1 998), Al lan Rodway ( 1 982 ), among others . 
According to T. S .  E l iot ( l  920), drama is the most permanent fom1 of l i terary writings 
which " is  capable of greatcr variat ion and of expressing more varied types of society, 
than any other" ( p. 55 ) .  In thi sense, drama may accommodate the various forms of 
l i terary. 
Peter Hyland ( 1 996) asserts that Shakespeare 's  historical context can be 
di ided into two area : t imes and background of ideas. On the other hand, thc 
" [  c ] ul tural event cannot be detached from their originating h istory of the period, and 
for Shake peare the ' t imes' and the 'background of ideas' were equal ly infom1ed by 
cri i and controversy" (p .  1 9) .  Shakespeare, l ike his other contemporaries, uti l ized his 
art to portray the cul tural and pol it ical aspects of the E l izabethan age. 
Shakespeare was di fferent in a di fferent sense; according to David Lucking, 
Shakespeare was a 'thinker of  immense scope and profundi ty, but he was not a 
sy tematic th inker i n  any respect an academic phi losopher would recognize, and not 
one who arrived at any definit ive set of conclusions whether of a rel igious, moral, 
pol i t ical  or psychological character" ( 20 I I , p .  1 3 ). Jan Kott ( 1 983)  argues that 
36 Jan Kott . 1 983 .Shakespeare OUf Contemporary 
37 Edward Arnold. 1 984. Shakespearian Tragedy 
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hake peare ' abi l i ty to project humanity and it theme has made him immortal in 
the en e that bake peare' work portray l i fe as if he wa Ii ing in our time. 
Throughout hi l i fe, hake peare had written around thirty-seven plays, three 
long narrat ive poem as well as one hundred and fifty four sonnets. Shakespeare, l ike 
other writers of thi t ime ueh a Chri top her Marlowe, incorporated his knowledge of 
Greek and Roman cia sic in hi work. Prior to the Renaissance, such c lassical texts 
were suppressed by the Catholic Church.  Shakespeare also employs a number of 
a peets related to his mo t dominant themes i .e . ,  the changing of time and eternal love 
( H i l l  1 . , 1 997) .  
H i  first narrative poem Venus and Adonis was publ ished in 1 593, the second 
The Rape of Lucrece in 1 594, while his last, A Lover's Complaint was "founded on 
the fac imi le  by Charle Praetorius from the museum copy of the First Quarto ' in 
1 609, s imi lar to Shakespeare ' s  sonnets (Wyndham, 1 999, p .  336) .  Sonnet in General 
belong to lyric poetry, when the separate sonnets are put together, they interact to form 
"a narrative which tel l s  a kind of story" ( Preminger et a i ,  1 975,  p. 200) .  Shakespearean 
sonnets are poems most of which are formed of fourteen l ines written in iambic 
pentameter. Each l i ne consists of 1 0  syllables formed by the five ' two- syllable' foot. 
The poetic l ines are divided into four parts: three stanzas and a concluding couplet; 
therefore, the poem fol lows the rhyme scheme A-B-A-BI C-D-C-DI E-F-E-FI GG 
( McGuire, 1 978) .  However, only three of Shakespeare' s  sonnets sonnets 99, 1 26, and 
1 45 ,  possess a di fferent structure than the mentioned rhyme scheme (McGuire) .  
Shakespeare 's p lays were of three major categories: comedies, tragedies and 
histories (Craig, 2003 ) .  El izabeth Sacks ( 1 980) tends to categorize Shakespearian 
p lays in a manner, depending on their prominent features. Sacks, thus divides the plays 
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into lyrical play , prob lem play , tragedie , and the la t p lay . This pecific 
categorization i ba ed on the theme of pregnancy and fert i l i ty which is one of the most 
recurrent theme in hake pearian plays. 
The majority of hake peare' play are poetic dramas or 'verse dramas' 
( Prcminger et a i ,  1 975 ) .  Poetic drama are play composed primari ly in blank verse 
with certain variation such as the use of pro e, particularly when the character is of a 
low ocial statu . Strict ly peak ing, the more prominent the character, the more l ikely 
hi  part on tage i produced and performed in poet ic form . The tradi tion of poet ic 
drama has been dominant during the E l izabethan age with major wri ters such as 
hakespeare, Marlowe, and Johnson; however, poetic drama as a tradit ion started to 
decl ine. Eventu a l ly, drama in i ts poet ic forn1 became exclusive to tragedies rather than 
any other types of drama (Raffel ,  2005 ) .  
I n  Shakespearean t ragedies, the confl ict i s  internal a s  well as external .  
Furthermore, there i s  a perpetual struggle between good and evi l .  C l i fford Leech 
( 1 950) as erts that Shakespearean tragic heroes "have a qual i ty of mind that somehow 
atones for the nature of the world in which they and we l ive" (p. ( 5 ) .  Sen Gupta, on 
the other hand, bel ieve that Shakespearean tragedies mostly suggest that "men are in 
the hands of unseen force that affect  both their actions and the consequences of these 
actions" ( 1 977,  p. 8 ) .  
Laura Annawyn Shamas ( 2006) asserts that Shakespearean Tragedies have 
principles of Greek tragedies embedded in them, such as the tragic flow of the 
protagonist leading to the dramatic downfal l .  In this sense, the tragic ending in such 
plays are not resul tant of coinc idental c ircumstances; rather, they are an inevitable 
outcome of a part icular characteristic that the character possesses. 
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hake pearean Tragedie  in chronological orde�8 are as fol low : 
1 .  Titus ndronicu 1 592-3 
2 .  Romeo and Jul iet 1 595-6 
3 .  Ju l iu Cae ar J 599 
4 .  Hamlet 1 600-Troi lu  and Cressida 1 602-3 
5. Timon of Athen 1 604-5 
6 .  K ing Lear 1 604-5 
7 .  Othel lo 1 604-5 
8. Antony and Cleopatra 1 606-7 
9 .  Macbeth 1 606-7 
1 0 . Coriolanus 1 608 
1 1 . Cymbeline 1 609- 1 0  
Throughout the past centuries, Shakespeare' s  l i terary work has been the focus 
of numerous studies due to its complex i ty and profundity (Arnold, 1 984). H is  
Tragedies, however, have been the works that captured the attention of many critics 
and l iterary scholars such as T. S .  E l iot ( 1 920), Harold B loom ( 1 998), Al lan Rodway 
( 1 982), among others.  According to El iot, drama is the most permanent fOID1 of 
l iterary writ ings since i t  i s  the most accommodating to variation and i s  capable of 
reflect ing d iverse aspects of society ( 1 920). I t  is argued that the complexity of drama 
J� The researcher refers to the chronological order of Shakespearean tragedies as some are al luded to 
In Macbeth. This supports the argument that al lusions should have significance to the recipients. 
Al lUSIOns such as Tarquin, Cesar and Mark Antony are part of the SL audience 's  culture; therefore, 
mentIoning them would create tbe intended impact. 
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and it  tran lati n i attribut d to the fact this part icular l i terary form may 
a commodate ariou genre under one roof. 
4.2 The Tragedy of Macbeth 
The fol lowing ection provides a rat ionale behind the selecting Macbeth to be 
the main focu of this di ertation. Macbeth is considered Shakespeare' s  shorte t p lay 
and the darkest among h is  tragedies. It was first publ ished in the Folio of 1 623 .  
A l though tbe exact date of  Macbeth' s  product ion is debatable, most scholars assert 
that fovfacbeth was the fir t p lay written during the reign of King James 1, who was the 
patron of hakespeare' acting company39 . Therefore, it is safe to assume that Macbeth 
wa written in tbe year 1 606 (Hawkes, 1 996) .  From this per pect ive, Macbeth was a 
c lear reflection of Shakespeare' s  and King James' re lat ionship .  
Sen Gupta refer to Macbeth as the "Tragedy of Imagination" ( 1 977, p. 60) due 
to the abundance of imagery and repeti t ion of certain words such as blood and fear. 
From another perspect ive, Harold Bloom describes Macbeth as an unlucky theatrical 
tradit ion attributing this to the imaginative nature of Macbeth :  
Macbeth h im e lf  can be termed the unluckiest of  a l l  Shakespearean 
protagonists, precise ly because he is the most imaginative. A great 
k i l l ing machine, Macbeth is endowed by Shakespeare with 
somethi ng less than ordinary inte l l igence, but with a power of fantasy 
so enormous that pragmatical ly it seem to be Shakespeare's own. 
No other drama by Shakespeare- not even King Lear, A 
Midsummer Night '  Dream, or The Tempest- so engu lfs us in a 
phan tasmagoria ( 2005, p. 1 69) .  
J9 Jabra Ibrah im Jabra.2000. Wi l l ian Shakespeare: The Great Tragedies 
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Bloom lew fachelh as the emblem of hakespeare' s  faculty that brings 
horror to the reader of the play, ince i t  i a play that rel ics highly on the horror of i ts 
own imagery ( 2005, p. 1 70) .  The play coerces the reader to ident ify with Macbeth and 
hi imaginat ion.  We al l  ha e a "problematic imagination ' in that the "proleptic 
element i n  Macbeth 's  imagination reaches out to our own apprehensiveness, our 
ull1ver al en e that the dreadful is about to happen, and that we have no choice but to 
partic ipate in it" (p .  1 92 ) . 
In  addit ion, Macbeth is di fferent from other Shakespearian tragedies. Its 
un iqueness l ie in i t  unconventional technique which is di tinct from the one used in 
Hamlet, Othe l lo  or King Lear. The latter have central problems that construct their 
interpretat ion.  Macbeth, on the other hand, "is universal ly interpreted in that of 
orthodox Christ ian tragedy . .  . It typical ly presents the fal l  of  a man who may be 
ba ical ly or original ly good but i s  a lways corruptible through the temptations of the 
world and h is  own pride or ambit ion" ( Fe lperin, 1 985,  p. 1 58 ) .  
Macbeth, l ike many of Shakespeare ' s  histories, was based on Hol inshed 's  
Chronic les of  England, Scotland and I reland, first printed in 1 57740. However, 
Shakespeare presented the h istory of Macbeth, the king of Scotland, with numerous 
alterations. Such as the inaccurate representation of Banquo who, according to the 
Hol inshed Chronicles, assisted Macbeth in Murdering King Duncan4 1 . In addit ion, 
Shakespeare portrays Lady Macbeth as a dominant figure in the play, which is an 
addit ional dev iat ion from the historic facts presented in the Hol inshed Chronic les. In  
40 Albert H.  Tolman. 1 896.Notes o n  Macbeth 
41 Wil l iam Shakespeare. 1 99 1 .  Macbeth 
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addit IOn, the actual period during which Macbeth ru led i far longer than what i 
pr en ted in the pial:!. Gupta state that 
Macbeth i one 0 r the horte t of Shakespeare ' s  plays; it has no 
ub-plot and no epi odes that might throw l ight on variou aspects 
of a historical period. The severe unity of action observed here is 
charactcri tic of a tragedy rather than of a hi tory ( 1 977, p. 6 1 ) . 
A l though Macbeth wa crit icized for its shortnes , Irving Ribner ( 1 953 )  
attributes thi hortness to the fact that i t  was wri tten to be performed at court before 
King Jame 1 .  A. C. Bradley states : 
Macbeth i ery much shorter than the other three tragedies, but 
our experience in traversing i t  is so crowded and intense that it 
leave an impression not of  brevity but of speed. I t  is  the most 
vehement, the most concentrated, perhaps we may say the mo t 
tremendous, of  the tragedies ( Bradley, 1 905, p. 333 ) . 
The re earcher agrees wi th Coursen Jf .  that the play's source of power which 
relate the human situat ion l ies in  the myth "vibrating beneath the surface of 
Macbeth . . .  the original myths-that of the fal l  from a state of  grace" (Coursen Jr. ,  1 967, 
p. 375) .  The notion of the fal l  from grace brings to mind two rel igious references 
related to the fal l  of Luc i fer and the fal l  of Adam. 
Gupta maintains that Macbeth i s :  
a story of men and events and also a symbol of the inscrutable 
forces lying beyond and behind them. It may be conceded, 
however, that this p lay is particularly amenable to symbol ic 
i nterpretation, because everywhere we feel that there are more 
42 Jabra IbrahIm Jabra.2000. Wdl ian Shakespeare: The Great Tragedies 
thing in  hea en and earth- and the human soul- than are dreamt 
of by our calculating reason (1 977, p. 63 ) .  
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According to Hawke ( 1 977)  and Ribner ( 1 953 )  among other critics, Macbeth 
ha in fluenced the Tv entieth Century crit ics due to it repre entation of moral and 
pol i t ical dimen ion of contemporary is ues. White (2000), conversely, views the play 
a "centra l ly  concerned with the p ychology and consequences of pol i t ical ambit ion 
and power (p. 60) .  Pol i t ical ambit ion and power are reflected in the imagery used in 
Macbeth such a the repet i t ion of words such as blood and fear throughout the play 
(Gupta, 1 977) .  Kott, on the other hand, views the ign ificance of blood in Macbeth 
different l y; " [b ] lood in Macbeth is not just a metaphor; it is real blood flowing out of 
murdered bodies. It leave its sta ins on hands and faces, on daggers and swords" ( 1 983, 
p. 69) .  
As the researcher mentioned earl ier, Macbeth is very relevant to our current 
pol i t ical and soc ial situations. The dominant themes of Macbeth speak to diverse 
societies on di fferent levels. For example, the portrayal of Lady Macbeth as a powerful 
female figure relates to the modern issues of gender equal i ty ( Samuel, 20 1 6) .  As a 
matter of  fact, her personal i ty is so appeal ing to younger generations that the play i s  
taught to twelve graders in many countries such as the United States of America and 
the Uni ted Arab Emirates43 . Moreover, the p lay was performed on stage in Abu Dhabi 
and Dubai in 20 1 1 by the Globe Education. The perfonnance was attended by a large 
43 Private Schools such as Amencan International School in Abu Dhabi and Liwa International Private 
School in AI Ain teach Macbeth to twelve graders as part of their GCSE curriculum ( Durant & 
Green, 20 1 0) .  
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crowed, mo t ly teenager . "Tbi i n ' t  a eavernou concert venue. This i M b h ac et . . .  
nd i t '  proof that the Bard ' s  work continue to enthral l  and engage" (We t, 20 1 1 ) . 
The character of  the play as subject to multiple interpretation and dramatic 
irony "where a deta i l  i efG cti e in everal way at once" is often present in the l ine 
uttered by the e character ( Emp on, 1 977,  p. 44) .  According to Empson, the 
intere t ing clement about dramatic irony is that " it gives an intel l igible way in which 
the reader can be reminded of the rest of the play while he is st i l l  reading a single part 
of i t '  ( Empson, 1 977, p. 44) .  In addition, there are the obvious ambigui ties reflected 
throughout the play uch as " ' Fair i foul ,  and foul is fair' which resound so ominously 
through the early portions of the play" ( Coursen Jr., 1 967 p. 377) .  
Addit ional ly, Shakespeare' s  employment of witchcraft is  one of the most 
sign ificant feature of E l izabethan drama. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
were "pre-eminently the centuries of the great documentary war over the dogma; of 
eager discu  ion in pulpit ,  in counci l ,  and on the street; of fevered outbreaks of 
prosecution; of the great trial " ( Herrington, 1 9 1 9, p. 447 ) .  It was only natural that this 
phenomenon is  portrayed and reflected in the l iterature of that time. Furthennore, in 
Shakespeare' s  work in general, and in Macbeth in particular, witchcraft plays an 
imperative role in  sett ing the scene and direct ion in which the play is  heading. 
Fel i x  E .  Schel l i ng ( 1 903 ) argues that "the witches of Macbeth rise so far above 
the wretched hags and obscene succubae of popu lar demonology, to al ly themselves 
on the one hand with the cosmic forces of nature and to vividly represent the visible 
symbol ical form of subjective human depravi ty on the other" (p. 43).The prophecies 
of the three wi tches which are presented in Macbeth are crucial to the development of 
the plot .  These prophec ies are charged with pun double meanings, the witches are 
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perceived a a '  upematural ol ici ting' that act l ike a catalyst. Richard F. W]Jalen 
a ert that 
[ t]he three witehe in Macbeth play a ign i ficant, double role that 
ha not been recognized or fully apprec iated by critic . They are 
not only corti h witche , who are comical; they are also, and 
primari ly, the three "Weird i ters," that i , exemplar of the 
Roman Pareae, the three supernatural Fates of c lassical mythology 
and drama ( 20 1 3 , p .  59) .  
The wi tche do not inst i l l  the de i re for power in Macbeth, since the thought 
ha a lready preoccupied him ( Bernad, 1 962) .  Rather, they are a projection of what was 
going on in Macbeth 's  m ind in that they "personify Macbeth ' s  unexamined interior 
promptings with their ambiguous prophecies" (p .  69). Raffel ( 2005 ) maintinas that 
Macbeth is  attracted to the \ i tches and "they appear to him because the evil aspects of 
hi  nature far outweigh the good ones" (p .  x ix) .  
This  brings us to another feature which is present in Macbeth i .e . ,  the 
ign ificance of the number ' three ' .  In the play, there are three witches, talking about 
three di fferent t imeframes 'past, present, and future' ,  three prophecies, three 
apparit ions, and three murderers as wel l  as the three repeti t ions of phrases such as 
"Double, double, toi l  and trouble"44. 
As clearly stated, Macbeth i s  abundant with double meanings and ambigui ties; 
a fact  that adds to i ts complexity when being rendered into any TL. Moreover, the 
mUlt ip le interpretations of the play have been a controversial issue which also plays a 
significant role  in how a translator chooses to render i t .  In  addi tion, Macbeth has been 
44 L.A.  Shames. 1 950. We Three: The Mythology of Shakespeare's Weird SIsters 
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one of the mo t popular play in the Arab world along with Hamlet, Othel lo and King 
Lear45 a we wi l l  not ice in the fol lowing section. 
4.3 hake peare in Arabic 
The fir  t attempt to tran late hakespeare' works i nto Arabic began towards 
the end of the nineteenth centu ry with the emergence of Al Nahda Movement in Egypt 
( Baker & Malmkj rer, 1 998) .  Thi mo ement has played a major role in cult ivating 
intel lectual and cul tural acti i t i es especia l ly in language, l i terature and media. The 
growing interest in world art and l i terature motivated the translat ion movement, 
ignifying a new era in Arabic l i terature. At this t ime, Shakespeare occupied a revered 
po i t ion i n  E urope' l iterary heritage, thus it was natural that his works would be the 
first to be rendered into Arabic ( Mahmoud AI-Shetawi, 1 989, pp. 1 1 2- 1 24) .  The 
translation of Shake peare into Arabic has had a great impact on the Arabic language 
l i terature, and culture, for he was "the first Engl ish dramatist to be presented on the 
Arab tage" and the ' only Engl ish playwright to be widely translated in the late 
n ineteenth century" ( AI-Shetawi ,  1 989 p. 1 1 9) .  
According to Zaki, most of  Shakespeare' s  works were translated from German 
into Arabic since the German translations were both accurate and clear (Zaki, 1 978, p. 
30 I ) . However some t ranslators such as Mohamed l ffat ( 1 9 1 1 )  have translated 
Shakespeare' s  work from the Engl ish language ( Hanna & Habashi,  20 1 0, p. 1 3 ). 
Shakespeare 's impact on Modern Arabic l iterature has been immense in that 
many great Arab men of letters mirrored a great deal of his imagery and al luded to 
45 Mohamed Enani .2006.0n translating Sbakespeare into Arabic 
hake peare' work in their own l iterary product ion. orne of the first authors who 
were influenc d by hake peare were Hafiz Ibrahim, Ahmed Shawqi and Khal i l  
Mutran. The e po  t have occupied a highly esteemed posi tion in the Arabic l i terary 
world, to the point that each one of them is dubbed with an honoring t i t le to signify 
their tatu in the Arab l i terary scene. Ibrahim is known a ( Shaeru - eal-J::JI y:.�) 
' poet of  the i l e ' ,  hawqi was given the epithet ( Ameeru S-Shmlraa- ) � I�I ..»"i ' the 
prince of poets '  and Mutran i known as ( Shaerul Qutrain- 0:!�1 y:.� ) ' the poet of 
the n\'o countries ' ( Zaki, 1 978 p .  295 ) .  These poets have a number of works where 
Shake peare ' s  influence in evident such as Mutran 's poem Khanjar Macbeth, and 
Shawq i ' s  p lay J..fa ra ' Cleopatra which consi t of scenes from Shakespeare's plays (p .  
296) .  Other more contemporary authors have also provided works, al luding to 
Shakespeare ' s  works such as Yosuf Al Sayegh who wrote Desdemona ( 1 989) an 
interesting adaptation of Shakespeare 's  Othello with a twist .46 
Sameh F .  Hanna and Amanie Habashi ( 20 1 0) ascertain that the significance of 
Afacbeth had cau ed many renowned Arab translators to render it into the Arabic 
language inee 1 9 1 1 .  The first translation of Macbeth was carried out by Ahmed 
Mohamed Saleh 1 9 1 1 ,  whi le  another attempt to render Macbeth was made during the 
same year by Mohamed l ffat .  evertheless l ffat ' s  translation was criticized for being 
t ranslated "too freely" ( Enani, 2006) .  Thi attempt was fol lowed by various 
translations the most sign ificant of which were Ahmed Mahmoud Al Aqqad in 1 924, 
Khal i l  Mutran in 200 1 and labra Ibrahim labra in 1 980. The play was also rendered 
46 http ://wvvw.albabtainprize.org!Encyc1opediaJpoetl 1 930.htm 
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by Farid bu-Hadid, Hu  in Ameen Mohamed Mu tafa Badawi47 and Salah , lazl 
2000 among other . 
The first attempt in  translating Shake peare into the Arabic language were 
rno t ly  adaptation meant for the stage (Twaij ,  1 973, p. 52) .  The translat ions were 
i ncomplete and modi fied to meet the expectation of the Arab audience. The e 
tran lations ha e undergone everal changes as far as plot, settings and 
characteri zation is concerned. At t imes, the trans lator left out entire scenes of the play 
or made e treme al terations to the plot and the play's ending. On other occasions, 
\emacular wa u ed in translation instead of standard Arabic language. As a matter of 
fact, translation of hakespeare ' work into Arabic in the  period between 1 9 1 1 t i l l  the 
1 950s can hardly qual ify as translations ( Al-Shetawi, 1 989, p .  1 24) .  
On a creati e level, the play has inspired many Arab men of letters to 
incorporate some of i ts imagery in their works uch as Ahmed Shawqi ' s  poem Khanjar 
Macbeth an Ode portraying Macbeth ' s  inner struggle and his deep sense of gui l t  
attributed to his  persistence to commit murder. This ode is a reenactment of the  Dagger 
Two Arabic translations of Macbeth conducted by Jabra Ibrahim Jabra and 
Salah iazi are discussed in thi s tudy. The choice is based on four criteria :  
41 Hannah and Habashi ( 20 1 0). 
4K  Arnel Zaki. 1 978. Shake peare in Arabic 
1 - The two tran lator produced TT that are tran lation proper of the 
play into rubic .  Thcy did not resort to adaptation ' w� .y4i3\' 
or Arabization ' '-:-l:!y..:i' of the ST. 
2- Jabra '  legacy a a tran lator derives from his emphasis on 
hake pearcan work . ot only did he tran late Shakespeare ' 
Great Tragcdic , but also his sonnets and various critical books 
de oted to Shakespeare ' s  l i terary achievements ( Boul lata, 2002 ). 
3- Both tran lations arc c losely connected in that Niazi 's  translation 
came as an attempt to overcome the error committed by labra 
whi le  producing his rendition of Macbeth. 
4- Each translator seems to have adopted a distinct approach to 
trans lating the ST into Arabic; labra t ried to produce a TT that is 
fai thful to Shake peare' language and ae thet ics, while Niazi 
produced a TT that is fai thful to the target readers and their taste. 
5 - Both translators are wel l  known poets. This attribute can be vital 
to the translation of l i terary texts. This is  a crucial and highly 
relevant point  in this work. In  accordance with Bamstone ( 1 993 ), 
this study argues that the translator of poetry should be a poet or a 
l iterary person himself. 
6- To the researcher' s  knowledge, no l i terature concerning on TQA 
of  1 abra' s translation of Macbeth was conducted, with the 
exception of Ishrateh ' s  Master 's  the is on cognit ive synonymy 
( 2006). N iazi 's  translation, however, was not examined. 
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The re eareher bel ie e that the poe translator, i capable o f  producing a TT 
that reflect ae thet ic attribute in a manner agreeable to the target audience and their 
cul tural expectation . This marriage of tran lator and poet has resulted in the 
pr duction of great tran lations of l i terary masterpieces such as the tran lations of R. 
Fi tzgerald, Ezra Powld, John Dryden, C .  Day Lewis and many more. 
A i l lustrated in the previous chapters, the process of translating a ST into a TL 
enta i l  a decision on the part of  the TT producer to implement a certain translat ion 
trategy result ing in a source-oriented or target-oriented TT. The objective in this 
di ertation i to as ess the selected translation accordingly in order to determine the 
mo t relevant strategie to address translating drama. 
The fol lowing ection i devoted to presenting the two translators whose works 
ha e been selected for the purpose of this dissertat ion . Jabra Ibrahim Jabra and Salah 
iazi are wel l  known men of letters. Their works have been crit ical ly acclaimed in the 
Arab world; therefore, it i fit to provide a brief introduction of the two translators and 
their achievements. What these l iterary figures represent is an integral part of why their 
translations of  Macbeth have been chosen in this dissertat ion . 
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4.3 . 1 J a bra I b ra h i m  J a bra 
Jabra Ibrahim Jabra is a [amou Arab poet, novelist, tran lator, arti st and 
l i terary crit ic .  According to Fel ic i ty Arbuthnot (20 1 0), Jabra was "an aston ishingly 
prol i fic  \J ordsmitb and cholar. Author and tran later of perhaps seventy books. His  
own ork ha been tran lated in to over twelve languages"49. 
labra wa born in Bethlehem in Palestine in the year 1 920 into a poor Syriac 
Orthodox fami ly  (labra, 200 1 ). He had l ived there unti l  the age of 1 2 . His  fascination 
w ith reading started at an early age as he came acro a pi le of books hi older brother 
had left behind when he moved out of tbeir hou e50. 
labra moved with his fami ly to lemsalem where he pursued his studies and 
graduated from The Arab Col lege in 1 937 .  He was later granted a scholarship to study 
English l iterature in England. After prel iminary studies at the University of Exeter, 
labra went to Cambridge where he obtained his Bachelor 's  Degree in 1 943, and in 
1 948,  be received hi Master' s Degree from Fitzwi l l iam Col lege, University of 
Cambridge ( Boul lata, 2002, p. 83) .  
A fter h is  return to lemsalem, labra taught English l iterature a t  Al Rashediya 
Col lege and at LaSal le Col lege ( Freres). He remained in Jerusalem unti l 1 948 when 
the Bri t ish mandate of Palestine ended and Arab Palest in ians had lost the greatest part 
of their land. Consequent ly, he travel led to I raq and sett led in Baghdad where he taught 
at the Col lege of Arts and Science, the Teachers College and Queen Al ia  Col lege. 
49 FeliCIty Arbuthnot. 20 1 0. http.llwww.globalresearch.calmesopotamia-s-paradise-Io t-tbe­
destruction-of-an-oaSlS-o f-bea uty-music-art -and-cui turel 1 93 5 5 
50 Jabra. 200 l .  The First Wel l  
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Later on, labra received a two-year cholarsh ip from the Rockefel ler Foundation to 
c nduct re carch and tudy l i terary cri t ic i  m at Harvard University. 
labra '  intere t in art and l i terature u hered the way to the foundation of ' the 
Group of Baghdad for Modem Art '  in 1 95 1  in col laboration with the famous painter 
and scu lptor lawad al im.  This group embodied a vigorous movement that fostered 
and motivated a number of I raqi sculptor , painters and artists (Al-Al laq, 2007) .  As a 
painter, labra howcased his arti t ic creat ion in many exhibitions between 1 95 1  and 
1 97 1 .  He was member of the International Art Crit ics Association, and was also the 
chair of the I raqi Art Critics A sociation ( 1 982 - 1 990) .  In 1 988,  he organized the 
I nternational Art Fest ivalheld in Baghdad and chaired the International ludging 
Committee ( Boul lata, 2002 ). 
In 1 95 7, labra publ ished the translation of verses about the deities Adonis and 
Tammuz from lame Frazer ' s  c lassic work The Golden Bough. labra had completed 
thi translation i n  lerusalem in 1 945 and 1 946. H is translation made quite an 
impression on Arab poet during that period of t ime. They related to the imagery l ike 
labra did as it portrayed and reflected the status quo of the Arab world in its pursuit of 
a new l i fe :  the images of steri l ity, ferti l i ty, death and resurrection (AI -Hajj , 2005) .  This 
myth along w ith other pagan, Christian and Musl im myths bearing similar themes 
became part of the modern Arab poetry structure. It was labra 's  vision that led to the 
formation of the 'Tammuzian School of Poetry' through his l i terary works. These 
works were later compi led in Freedom and the Flood, his book on l i terary criticism 
which was publ ished in  Beirut in  1 960 ( AI-Allaq, 2007 ) .  
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Jabra wa the " rab intel lectual pioneer"s , .  His tran lat ions and cri tic ism 
aimed to in pire and educate the Arab audience. Hi work enabled Arab reader to 
acce s to the greate t l i terary works produced. Al though Jabra 's  works of translation 
were l imited, hi tran lation in fluenced Modem Arabic l iterature. His translation of 
Becket t '  Waiting/or Gada! had a ignificant influence on the theatre; his rendition of 
Faulkner's  The Sound and the Fury in pired the works of Arab writers l ike Kanafani ' s  
What is left/or YOLr'l. In  addition, Jabra translated a number of American and Engl ish 
novel which were compi led in his work July .vithollt Rain, and Oscar Wi lde' s  The 
HapPJ' Prince and Other Tales and ' La Fontaine ' s  story collection' (AI-Hajj , 2005) .  
Jabra ' s  greate t contribut ion to the Arabic l iterary scene was h is  translation of 
hake peare' s  p lays and sonnets. He  rendered Hamlet, King Lear, Macbeth, 
Coriolal7l1s, the Tempest, Twelfih Night and the Sonnets. He also translated critical 
tudies on Shakespeare such as Jan Kor t ' s  Shakespeare Our Contemporary, John 
Dover Wi l son ' s  What 's happening in Hamlet 5J. 
Jabra ' s  first col lect ion of poems Tammuz il1 the City was publ i shed in Beirut 
in  1 959, fol lowed by a econd col lection The Closed Orbit 1 964 and a third col lection 
of poems enti t led Anguish 0/ the Sun- 1 979. In  1 977, J abra was appointed Cultural 
Ad i sor to the Ministry of I nformation and Culture in Iraq. He retired in 1 985 .  In 1 994, 
two years after the passing of his  wife Jabra passed away in Baghdad. He was survived 
by hi two sons, Sadeer and Yasser, and their fami l ies (Boul lata, 2002 ). 
5 1 Fe l iclty Arbuthnot. 20 1 0. http://www .globalresearch.calmesopotamia-s-paradise-Iost-the-destruction-of­
an-oasls-of-beauty-music-art-and-culture/ 1 93 5 5  
52Ahmcd DahbouLTranslated Works Of labra Ibrahim Jabra. 20 1 0  
http://wikis . la.utexas.edultheory/page/translated-works-jabra-ibrahim-jabra 
531abra Ibrahim Jabra. 1 999. Sharea' Al Amirat. 
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4.3.2 a l a h  iazi  
alab iazi i a famou I raqi poet, cr i t ic and novel i st. He wa born in 1 935 in 
AI a iri ah in the outhem part of I raq where he received his primary education. He 
then m ved to Baghdad with hi fami ly where he conti nued his secondary educat ion 
and graduated from the H igher In ti tute of Teachers . Niazi worked as an author and 
pre enter of cul tural program in Baghdad radio station. In 1 954, he worked as a 
pre enter on the I raqi tclevi ion t i l l  the year 1 956.  Two years later, after the 1 4th of 
July re o lution in 1 958 ,  iazi went back to  work a t  the radio stat ion. His  work was 
rdati ely volat i le ,  mainly towing to the pol i tical fluctuations unti l  he was incarcerated 
in 1 963 after the February 1 963 coup d'etat. Consequently, Niazi decided to leave I raq 
for good. He  travel led to Aleppo then Turkey and from there to London, where he 
currently l ives 54. 
Whi le in  exi le, he had no other choice than to adapt and see his country through 
the eyes of a creat ive artist .  iazi worked in the British media and became wel l  known 
as poet and radio presenter. He worked at the Arabic London Radio as a program 
presenter and author unti l  his ret irement .  He also demonstrated great interest in 
publ ishing high ly  influential works for the Arab Diaspora. Thanks to his personal 
efforts and the support of his  I raqi novel ist wife Samira AI Manei, he continued to 
is  ue Al ight irab A I-Adabi Magazines5, l iterature for immigrants, in London 1 985-
2002 some issues of  which can sti l l  be found on the Internet. , 
54Salah iazi.2002. Ghosnun Mutaamun Bishajaratm Ghareebah 
55 B lOgraphies.2003 . http://www. masthead.nct .aulissue9lbiogs9.html#niazi 
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In 1 962, he publi hed his fir t col lection of poem : A ightmare in the Si lver 
of the un, a long elegy, mourning the pa sing of hi brother. This poem was described 
a one of the greatest works of poetry, along with AsSayyab' s  poem 'The Bl ind 
iazi ' s  publ ication include poetry, critical studies and translations. In addition 
to the mentioned publ icat ions, iazi also publ ished a crit ical ly accla imed biography 
entitled A Grafted Tl1)ig in a Foreign Tree in Beirut in 2002 . This biography reveals 
the emotions, dreams and psychic inner feel ings of a poet who prefers exi le  over his 
homeland57 . 
iazi i a holder of a Bachelor Degree in Arabic Literature from the Univers i ty 
of  Baghdad and a PhD from SOAS, University of London .  In  addition, his publ ished 
tudies and work of l i terary crit icism include Interpretation of a critical stud)" his 
doctoral thesis which wa ubmit ted to the University of London 1 975,  National Hero 
and Expah"iatiol1, Beirut 1 999, Selected Works of Literature by Iraqi Immigrants. 
Volume I, and Nizar Qabbani, The Painter of Poets58. 
iazi has a number of poetry col lections which include A Nightmare in the 
Silver of the Sun Baghdad 1 962, The Thinker, Baghdad 1 976, Migration Within, 
Baghdad 1 977, We, Baghdad 1 979, The Canned Neigh, London 1 988,  The IfIusion of 
Sh Jumana AI-QarawI .2006. http://www.diwanalarab.com/spip.php?artic1e4 1 3 3  
57Iraql Cultural Center .20 1 3 . http://www. iraqiculturalcentre.co.uklarchivesl 1 725 
sKAI-Qarawi 
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, ame , London 1 996, The FVind and the Dagger 1 998 ( translated into Spanish) Four 
poems, London 2003 , and Ibn Zliraiq and the like, Beirut 200459. 
a lah i azi ettled in London since 1 963, and ha enhanced bis proficiency in 
the Engli h language as oon a he arrived in London .  In his biograpby, iazi speaks 
of hi truggl e  to under tand or make  sense of the idioms used in tbe English language, 
" hich enabled him to acknowledge tbe cultural gap between Arabic and Engl i h. As a 
re ul t ,  such aspects are taken into consideration in hi translations6o . 
As a translator, iazi has produced remarkable works of l i terature in the Arabic 
language ucb as The Old Capi tal ,  by Yasunari Kawabata, Damascus 1 999, 
bake peare' s  Macbeth, Beirut 2000, Ulysses, Volume I by James Joyce, Damascus 
200 1 ,  The Winslow Bo)' by Terence Rattigan, Beirut 20026 1 . 
i azi part ic ipated in  many Arabic and International l iterary conferences, 
including the Shadow Theater Conference, London and tbe International Biennale in  
Belgium. I n  addi t ion, h is  poetry has been translated in to  different languages such as 
English, Frencb, Per ian, Spanish and German62 . 
I n  conclusion, it is evident tbat the importance of Shakespeare surpasses 
languages and cultures. Hi l i fe remains mysterious in many ways, for most of what 
has been written about Shakespeare is based on speculations rather tban facts. 
5qAI Babtain Dictionary of Contemporary Arab 
Poets.http ://www .albabtalnprize.orglEncyclopedialpoctl0778.htm 
60 Salah Niaz i .2002. Ghosnun Mutaamun Bishajaratin Gharecbah 
61 I raql Cultural Center.20 1 3 . http://www . iraqiculturalcentre.co.uklarchivesl 1 725 
6" AI Babtam DictIOnary of  Contemporary Arab 
Poets.http://www.albabtainpnze.orglEncyclopedialpoet/0778.htm 
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Moreover, hi work ha e been a ubject of debate among l i terary crit ic and cholars 
for many enturies. 
hake peare' work in their various genres, narrative poems, sonnets and 
drama have been tran lated into numerous l ive languages including Arabic. The 
Arabic tran lat ion of hakespeare, particularly the one carried out by renowned men 
of letter , have had a great impact on the l i terary terrain in the Arab world. 
Macbeth was one of Shakespeare 's shortest tragedies; however, i t  i one of the 
most ign ificant ones in term of plot and imagery. This play has been rendered into 
Arabic by many translators such a Kha l i l  Mutran, labra Ibrahim labra and Salah 
iazi .  l abra and i azi ' s  translation of Macbeth have been selected for this study since 
each one of the tran lators ha adopted a distinctive approach in their rendering. labra's 
tran lat ion i more faithful to Shakespeare ' style, whereas Niazi 's  translation takes 
the target audience into consideration. In addition, both translators are poets which, 
according to this study, is  an added value in  l i terary translation. 
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Chapter 5 :  Analysis and Discussion- Part 1 
Chapter 5 and 6 aim at conducting a TQA of the two elected tran lat ions of 
Macbeth by adopt ing A I -Qinai ' s  even parameter . Chapter 5 addre ses four of Al­
Qinai ' parameter : 
1 - Text Typology 
2- Formal Correspondence 
3 - Coherenece of Thematic Structure 
4- Cohe ion 
Chapter 6 wi l l  tade the remining parameters : 
5- Text Pragmatics ( Dynamic Equivanccce) 
6- Lexical Propert ie 
7- Grammatical Equi alence 
This analy is  wi l l  pave the way to e tabl ishing TQA criteria for Drama. This 
chapter introduces Jamal AI-Qinai ' s  seven parameters of  TQA, high lighting 
the elements that can be ut i l ized in  assessing a drama translation. Subsequently, 
the reasearcher conducts a TQA. 
5. 1 Al-Qinai's TQA 
AI -Qinai ' s  seven parameters of TQA are adopted to conduct the analysis of 
Jabra and iaz i ' s  trans lations. A I-Qinai ' s  method of TQA "seeks to develop an 
empirical model for QA based on objective parametres of textual typology, formal 
correspondence, thematic coherence, reference cohesion, pragmatic equivalence and
 
lexico- yntact ic  propert ies" ( 2000, p.497) .  The parameters are selected from v
arious 
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approache employed by ewmark, Ma on and I Iat irn, Steiner, and Hou e according 
to the fol lowing: 
1 - Textual Typology ( pro ince) and Tenor: i .e .  the l i nguistic and narrative structure 
of T and TT, tcxtual function ( e.g. didact ic ,  informativc, instruct ional ,  
pcr ua ivc, e ocati c . . .  ctc . ) . 
2- Formal Corre pondence: Overa l l  textual olurne and arrangement, paragraph 
di i ion, punctuation, reproduction of headings, quotation, motos, logos . . .  etc . 
3 - Coherence of Thcmatic Structure: D gree of referential compatibi l ity and 
themat ic symmetry. 
4- Cobesion : Refcrence (co-reference, proforms, anapbora, cataphora), substi tution 
e l l ip  is, deix i  and conjun ct ions. 
5- Text-Pragmatic ( Dynamic )  Equivalence: degrce of proximi ty of TT to the 
in tended effect  of  ST ( i .e .  fulfi l lment or violat ion of reader expectations) and the 
i l locutionary function of ST and TT. 
6- Lexical Propert ies ( register): j argon, idioms, loanwords, catch phrases, 
col locations, parapbrases ,  connotations and emotive aspects of lexical meaning. 
7- GrammaticaV Syntact ic Equivalence: word order, sentence structurc, c leaving, 
number, gender and person ( agreement), modal ity, tense and aspect (2000, p. 
497) .  
According to Katharina Reiss (20 1 4) i t  i s  crucial that the translat ion assessor 
determ ines the text typology of the ST prior to conducting an assessment of a given 
tran lation. In thi 
1 0 1  
en e, the a es ment wi l l  avoid adopting inappropriate tandards 
in it proce . Moreover, th te t typology determine tbe kind of di course u ed in 
tran lation (Gee, 1 989) .  
imi larly, it i important that the nature of the text determ ines the elements 
which must be reflected in the tran lation. The tran lator' decis ion-making play a 
ign ificant role at this tage. It is suggested that text typology is the ini t ia l  phase on 
which all other deci ions related to the other parameters are based. 
To begin with,  a dramat ic  text is to be translated for tbe purpose of being 
performed on tage. This requires a certain amount of attention to the performabil i ty 
and speakab i l i ty of  the text. I t  a lso impl ies that the text is not over-translated and 
expanded a this wi  I I  impact the duration of  performance. 
Obviou Iy, the formal correspondence parameter is related to the formal 
characterist ics of the wri tten texts. S ince dramat ic texts are wri tten with the objective 
of  being perfom1ed on stage, paying attention to formal correspondence serves a 
di fferent purpose, i .e .  the duration of the performance on stage. The l ines and 
paragraphs should not be expanded as this elaboration may cause the performance to 
take more t i me than it should to perform the play. 
Ha l li day ( 1 979 ) defines ' theme' as the fir t element( s) of a sentence or clause. 
However, th is defini t ion is qui te problematic when it comes to Arabic language. 
Arabic sentence structure is different than English in that "Arabic most of the t ime 
displays a sentence order of  Verb - Subject - Object rather than Subject - Verb -
Object .  Moreover, Arabic also has a freer word order than Engl i sh" (Wi i 1 iams, 1 984, 
p. 1 2 1 ). This impl ies that foregrounding and backgrounding are useful tools made 
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avai lable to the tran lator ince the inflection of the Arabic language provide a freer 
enlence tructure. 
According to Wi l l iam ( 1 984), cohe ion differs between any language pair, 
e pec ia l ly in the ca e of languages that are dra t ical ly dissimilar uch as Arabic and 
Engli h · 
there i no rea on to expect that the arne level of cohesion is 
adequate in a l l  languages, even assuming an equivalent si tuation. 
Moreover, there i s  no reason to assume that every language favours 
the same amount of redundancy or use the same mixture of means 
to maintain cohe ion (p .  1 25 ) .  
Conj unct ion are also considered a chal lenging issue for Arabic versus English. 
Wi l l iams a serts that "in Arabic there is  a broad c lass of  connectors which can function 
as subordinating conjunctions, coordinating conjunctions or discourse adjuncts 
depending on the meaning of the text in which they are found" ( 1 984, p. 1 2 1 ) . For 
example, it is  not necessari ly  the case that ' and' is translated into .J ' since the latter 
can d iffer in its meaning according to the context in which it exists. Nevertheless, 
Arabic language favors coordination over subordination in its sentence structures 
( Dickins, 2 0 1 0) .  
The parameter of dynamic equivalence is  highly significant in conducting a 
comprehensive and hol ist i c  analysis of  the ST -TT. The parameter i s  concemed with 
the level of compat ib i l i ty between the ST effect on its audience and the TT effect on 
the target audience ( AI -Qinai, 2000, p .  499) .  Thi brings to mind the work of Eugene 
ida ( 1 969) where he stresses the importance of establ ishing a dynamic equivalence 
which is  based on the principle of equivalent effect .  In order to achieve an equivalent 
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effect, the relation hip between the TT mes age and i t  receiver should be simi lar to 
the re lation hip between the T me age and its receiver. This  implie that the ST 
me age ha precedence 0 er the ST formal correspondence. 
onnotation of the lexical propert ies of the TT. 
The adequate choice of lexical properties has a significant role in maintaining 
the dynamic effect of the TT. It i s  crucial that idioms, col locations connotations and 
other emoti ve aspect of the lexical meaning are re layed appropriately. This  is where 
the tran lator's cultural sensi t iv i ty and knowledge comes into play. Without the 
adequate d iscour e and the cul tural relevance, the intended dynamic effect wi l l  be 
exponent ia l ly d i luted. 
This parameter is concerned with the grammatical structure of the TT in 
comparison to the grammatical structure of  the ST. I t  i s  believed that the same 
problematic aspects found in comparing the themat ic structure and cohesion prevai l 
here. Each language has i ts own tructural characteristics which cannot be compared 
to another language, especia l ly languages as dist inct ive as Arabic and Engl i sh .  
AI-Qina i ' s  TQA model has been chosen for its feasible appl ication. Although 
this model has i ts shortcomings i ts appl ication traces the overal l  correspondence and 
d ifferences between the ST and the TT. Al -Qinai himself states that achieving an 
objective assessment is not plausible due to the di fferences between language pairs 
and their cu l tural norms. "A Strict observance of such parameters remains i l lusory for 
wherever subjective discourse i s  i nvolved, the i nterpretation of polyvalent words, 
culture-bound idioms and the subt le emphases of ST and TT are bound to differ" 
( 2000, p. 498 ) .  Consequently, this dissertat ion focuses on certain elements which are 
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relevant to the dramat ic genre rather than focu ing on a l l  intricate elements with regard 
to the TT. 
I -Qinai ' s  model has been previously appl ied to a comparative assessment of 
two translation of hake pearc ' onnet 1 1 6 .  It has pro en to be useful in detennining 
a number of probl ms in the rendering of the two tran lations of the sonnet . The 
re earcher maintains that AI-Qinai ' model is an effic ient TQA model ;  it attempts to 
tackle many problematic issue which hinder an 'objective evaluation' of a translated 
text. 
In pi te of AI -Qinai ' c la ims of the possibi l ity of achieving an 'objective 
evaluation ' ,  the researcher suggests that objectivity is an unattainable goal ,  especially 
in the translation of l i terature. L iterature is an art fom1, and l ike any artistic creation, 
the re u l tant work can only be appreciated subjectively by the beholder. Li terature and 
artistic creation have caused much controversy over the course of centuries. In the 
same way, the tran lator has no guarantee that translating such l iterary works would 
not e oke s imi lar respon es. 
The method is  comprehensive, methodological , and may be appl ied to l iterary 
texts trans lations as wel l .  However, the researcher posits that drama as a genre is 
unique and distinct from other l i terary genres. Deal ing with a drama as a mere 
l inguistic text i s  not feasible since drama is init ial ly written to be perfonned on stage. 
This factor has its own impl ications as far as translation is concerned as wi l l  be 
i l lustrated in the analysi s. 
Due to the inherent perfonnbi l i ty and speakabl i ty attributes of the dramatic 
genre, the parameters wi II not be strictly app l ied to certain elements related to 
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punctuation ,  cohe ion, thematic tructure and grammatical equivalence, unles the 
error addre cd i c lo ely related to these mentioned clement . Ba ed upon the findings 
of M . P . Wi l l iam ( 1 9 4) ,  i t i argured that focusing on the formal aspects is futile i nce 
every language ha it own peCUl iarit ies and characteri tic which make comparison 
bet\yecn the L and the TL irtua l ly  impo ible, especial ly when the language pair is 
a di fferent from one another a Arabic and Engli h.  Al ternatively, tbi dissertation 
tre es that the a pect of cohesion, thematic structure, and grammatical equivalence 
mu t be addre sed in terms of TL structure and cul tural norms. Although the pursuit 
of equivalence between the T and TT i a mere i l lusion, trans lation practitioners 
continue to explore ways to achieve such equivalence in the process of translation. Ton 
H oen elaar a erts :  
The pre ent day awareness that equivalence is only an elusive ghost has 
not kept tran lator from continuing to invest all their energy in a 
creative search for original mean of expres ion that wi l l  invoke, even if  
on ly  in  part and! or  by di fferent means, the  polysemantic qual i ty of the 
Shakespearean original for their own contemporary readers and 
audiences ( 2004, p. 1 0) .  
One of the most important parameters is  that of  dynamic and pragmatic 
equivalence as far as th is  study is concerned. Achieving tbe dynamic equivalence is 
probably the most p lausible approach to l iterary translation in general ,  and drama 
tran lation in particular. 
Recurrent aspects wi l l  only be explored once, for example the text typology is 
basical ly  the same in  all the samp les. However, there are certain contextual variations 
pertaining to each sample that wi l l  be eluc idated in the analysis. 
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Al-Qinai rn del ha certain gap . Hi m thod can analyze a l iterary text to 
orne extent, but when addre sing problem such a aesthet ics, translation of 
metaphor ,  del iberate ambiguity, wordplay and aspects of rhetoric and eloquence, the 
re pect ive model fal l  hort . 
It i bel ieved that the translator' usc of  cogni t ive ski l ls while addressing 
wltranslatable and culture-bound expressions such as metaphors, proverbs, idioms 
and other aesthetic elements is highly beneficial in recreating such expressions in the 
TL.  ognit i  e ski l l s  and abi l it ies such as memory, intuit ion, visual ization, problems 
olving, deci ion making, and thought proces ing are the key elements for reaching a 
fea ible strategy in order to reproducing the ST message in the TL. In  short, to conduct 
a meaningfu l  l iterary tran lation, the translator must ut i l ize his "cognit ive, social ,  and 
textual k i l l s  and access to appropriate store of l inguistic, cul tu ral, and real -world 
knowledge" (U l rych, 2005, p.  44). 
As ment ioned earl ier, Macbeth i s  charged with characteristics that render the 
p lay problematic when translated into Arabic .  The fol lowing analysis of  some of the 
complexit ies that perta in to the play 's  translation wi l l  provide the reader with a better 
perception of the decisions made by the two selected translators, in an attempt to justify 
their choices and ul t imately acknowledge which of the translators managed to tackle 
the problems adequate ly  and! or fai led to do so on the lexical, phrasal ,  and sentence 
structures among other levels .  
The samples selected for analysis are extended passages which make i t  feasible 
to conduct a TQA by adopting Al -Qinai ' s  seven parameters. A smaller corpus wi l l  not 
enable an e laborate and profound analysis. In addition, sol i loquies are sel f  contained; 
they convey a spec i fic  message within a specific context. This characteristic en ures a 
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coherent and cohesive ample which may be effectively a sessed. The selected 




Sol i loquys perfonned by Macbeth in Act I ,  cenes 3 ,  and 7, Act 2,  
cene 1 ,  Act 3 ,  cene 1 ,  Act 4, cene 1 ,  and Act 5 ,  scene 5 .  
ol i loquy performed by Lady Macbeth in Act 1 ,  Scene 5 .  
An e tract of  the Apparitions scene i n  Act 1 ,  Scene 4 .  
Sol i loquie provide a more interact ive e lement, as they present the audience 
with an inner view of the character's plans, personal i ty, fears and inhibitions. The 
audience know what the character knows through his/ her monologue, while other 
characters in the p lay do not share this privi lege. The sol i loquies also permit  the 
audience to experience first-hand the evolution or devolution of the character on stage. 
Macbeth perform seven sol i loquys throughout the play, a l l  of which wi l l  be 
explored. Lady Macbeth only performs two sol i loquys; however, the researcher 
maintains that these sol i loquys hold such power of expressions and taunting imagery 
that cannot be overlooked. The researcher has attempted to render a l l  the samples into 
Arabic ( See Appendix 4) ;  the amount of  energy and mental exhaustion that have been 
experienced during this endeavor can only be matched with the horror and vic iousne s 
projected in  Lady Macbeth 's  second soli loquy. This horror is what the translator must 
relay. 
The apparit ions' scene is  bel ieved to be highly significant in  leading or 
' m isleading' Macbeth down his tragic path. The del iberate ambiguity in the 
apparit ions' words is key to the development of the play. It is very imperative that this 
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d l iberate ambiguity i reOected in the tran lation sinee the progression of the play 
wi l l  not occur without i t .  
5.2 I n it ial  O b  ervation 
Before del ing into the deta i led analysi of the selected samples, it is important 
to tate the fir t impre ion in relation to the two TT at hand. Init ia l ly, labra and iazi 
have cho en oppo ite paths in translating the play. labra maintained his fidelity to the 
T, while iazi ' s  effort were directed at producing a target-oriented translat ion that 
would be under tood and appreciated by the TL reader hip. Surprisingly, there are 
many incon istencies found in both translation which render the text 
incomprehensible. By inconsistencies, the researcher means that the selected 
translators do not adh re to a spec ific approach in producing their TTs. For example, 
from the onset, Jabra ' s  approach i quite evident in the choice of words he makes in 
that they are archaic and are seldom used by Arabic speakers: /� /� /('"I.S! /�.# 
..?.JJ� /LJj!y,::.JI . However, this is  contradicted by his use of  col loquial expressions 
such as '�I � �I ' .  S imi larly, Niazi uses expressions that are fami l iar to the TL 
peakers. He attempts to make the ST avai lable to the TL audience. Niazi 's  endeavor, 
however, has fal len short on several occasions where his choice of words reflected 
awkward and! or confusing connotation : �\......j / "-:--lJ.P / lSll.... / i.A.4J. On other occasions, 
i az i ' s  choices seemed to compromise the dynamic effect  of the TT due to col loquial 
rendit ion : "c.,&.:i"JI Ii.!. ,�I oi..rcJ1 ..:J:.1.c . iy:;...... �.J �.Such inconsistencies wi l l  be further 
i l l ustrated during the analyt ical section . 
Jabra attempts to produce a TT that reflects and embodies the ST a far as style, 
register and characteristics are concerned. While attempting to be faithful to the ST 
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and original writer, labra al ienate the TL reader and pre ents them from fully 
comprehending the TT. I n  addit ion, in his pur uit to produce a verse translat ion Jabra , 
tmpo c some exprc ion which were not pre cnt in the ST such as /('W! ,,�� /w� 
erthele , the re earcher argues that Jabra wa successful in some 
of hi vcr i fication effort uch a the chanting of the witches in Act 4, Scene I :  
T:  Shml' h i  eyes. and grieve his heart; 
Come like shadows. so depart 
TT l :  d �\ �--, .� \�yl 
�.) J)lhlLS --' , 1)lLi J)lhlLS 
Niazi resorts to c larification and over-translation in a number of passages such 
a ,���\ � ";"y\ j:.\.....J\ '(��\ :i .. 1uj. In addition, both translators rely  highly on the 
u e of footnotes. Thi can be an advantage if the translated text belongs to the prose 
genre. However, dramatic texts are wri tten to be performed. 
As far as the researcher i concerned, it is important that the target audience 
understand the TT in order to relate to and make sell e of what takes place on stage. 
However, it is unacceptable to render the ST in a manner that strips it of all i ts aesthetic 
attributes. The translator should strive to maintain a middle ground where the ST spirit 
remains present, whi le the TT is  comprehended by the target audience. 
It is important that the translator keeps in mind that he is producing a new text 
to a new audience, at the same t ime, he or she should also keep in mind that the text is 
a creation of the original writer and should reflect as many characteristics as the TL 
a l lows. In  other words, total foreignization and/ or total domestication are not 
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permi ible ince the wi l l  lead to iolating the TL norm in the fi rst ca e, and to 
negle ting the T characterist ics in the second ca e. 
5.3 TQA P a ra meter : A p pl icat ion 
A previou ly  m ntioned, four parameters wi l l  be showcased this chapter, 
wherea the remaining three w i l l  be highl ighted in Chapter 6. 
5.3 . 1  Text Typology 
The fir t parameter ut i l ized in AI-Qinai ' s  TQA is that of text typology. This 
parameter i concerned with the province and tenor of the ST and the TT. It is a 
parameter that account for the l inguist ic and narrative structure as wel l as the textual 
function of the ST and TT. The function of the two texts is compared in order to 
determine the success of the TT in depict ing the intended function of the ST in the TL 
(A I -Qinai , 2000).  
According to Ogden and R ichard ( 1 946), there are two essential language uses, 
the ymbol ic-referent ial and the emotive expressive. The symbol i c  use of language is 
concerned with lexical symbols, whi le the emotive use is  mainly concerned with the 
impre ion language has on the recipient . 
Determin ing the text type a translator is deal ing with is a highly sign ificant step 
in the process of translation. It is the first step in understanding the ST in order to 
dec ide upon the adequate approach to translate that particular text into the TL. Text 
typology is an important cornerstone in the pre- translat ion analysis process of the ST. 
In addition, it assists the trans lator in identifying the strategy or method which is to be 
employed in translation. Reiss ( 20 1 4) proposed a text typology based on the Karl 
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Buhler' model of  language functions ( 1 934) .  In her model, Reiss categorize the 
language function into four major functions: predominant ly presentational 
( i nfom1ative) e prc i e (creati e), appel lative (per uasive), and texts which require 
audio-\ i ual mean to be real ized ( film,  adverti ement) ( 1 989) .  
Reiss ' s  categorization of te t types enta i ls  that each type IS addressed 
d ifferent ly according to it type and function. For instance, informative texts are meant 
to inform, therefore, what matters in the translation is the actual ST content or message, 
not the tyle of that ST. On the otber hand, an expressive ST, should be translated into 
the TL text by reflecting it aesthetic and styl istic a pect in the IT. In general ,  the 
objective of any translation i to establi h equivalence; in informative STs, the 
translation needs to achieve an ' equivalent '  message in the TIs. Similarly, III 
expres lve text , the IT must achieve an ' equivalent ' styl ist ic effect, while III 
appel lative SIs, the translation is meant to invoke an ' equivalent' reaction in the target 
audience as the reaction invoked by the SI on the source audience ( Reiss, 1 989) .  
The interest ing aspect of Reiss ' s  approach to translating STs according to their 
types i s  that certain  texts cannot be rendered in terms of ' equivalence' .  Rather, 
' adequacy' comes into play in cases where the TT is intended for a different function 
than that of  the ST, or when the TT is  intended for an audience that is  cultural ly and 
ideological ly dissimi lar from the ST audience ( Rie s, 20 1 3 ). From this perspective, 
imp lementing the Skopos theory as a p lausible approach to translation is justifiable 
ince the TT purpose determines the translation strategy adopted by the translator. 
Since the text at hand is expressive (poetic drama), the researcher sees it fit to 
eluc idate the s ign ificance of the fonnal characteristics pertain ing to poetry, which 
create difficutl ies hindering the translation process of such texts. Literary texts in 
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genera l ,  and poet ic text in peci fic con ' t f h h h 1 ' IS 0 muc more t an t e t leme and content .  
Wei bort and Ey t ins on ( 2006) a sert that 
[L] i terature combine cul tural and ae thetic values, and this makes its 
tran lation 0 d i fficult and chal lenging, but also 0 urgent. I t  is because of this 
concentrat d l inguist ic  expres ion that poetry has so often been een a the test case of 
tran lation- to the point where it ha been defined as that which is  not translatable (p .  
1 7) .  
Landers al 0 emphasize the crucial role the poet ic content and structure play in a 
poem 's  appreciation by saying: 
Whatever the definit ion, the soul of  poetry L ies in the use of 
language in  a figurative, metaphorical mode of expression that 
tran cends tradit ional semantic l imitations of Language. The 
embracing of ambiguity and polysemy is  one of the hal lmarks 
of l i terature, and i t  is here, more than any problems of scansion 
or rhyme, that the chaUenge of translating poetry manifests 
itsel f in the most unmistakable fashion ( 200 I ,  p. 97) .  
The integral role played by form and content to reflect the poetic theme effectively 
may create sign ificant d ifficult ies in translating poetry. The various characteristics of 
poetic Language, structure ( rhyme, meter, internal rhythms al l iteration assonance, 
etc . ), metaphors and imagery cannot be ful ly relayed in translation . For example, the 
fol lowing verse by Robert Browning ( Browning, 1 880- 1 9 1 8), when rendered into 
Arabic w i l l  suffer a loss of aesthetics sign ified by the internal rhyme : , 
How sad and bad and mad it was 
But then how it was sweet. 
\..j �-, �-' '�j.:.. � \..., ulS rS 
..ill� l� ulS <I...:lS.l 
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The internal rhyming word sad. mad and bad have no similar sounding equivalents 
in Arabic.  Moreover, the repition of the art ic le and plays a crucial role in fort ifying the 
effect of the themc. Con er ely, in Arabic ,  coordination is u ed more frequently than 
ubordination. In such case , the repition of ' -, '  does not have an equivalent effect ince 
it u e i not out of the ordinary. One couLd argue that there is a possibi l i ty to overcome 
the is ue of i nternal rhyme through foregrounding and backgrounding, and a freer 
mcthod of tran lation. For example: 
While the first tran lat ion was more l itera l ,  the second translation is  conducted 
w ithout adhering to the ST original word order or grammatical structure. Moreover, 
there are orne shifts carried out to recreate the internal rhyme and other poetic aspects 
belonging to the original text (a l though this goal is sti l l  not entirely achieved). 
The researcher maintain that l i terature is  a reflection of l inguistic, SOC lO-
cul tural, and contextual characteristics employed by the poet! author, to convey a 
subjective theme. evertheless, entertain ing the readers is a major purpose of l i terary 
texts in general .  Additional ly, in order for the readers to be entertained, the text must 
be relevant to them. Consequently, when translating a ST into the TL, the translator 
must take into account the TL audience and cultural norms rather than those of the ST. 
Barnstone considers thc translation of any poem to be a reading betwecn the 
l ines rather than copying its structure as he asserts that a "translation is an X-RAY, not 
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a XEROX" ( 1 993,  P .  27 1 ) .  Lander , on the otber hand asserts that the "issue that must 
be con id red before beginning to tran late poetry i : what does the target audience 
regard a a ' poem '? Mu t it be rhymed? What metrical pattern best convey tbe feel of 
the original" ( Lander , 200 1 ,  p.  9 ). 
Wil l iam Word worth defined poetry as a "spontaneous overflow of powerful 
feel ing : i t  take its origin from emotion recol lected in tranqui l l i ty" (W ordswortb, 
1 800 p. x iv) .  However, poetry no longer adhers to Wordsworth s defmintion. 
E pressive text in gcn ral di p lay more craftsmanship and premeditation than 
pontaneouity. For instance concrete poetry and alphabet a l l i teration poetry where the 
fir t ound of each word within the poem starts with the same letter: 
Everything 
Each eye exists embracing exceptional emerald evenings 
Evolution explains Eden ' s  evi l  
Earth ' s  ecology equate exploitation evaporation 
Errors ending evergreen elms 
Escort elephants eagles elks eastward 
E evokes every ecstatic emotion (Mi l ler, 2004) 
This poem is not a spontaneous endeavour. On the contrary, if anything, it exempl ifies 
the poet ' craftsmanship and del iberation. M i l ler comments on this poem saying: " It 's 
a form of alphabet poem.  I wrote i t  by looking up words in  the dict ionary and then 
trying to create a narrative. I wanted to incorporate a degree of "word play" in almost 
each l ine .  The poem finds i t  beginning in a question people keep asking - What does 
the E in E .  Ethelbert M i l ler stand for?" (M i l ler E. E . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
Al though the poem is void of rhyme and metre, every word in this poem starts w
ith 
the letter ( e ) .  The lettcr ( e )  is  the key e lement in this poem; however, i t  holds bea
utiful 
Imagery and i not at a l l  without meaning. As a matter of fact, it convey 
important me sage re lated to man ' exploitation of earth and nature. 
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Fonn in poetry and poetic drama are equal ly important. Poet Shel ley states that 
the language of poet has ever affected a sort of unifonn and 
hamloniou recurrence of sound, without which it were not 
poetry, and which i scarcely less indispen able to the 
communication of i ts influence, than the words themselves 
without reference to that pecul iar order" ( Lefevere, 1 992, p. 
56) .  
ST General A n alysis:  
A pre iously ment ioned, House ( 200 I )  employs an assessment method that 
function as a comparative and analyt ic tool of both ST and TT at the level of language, 
regi ter, and genre. House ' s  register is further sub c lassified into field, mode and tenor. 
Field refers to the "social  activity and subject matter", tenor, refers to the stance or 
atti tude of the ST producer and recipients, and mode which sign ifies the 'channel ' 
( poken/ written, etc . ) .  Mode al 0 refers to the degree of part ic ipation between 
addresser and addressee, in addition to the level of complexity this channel possesses. 
In other word a s imp le text suggests a text that is written to be read, while a complex 
text suggests a written text that is meant to be spoken out loud of part icipation between 
addresser and addressee ( H ouse, 200 1 ,  p. 248) .  
The researcher agrees that register ( field, tenor and mode) is a very strong 
indicative of the approach adopted in the translation process. Analyzing the ST's 
register may provide the t ranslator with more ins ight on the translation strategy he or 
she would employ. 
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General ly peaking, a l l  the sample addre ed in this study belong to the 
dramatic genre. They are from hake peare ' s  tragedy Macbeth. The majority of 
ample arc sol i loquie performed by Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. The mentioned 
ol i loquie are wri tten in blank verse. In addition, one sample extracted from the 
Appari tion scene ha been elected for the ambiguity it reflects. It is a sign ificant 
ample as i t  mi leading information is  key to the development of the play as it 
determ ines the subsequent events that wi l l  take place later. 
The text is  highly expressi e; a well as informat ive. Sol i loquies are 
monologues perfonned by the actor on stage. He/ she is speaking in a manner that 
provide the audience wi th insights on the character they are observing, his/ her 
personal i ty, fears, values, objectives etc. Sol i loquies also give the audience 
information that other actors in the play do not know, transforming this audience into 
an active party in  the sequence of events. 
The majority of the samples are one sided in that the passages do not reflect a 
dialogue on stage. They are, as mentioned earl ier, texts performed by one actor or 
actress. The only exception i the Apparit ions' scene, Act 4, Scene 1 .  Nevertheless, 
the text cannot be considered interactive. Since most ly, the appari t ions are uttering 
their warnings without actua l ly  engaging in a two-way conversation with Macbeth. 
In spite of the ST selected samples being infonnative, the language employed 
is complex and aesthetic, fraught with metaphors, cul tural, historical and folk loric 
references. The STs also conta in deliberate ambiguity and expressions that may bear 
a number of possible interpretations. Macbeth is a p lay about interpretation and double 
meanings after a l l  ( Cantor, 20 1 4) .  
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The mode of the T i poken.  Drama i produced for the purpo e of being 
performed on tage, before an audience. It is performed to an audience who is fami l iar 
ith and relate to the cul tural references of the El izabethan Age. 
TT l General A D a ly i : 
TT l i produced by Jabra . TT l '  language i somewhat old fashioned and 
archaic on orne occa ions. St i l l  the TT managed to retain some of the poetic and 
ae thetic qual i t ie found in the ST. The language i expressive and infonnative, 
reflecting the intention of the ST. Jabra ' s  knowledge of Shakespeare' s  works and the 
cri t ical  approaches to the Bard ' l i terature is showcased on several occasions in TT 1 .  
The mode of TT I is wri tten.  Its purpose is to be read by the target audience, 
whose members belong to very di fferent socio-cultural backgrounds and possess 
diver e levels of education. Thi is evident in the abundance of footnotes and 
explanations brought forward by Jabra to c lari fy the intended meanings and the 
cultural ignificance of  the imagery and references avai lable in the ST. Moreover, the 
target audience does not belong to a spec ific Arab country. The TT is intended to all 
Arabic speaking audiences. The only thing that these audiences have in common, 
without any except ion, is  the standard Arabic language due to the sign ificant variations 
in dialects from one region to another. In other words, the majority of these audiences 
share rel igious, cultural and historical background, but al l of them share their 
knowledge of the standard Arabic language63 The target audience do not share simi lar 
socio-cultural and historical backgrounds with the SL audience. 
63Standard ArabIC I S  the language taught to all Arabs at schools at an early age, it is  the language of 
the Holy Quran, and the language to which other religIous scriptures are translated for Arabs of 
dIfferent reI Jgious affil Iations. 
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TT2 General A n a lysi 
TT2 i pr duced by iazi, with the intention of overcoming the errors found in 
labra'  tran labon of Ma beth. The text belongs to the dramatic genre; the language is 
Ie ophi t icated and more accessible to the target audience. 
The mode of TT2 i imi lar to TT l in that it i written with the purpose is to be 
read by the target audience. TT2 al 0 contains many footnote and explanations in 
ord r to c larify the T '  intended meanings and the cultural significance. 10  addition, 
TTl i meant for a l l  Arabic speaking audiences, thus it is written in  Standard Arabic 
imi lar to TT 1 .  
In  hort, s imi lar to the ST, both TTs belong to the dramatic genre and both are 
written in formal language. Unl ike the ST, both TTs are written to be read by the TL 
recipients .  The fol lowing analysis addresses the variations that are detected in each 
elected ample: 
The first sample  is from Act 1 scene 3. I t  is a monologue uttered by Macbeth 
to provide the audience with a gl impse of what is going on in his mind as wel l  as a 
reflection of dominant themes occurring in the play, the murder of Duncan its impact, 
and the uncertainty of what i s  yet to corne. The language is  highly sophisticated, 
written to be perfonned on stage. The elements of perfonnabi l ity and speakabi l i ty are 
crucial  to such texts. 
The use of questions reflect the confusion Macbeth is  experiencing due to the 
weird sister's prophec ies. The use of fragmented sentences such as canna! be ill, 
cannot be good, if good, if ill also reflect Macbeth's indec is iveness regarding his 
fol lowing course of action. 
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TT I ,  the language reflect the tyle of  the T in that the language employed 
in thi TT i highly c ia  ical and rigorous in nature. The purpose of this particular 
usage of language is to produce a TT that is  reflects the attributes of the ST as far as 
language, regi ter and genre arc concerned. However, TT l ' s mode does not 
corre pond to that of the T in that TT 1 is wri tten to be read, not to be performed on 
tage. 
The same appl ies to TT2 concerning the mode. It is also a text written to be 
read in tead of  being performed. In addition, although TT2 language is less intricate 
and more acce ible to the target audience, this part icular text fal ls  short in reflecting 
the expre ive nature of the ST. In other words, Rei s 's  argument that creative texts 
hould produce an ' equivalen t '  ST sty l istic attributes i not taken into account here. 
The second sample, Act 1 ,  Scene 5 A, is the first of two consecutive sol i loquies 
by Lady Macbeth . Thi s  part is  h ighly signi ficant for i t  provides the audience with a 
c lear view of her per onal i ty traits and her ambitions. This soli loquy lets the audience 
in on the facts of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth's re lationship, as i t  showcases their love 
for and faith in one another. She is his 'partner in greatness ' .  Through Lady Macbeth ' s  
words the  audience is a lso introduced to  Macbeth's qual i t ies, other than h i s  bravery 
and fearlessnes in battle .  
The passage is  fonned of complex sentences, with many negative indicators. 
For example, instead of Lady Macbeth saying: you are ambitions, she says : you are 
not without ambition. Other negative connotation in expressions also reflect this aspect 
such as fear, too full, illness, false, vl/rongl)', chastise, impedes, etc. 
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Both TT ha e tran lated thi passage, reflecting its expre ive and informati e 
intention . However, the problematic a pect found in both translations are related to 
the te t pragmatic and grammatical equi alence parameters which wi l l  be explored 
later on. 
Act 1 ,  Scene 5 B i one of the darke t pas age in the play. I t  is extremely 
powerful and it reflects Lady Macbeth' s  ruthless ambition, which supersedes 
Macbeth 's .  The ST i ominous from i ts beginning to its end, this is portrayed by the 
u e violent i magery. The overal l  disposition of the ST is vocative and authoritative, 
employing imperative erbs throughout i ts sentences: come, unsex,Jill, make, top up, 
take, and pall. There is  a lso a sign ificant use of adjectives : fatal entrance, mortal 
thought , direst cruelt)" compunctious visitings, fell purpo e, murdering ministers, 
ightless substances, thick night, dunnest smoke, and keen knife. 
Both TTs have managed to render the ST whi le reproducing the above 
mentioned aspects. Both translators used imperat ive verbs, as well as showcasing the 
use of adject i  es throughout their TTs. Yet again, the chal lenging aspects in this ST 
are related to its lexical choices which w i l l  be further highl ighted in the parameters of 
lexical properties and dynamic equivalence. 
The fourth sample, is  a sol i loquy perfom1ed by Macbeth in Act I ,  Scene 7, 
where he contemp lates the idea of murdering King Duncan. The use of one syl lable 
words in the opening of the passage suggest the neces ity of rapid execution of the 
'deed' ,  moreover, the use of  ' i t '  reflects some degree of euphemism in that ' i t '  does 
not have a referent ( C lark & Ma on, 20 1 5 ). The rhetoric used in this passage is highly 
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cxpre ive. For in tance the consonance64 and a l l i teration65 are found in phra e uch 
a surcea e success, trumpet-tongued, and deep damnation, in addit ion, the symbolic 
language i ident in the con t ruct ion of imagery. Macbeth uses metaphoric language 
to refi r to the murder, the hunting and equestrian metaphors are quite significant in 
thi pa age. The bibl ical reference , in  addit ion to demonstrating more eloquence and 
depth, are used to portray the notion of punishment and justice that must eventual ly be 
erved for one ' s  s ins .  
In  TT 1 ,  the language is highly forma l ;  however, l ine 5 has been rendered in an 
almo t col loquial manner such as '�I .) �I ' . This expression is commonly u ed in 
every day ernacular, to the level of  mistaking i t  for a standard Arabic express ion . 
There is a contradiction between the classical form of Arabic with which Jabra writes, 
'�I �\.....QiJ1 v...::.sI J.-l �', and uch col loquial expression . Moreover, there are other 
contextual i ssue which seem to defy the target cul ture 's  expectations, such as 
t ran lating even-handed as '0.!-¥1 �jlji.JI ' while the TL col location is  \�I �Iy..' .  
Thi point w i l l  b e  further e plored i n  the dynamic equivalence parameter. 
TT2 is wri tten in a formal style, but is more accessible to the target audience. 
On the other hand, iazi makes certain  choices in l ines 1 ,  6, 1 0, 1 6  and 22 that are 
either contextua l ly  or cu l tural ly inadequate such as the monotonous effect of ' � 
�I' ,  the e laborate paraphrasing of '�.l!\tl � �.JI J=.,.L..JI ' ,  which is back translated 
64Consonance correspondence or recurrence of sounds especially in words; specifical ly: 
repetit ion of consonants espec ially at the end of stressed syllables without the simi lar 
correspondence of vowels ( MWD) 
recurrence or 
65AI l l teration is using a group of words with the same Initial sound in a sentence or a phrase. 
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I Oto Engli h a the sandy hore of the sea of eternity, and simi lar to Jabra, even-handed 
\\ a rendered into ".J:1�1 �thJ\' ,  instead of i t  TL col location. 
The fol lowing ample i from Act 2 ,  Scene I ,  (The Dagger Scene), it is one of 
the mo t iconic monologue in hake pearean drama. Macbeth has made up his mind 
to murder Duncan . He i alone on tage, but hc imagines a dagger floating in the air 
before him. Macbeth begin his sol i loquy inqui itively, bringing to the audience's 
attent ion " hat he is imagin ing. He  start talking to the dagger, as he attempts to grasp 
i t .  He wonders whether his eye are playing tricks on him, or i f  it is the weight of the 
deed he is  about to commit .  Through Macbeth's words, the audience comes to know 
that the dagger is  now mudged with blood. The passage moves on to describe the 
night. l-vitchcraft. murder, stealth and rape. Towards the last l ines of the sol i loquy, 
Macbeth addresses the earth on which he walks. Asking it to be deaf and mute to his 
impending action. 
The ST type is expressive-evocative, the language is highly formal, poetic and 
powerful .  As in  all the samples, this soli loquy is intended to be performed on stage. 
However, what makes this passage unique is its rel iance on nonverbal and extra 
l ingui t ic  elements for the purpose of being performed. The visual ization of the dagger, 
the reaching out to hold it, the various addressees and references a l l  command body 
language and gestures as wel l  as a variation in the tone of speech (Snel l -Hornby, 1 997). 
The researcher bel ieves that this sol i loquy is the best exempl ification of the 
true nature of drama. It is  not language or merely uttered words; drama is  an art form 




i th pa age 1 taken from Act 3 ,  cene 1 .  It i a sol i loquy performed by 
Macbeth e pre ing hi apprehen ion and fear in relation to Banquo. Again the 
language i sign i ficantly eloquent and expre ive. It is also informative in that it i 
relaying to the audience certain a peets of Banquo ' character: he is brave, wise and 
ha a revered quality to him that is fit for a king. The audience can sense Macbeth ' s  
paranoia a he  recal l  the weird ister's prophec ies to  Banquo a father to  a l ine of  kings. 
They can also acknowledge Macbeth ' sense of gui l t  for murdering Duncan. He is 
chi ldlcs , and his thrown wi l l  not be passed on to his hcir. As i f  Macbeth ki l led Duncan 
for the benefit of Banquo 's descendants. This passage ends with defiance on the part 
of Macbeth a he chal lenges fate to a duel to the death. He is unwi l l ing to accept the 
prophecy a lthough he bel ieves i t  to be true. 
Both TTs are produced in formal language, al though not as express ive and 
e loquent as the ST. They both convey the ST's intention, while the references and 
imagery is pre erved to the verge of l i tera l ism. 
The seventh ample is  an extraction from the ' appari t ions' scene ' in Act 4 
scene 1 A .  The context from which it is taken, seems l ike a dialogue, however, it is 
one sided. I t  is an i nformative, evocative and imperative passage a l l  at once. Macbeth 
is the recipient of the prophecies del ivered by the three apparitions. The first apparit ion 
is very abrupt in del ivering his warning, offering short sentences. The second and third 
have more information to relay. The second apparition instructs Macbeth to be brave 
since no man born of  a woman can defeat him. The third apparition, urges him to be 
bold, proud and mock the strength of mankind, as he wi l l  not be defeated unt i l  Bimam 
Woods come to his castle. The first Apparit ion, was the most truthful  and direct, while 
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the other tvlO apparition provided Macbeth with vague information, which seemed 
impo ible when can idered in a l i teral ense. 
Both TT reflected the evocati e, informative and the imperative nature of the 
T. both TT are produced in a formal language. A mentioned above, the first 
apparit ion i meant to be hort and traightforward. However, Jabra renders beware 
IlIa duj/ into '�..Jh h wfu � ' ,  baek translated into English as C BT: from Macduff be 
cautiou ). The elaboration and backgrounding has di luted the dynamic effect of the TL 
entence; it is no longer short nor straightforward. Apart from translating the ST into 
a \ ritten to be read rather than written to be performed, the issues in the TTs are related 
to other parameter a w i l l  be i l lustrated later on. 
Act 4 cene I B, is a sol i loquy perfonned by Macbeth immediately after his 
encounter wi th the appari t ions. This encounter results in Macbeth's decision to murder 
Macduff as precaut ion. At this stage, Macbeth receives the news of Mac duffs fleeing 
to England. This news troubles Macbeth, as he loses the opportuni ty to get rid of 
Macduff. I n  this sol i loquy, Macbeth speaks about t ime being at odds with his p lans. 
He tates that thoughts with deeds must coincide to achieve one's  aims. The first 
thought that must be translated into immediate act ion is attacking and murdering 
Macduffs  fami ly. It is an informative passage where the audience get a glimpse at 
what Macbeth is  p lanning as a next step. The ST is expressive-evocative in that the 
rhetoric that is employed is  highly metaphoric. In  addition, there are various instances 
where personifications have been employed. For instance, Macbeth portrays time as 
his  adversary ( person ification) .  For example, personi fications of t ime, thought, and 
action occur in the same passage. Time is Macbeth 's adversary; thought and action are 
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contender . Furthermore, they a l l  contribute to re erting u back to the equestrian 
metaphor u ed in  Act J ,  cene 7 .  
In TT l ,  t ime i tran lated into ' u--Y ,  while in TT2, it is translated as ' ��' .  
The re earcher ugge t that the ign ificance of time in thi pas age should be not be 
taken out of conte 1. The translator should consider the events prior to Macbeth's 
peech.  Ther was no t ime to carry out his dreadful plans, he had just received the 
prophec ies from the appari tions. Accordingly, he immediately decides to k i l l  Macduff 
to ecure hi tatus. Thi decision, however, coincide with the messengers ' arrival 
with the news of Macduffs  escape to England. In  this l ight, there appears to be no 
confu ion as to what is meant by t ime. In other words, the choice to render time as 
( delay or tardine s) does not seem contextual ly appropriate since there was virtual ly 
no t ime elapsing between the decision to murder Macduff and the news of his fleeing 
to England. 
Once again, the TTs reflect the ST type. Both texts are written in formal 
language, with an expressi e and infonnative function, but both TTs fai l  to emulate 
the ST mode, i . e. written to be said, not read. 
The last sample is taken from Act 5 scene 5. It is one of the mo t renowned 
pas ages written by Shakespeare ( tomorrow and tomorrow) is the last sol i loquy uttered 
by Macbeth after he receives the news of his wife's  death. This passage is emotive­
expressive providing the audience with Macbeth ' s  notion of l i fe and its futi l i ty. In a 
way, i t  is a eulogy, expressing his disi l l usionment regarding l i fe and what it sign ifies. 
The imagery in thi passage is related to t ime, movement, death, acting, and the futi l ity 
of l i fe.  L i fe is equated to a stage on which human beings play their roles, an i l lusion 
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that trick man int bel ieving it i important and everlast ing; when in real ity, it i a 
hort duration that only end with death. 
It i a very poetic text, highly expressive and didactic at the same time. 
R pet it ion, a a rhetorical device, is quite sign ificant in this passage. In addition, the 
manner with which the pa age i performed portrays Macbeth's despair. Although 
Rodway ( 1 9  2 )  ugge ts that Macbeth 's tomorrow speech reflects indifference, the 
mood in thi pa age is  melanchol ic .  Performance and speakabi l i ty are, once again, 
cruc ial  c lements for con eying this mood. 
Th r is a divergence in the two approaches to tran lating these l ines. Jabra, on 
the one hand, tran lates the l i nes in a manner that suits the context in that the bad new 
could not have come at a wor e t ime, due to everything else taking place at this stage 
of the play. There i a ense of gloominess in the way Macbeth utters the words in 
order to move on to the part where he speaks of the fut i l ity of  l i fe. Niazi, on the other 
hand, tran late the l ines in a manner that conveys indifference which contradicts with 
what comes next in the same pas age. I f  Macbeth was apathetic to the death of his 
wife, there is no justi fication for the sorrow conveyed in the fol lowing l ines. 
As discussed in this section, the ST belongs to the dramatic genre. Most of the 
samples are wri tten in blank verse. The ST language is  highly expressive as well as 
informative since they are mostly providing the audience with i nsights on the previous 
and future events as wel l as knowledge of the characters and their traits. The ST is 
formaL characterized by its complex ity and ambiguity at t imes, and by its rhetoric and 
referential  language at other times. 
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The text i written to be performed on tage. It i intended for an audience who 
fami l iar with the cultural ,  hi torical and l i terary reference and al lusions mentioned 
In it context. Perfonnabi l ity and peakabi l ity along with other nonverbal elements 
uch a body language and intonations are vital for a succes ful enactment. 
Both TT ha e managed to pre erve the attribute of tb ST with regard to the 
imagery and rhetoric .  Botb TT are produced in formal TL. However, both translator 
ha e neglected the fact that the text is meant for the stage. Both TTs are translated to 
be read. With the intention for the text to be read, both translators preserved the ST's 
reference, wi th no attempt to make them available to the target audience in the case of 
perfonnance. labra and iazi have explained and c lari fied such reference in footnotes 
and preface . Thi in it elf is proof that the TTs were not produced with the intention 
of being performed on tage for a l ive target audience. In the case of performance, tbe 
target audience wi l l  not have access to the footnotes and clarifications that are provided 
in the writt n TT. 
5.3.2  Formal  Correspondence 
According to AI -Qinai ' parameters, formal correspondence is related to 
various aspects pertaining to the ST in comparison to the TT, taking into consideration 
elements such as punctuation, headings, paragraph division quotat ions, logos and 
mottos in addition to the overa l l  textual volume and arrangement (2000, p. 499 ). The 
researcher proposes some modi fications to this parameter to suit drama texts. The main 
reason for such modi fications is that trans lating drama entai ls translat ing for the stage. 
Drama is not to be read, it is meant to be performed on stage. The translator of drama 
has a task of stressing the importance of translating the original "in terms of the play's 
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intcr emiotic p tcntial on tage, enhancing the power of the word with that of other, 
non- erbal mean of e pre ion" ( Hocn claar , 2004, p. 1 2 ) .  
As far a punctuation is  conccrned, the researcher argues that it is not a priority 
III drama tran lation in gcncra l ,  and in Shakespearean drama in particular. Punctuation 
wa u cd to fac i l itate perfonnancc. In addit ion, Shakespeare was less concerned with 
how hi work appeared in print ,  unl ike Jonson and Dckker who proofread their printed 
work prior to i ts publ ication (Graham-White, 1 995) .  Moreover, the use of punctuation 
in the S L  i very d ifferent from its use in the TL in that the Arabic language ha a 
preference of u ing ful l  stops, whi le English makes more use of comma , and 
emicolon (Wi l l iam , 1 984) .  
This dissertation puts forth the argument that s ince drama is  mcant for the 
tage, the t imeframe during which the play i perfonned must be taken into 
consideration in producing the TT. Drama is a di t inct l i terary genre that cannot be 
treated l ike any other fonn of l iterature ( Bassnett, 2002) .  A novel is intended to be 
read therefore, the reader has the luxury of pausing and reading footnotes in order to 
c lari fy certain ambigui t ies. In translating drama for the purpose of perfonnance, there 
are other aspects that are involved such as t iming, speakabi l i ty, and nonverbal 
elements. 
Furthennore, some aux i l iary tools such as footnotes, explanations, and 
paraphrasing are not made avai lable to the audience can stop his or her reading of the 
text, only to return and continue reading from where they last stopped. This applies to 
hort stories, poems, and other fonn of prose. In drama, however, the situation is  
di fferent in that  i t  is a continuous perfonnance that engages the audience from i ts 
beginning to i ts  end. From this perspect ive, t ime is a crucial element that must be 
accounted for. Fr m thi 
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tandpoint, it is argued that the Berman deforming 
tcndencie of c1ari fication, e pansion , quanti tative impoverishment and popularization 
mu t be avoided in order to maintain unison in terms of the performance duration of 
T and TT. 
In the elected amples ( see appendix 1 ), the T in general is composed in 
blank ver e, fol lowing the iambic pentameter, but without a rhyming ending to the 
l ine . Other part of the play may consist of rhymed verse fol lowing various 
pentameter ( hakcspeare W. , 1 904) .  TT l (appendix 2) and TT2 (appendix 3) are 
wri t ten in prose, with occasional, yet imposed rhyming verses produced by labra. The 
T is formed of  complete sentences, and sentence fragments. Both TTs correspond to 
this sentence structure of the TL in that the Arabic language does not al low for 
incomplete sentence structure (Wi l l iams, 1 984). 
In the first sample (Act 1 ,  scene 3), there is a tendency to c larify sentences on 
the part of  both labra and Niazi .  labra translates commencing in a truth into ' � \..jj\..,> 
�jL,' .  The back tran lation of this phrase is ( BT:  beginning with a real truth). Niazi, 
on the other hand, translate suggestion into ' 4 .... ·:U� ' (BT:  crime or murder). 
The ST of Act 1 Scene 5 A is wri tten in prose at the begilming ( Lady Macbeth 
reading Macbeth ' s  letter out loud), whi le the rest of the sol i loquy is written in blank 
verse. This is  a common feature of Shakespearean drama, the language used in letters, 
performed by commoners and menta l ly  impaired characters is written in prose 
( Bradley, 1 905) .  The ST consists of 30 l ines, TT l has 26, while TT2 has 29 l ines. The 
pa sage has certain qual i t ies that both labra and Niazi have attempted to reproduce the 
double  negatives with in Lady Macbeth ' s  sentences as she describes Macbeth ' s  
character. For instance: 
T: art no! lI'itholit ambi!lOn 
TT2 : c rb  r yh:i '1 -lliI J  
ST :  And that "which rather thou dos! fear to do 
Then "wishes! should be undone 
TT 1 : .t.hii .. ) � ...:..ul t?�1 �\� 
� '1 ....,;\ ) � t?�\ '1 
TT2 : .t.hii ul w� ..;�\ � I .ill� 
-ili.! r.:;c � ..,...c y L... ysl 
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TT l and TT2 ' s  fonna l  characteristics in Act 1 ,  Scene 5 correspond to the ST 
formal attributes. The ST is fonned of complete sentences. 
Both Jabra and i azi retained the formal structure of the ST throughout the 
play. Overa l l ,  J abra ' s translation tends to be more l i teral than that of laZ I .  
Neverthele , there are i nstances where Jabra attempts to elaborate by adding rhyming 
words that do not exist in the original in order to provide his TT with a poetic feel .  
N iazi on the other hand, tends to paraphrase and elaborate more often than not, with 
the attempt to c larify what is meant rather than what is said. At times, Niazi 's  
interpretation of the passage comes across as contextually inadequate. This point wi l l  
be explored in  other parameters. 
5.3.3 Coherence of Thematic tructure 
1 3 1  
Thi parameter e plores the degree of referential and thematic simi laritie 
b tween th ST and TT. The theoretical principle governing theme and rbeme 
tructure are ba ed upon ystemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) ( Khedri & Ebrahimi,  
20 1 2) .  ny entence can t itutes of two parts: theme and rheme. Tbe theme is  
addres cd in l ight of two a pect ; it represent the starting point of the  sentence, or  i t  
refer to  the  ' aboutne ' ( Dej ica-Cartis & Cozma, 20 l 3 , p .  89 1 )  i .e .  what is  the central 
c lement in that the entence addre es. 
In Act 1 ,  Scene 3, both TT fol low the ST thematic tructure. Both Jabra and 
iazi took into account the start ing point as a determiner of the theme! rheme sequence 
whi le tran lat ing the flrst entence ( l ines 1 and 2 ) :  
T:  Thi supernatural soliciting 
Cannot be ill; cannot be good. 
TT 1 : � �.Jt..=J\ <-:J\..b..l\ \iA, 
: �� y. YJ , y::J� Y. Y 
TT2 : .;w:u....y\  �y.l\ \iA, 
- : ip �J � \� � 
In  this case, both TTs ini t iated tbe passage with nominal sentences. While the 
ST bas a regular thematic sequ nee that corresponds to the English syntactic 
structure 
S-V-O. The thematic  structure of the rest of this sample corresponds to the
 TL syntactic 
preferences. 
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In ct 1 ,  cene 5 A, the thematic Structure corre pond to the TL theme/ rheme 
equencc in both tran lation . The two TTs reproduced the T thematic structure of 
l ine 1 6  ( l ine 1 1  in TT l and l ine 14 in TT2) Glamis art thou, . . .  '..:..u\ )iJ:. \ ' lY'" ..>fA . 
In Lady Macbeth'  econd o l i loquy, iazi fol lows the ST thematic tructure 
III hi tran lation of the fi r t l ine, which provide TT2 with a coherent and 
straightforward thcmatic trueture. labra start the same l ine by foregrounding for no 
ju t ification since the TL thematic structure would be intact when reproducing a 
imi lar ST themelrheme equence: 
T: The raven him elf is hoarse, 
TT l :  <l.....9.i ,-:-,Iy..ll Y. �1 
F oregrounding and backgrounding are also found in both 1 abra ' s  and N iazi '  s 
translation of l ines 1 4  and 1 5  of  Act 3 Scene 1 .  The ST l ine 1 4  foregrounds the 
prepositional phrase (upon my head) ,  then continues the rest of the ST sentence with 
a regul ar S L  syntactic structure: s-v-o. labra opts for backgrounding the 
preposit ional phra e in l ine 1 4, starting with a curious structure that neither 
corrcsponds to the TL nor to the SL :  O-V-S. Conversely, he fol lows the ST syntactic 
structure of  l ine 1 5 . iazi ' s also uses foregrounding and backgrounding, but for other 
constituents. H is sentence structure is  V -S-Prep-O in l ine 1 4  while l ine 1 5  starts with 
the prepositional phrase, fol lowed by V -S-O: 
ST: Upon my head they placed a fruitless crown. 
A nd put a barren scepter in my grip. 
TT l :  
TT2 : 
�\.J � � J I�� L;..w 
� � � L;L;...l�J 
�\.J � �JI�� L;..w 
� f..j4Jy.a � � J 
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Foregrounding occur again in  Act 4, Scene 1 A in TT l ' .Jh.JI h W.£.... L.>-o' lays 
more emphasis 00 (Macduff) rather than the imperative ( Beware) .  This dissertation 
a ert that th two-word entence could have been reproduced in the TL without any 
ues: ' w.£.... .Jhl' (beware Macduff). 
I n  Act 4, Scene I B the theme/ rheme sequence in the TTs correspond to the 
TL tandards. The TT are formed of ful l  sentences, whereas the ST consists of 
sentence fragments. Sometimes the subject i s  mi sing, for instance, seize upon Fife. 
At  other t imes, both subject  and verb are m issing, as in no boashng like afool, no more 
sights. The missing subject creates some ambigui ty with regard to who is performing 
the action' is  the subject T as in ( I  wi l l  seize upon F ife) ,  or is it a complete imperative 
sentence as in ( I  order you to: Seize upon Fife)? In both TTs, the sentence fragments 
are sub t i tuted by ful l  sentences, with the pronoun ' I' as the subject. It is arguable that 
since it is  a sol i loquy, Macbeth is  talking to himself. However, in various audio-visual 
productions of Macbeth66 the researcher has noticed that the first 7 l ines and the last 
couple  of l ines in this passage are characterized as sel f-reflecting. The middle part 
seems to serve as an immediate imp lementation of his previous l ine: (be it thought and 
done). Macbeth interrupts his  thought process and addresses the officer standing 
M ( Nunn T. , Macbeth, 1 978) ,  ( Shakespeare W.  , Macbeth , 1 98 1 ), ( Sutton S.  , Macbeth, 1 983) .  
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bchind him.  Thc re earchcr a ert that such ambiguity i elucidated in performance. 
Making 1I e of the variou audio/ visual performance of the play can be a great as et 
and an in  aluable source which as i ts in making an informed decision on how to 
approach the T. 
In Act 5, cene 5 ,  the theme/ rheme equence in the TTs corresponds to the 
T thematic tmcture, with minor rearrangements so as to correspond to the syntactic 
tructure of  the TL and it preferences. 
I t  i quite obvious that both labra and iazi have a firm grasp of the thematic 
tructure of the ST, and each of them has attempted to reproduce the ST themat ic 
tructure in  the TT according to the TL norms. It is  also taken for granted that, unl ike 
the English language, the thematic structure of the TT cannot always place the theme 
before the rheme. Thi is due to the inherent di fferences between the language pair. 
A lthough, both translators have tried, on several occasions, to reproduce a simi lar ST 
thematic tmcture, the e attempts were not always successful as demonstrated in the 
above analysis. 
5.3.4 Cohesion 
The parameter of  cohesion explores the rhetoric and compatibi l i ty of the ST­
TT as far as reference, subst i tution, e l l ipses, deixis and conjunctions are concerned 
( AI-Qinai ,  2000) .  It is important for the translator to acknowledge the re lationship 
between the various elements of  the ST in  order to reproduce a cohesive TT. Cohe ion 
according to Ha l l iday and Hasan, "is not a stmctural relation ; hence i t  is unrestricted 
by sentence boundaries, and in its most nonnal form i t  is simply the presupposition of 
something that has gone before, whether in the preceding sentence or not" (
Hal l iday 
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& J Ia an,  1 976, p. 1 4 ) .  In thi en e, attention to the sr referential aspect and it 
u e of  conjunction contribute ign i ficantly in the production of a co he ive and solid 
TT tructure . 
Reference , uch a pro-fonus, e l l ipsis, subst itutions and deixis are syntactic 
de icc used to horten the text in order to avoid redundancy. Some of the most 
recurrent reference m any given text are pro-fomls A pro-fonn is A word 
or lexical unit v hich is dependent for its mean ing on reference to some other part of 
the conte t, for example  a pronoun or the verb do in she likes chocolate, and so do I 
(OED, 20 1 6) .  
Pro-fonns and antecedents, the lexical uni t  to which they refer, share a 
emant ic relationship, which is crucial  in understanding the text .  When a pro-fonn 
occur after the mentioning of the co-referring expression it is cal led an (anaphor), i f  
it occur prior to the  expression, i t  i cal led a (cataphor) ( De Beaugrande & Dressler, 
1 98 1 ) .  For example, 0 one knolVs her but Amy soon became popular. 
E l l ipsis refers to the omission of a part of the entence for the purpose of 
abbreviation. There are three types of  e l l ipsis: 
• In i t ia l :  ( 1 )  hope you are well; 
• Media l :  Ann has a Ford, and Sam (has) a BMW; 
• Final :  I wanted to go to the party, but I did not (go to the party). 
Substitution is  simi lar to e l l ipsis; however, instead of omitt ing the 
grammatical unit, i t  is replaced by: 
• ominal ub ti tution : ( one, some, liane, an)) 
1 '111 hoking chocolale chip cookies, do ),OH 1I'anl some (chocolale chip 
cooA:ies)? 
• Verbal ubstitution: ( do )  
They arrived lale like they ahm)' do. 
• Clau al ub t i tut ion:  ( 0, not) 
There 's a storm coning, the nel1-'S says -.S2.:... 
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Deixis i s  a referential device that sign ifie "the pointing or specifying function 
of orne word (a definite art ic les and demonstrative pronouns) whose denotation 
change from one discourse to another ' ( Deixis, 20 1 5 ) . It IS c losely related to 
anaphora, however, there is  no antecedent other than what I S  deduced from the 
d i  cour e .  Deixis are nonnal ly u ed in  oral conversation which depends highly on the 
di course taking place in a particular situation and the parties involved. The three types 
of deixes are related to: 
Perso n :  ( me, you, they, he) You left � so she gave me a ride. 
Place:  (here, there) Ifound my phone here, and the keys were over there. 
Time:  ( now, then, hereafter, tomorrow) I am going home now. 
Conjunctions are words or artic les that join sentences, clauses or words 
together (conjunction, 20 1 5 ) .  However, this is a generic definition, as conjunctions 
d iffer from one language to another. In English, for instance, conjunctions are of three 
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main type : coordinating (but, and, 0), correlati e (ei ther-or, neither-nor, both-and), 
and subordinating (a l though, ince, whereas, in pite of etc . ) .  
In Arabic, cohe ion i establ ished by means of arious lexical and yntactic 
unit uch as coordinating conjunctions '� J.. , ."i , _" preposi tional phrases ' ,� ,�) e:­
� ' ,  conditional particle ' "J dj) ,-:,,) ' ,  unrestricted and causative objects ' ,�i r-i'- .J  
4j�' ,  relative and demon trat ive pronouns '�i ',-:?ili ' .J.a  ,L..,' ,  and adverbs ' , �  
� ' among other elements. Some of these lexical units are independent words or 
phra e ; others may be prefixes to other lex ical i tems in the sentence ' -,<-1 .,j ' .  Simi lar 
to Engli h ,  the e co he ive devices may or may not be interchangeable, depending on 
their meaning and the context in which they occur. Therefore, i t  is important for the 
tran lator to fu l ly understand the ST and its i l locutionary meaning before attempting 
to translate i t .  
Taking the selected samples into consideration, it is c lear that both translators 
managed to produce cohesive TTs, while ut i l izing the TL connector, with certain 
a lterations that correspond to the TL syntactic structural rules. 
Pro-forms in general ,  have been adequately produced in both TTs. The 
referential relationship between the pro-forms ( anaphor and catapbors) and their 
antecedents is  intact with the exception of a few minor cases such as: 
If it were done when 'tis done, then 'ht'ere weI! 
It were done quickly. If the assassination . . .  
In  certain instances, the gender issue creates a certain discord i n  the referential 
aspect of this particular passage. Tbe pronoun it is a cataphor of the word 
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as assination. Both tran lator rendered the pronoun it a feminine determiner ' ,4J...il\ 
,� ,�\ . A sa ination, on the other hand, i a mascul ine word in Arabic 'Jl#-I ' .  In 
thi en e, what tand for if in the TT , has no referential relationship to what tands 
[or a. assinafion in the TT. Can equently, the lack ofuni  on in the referential pronoun 
and the point of reference re u l ted in a negative impact on the cohesion of both TTs. 
ince the TL grammatical stmcture does not al low for incomplete sentences, 
rna t of the eHip es in the sel ected samples have been translated into complete 
entence . Thi di ertation c la im that e l l ipse can be reflected in orne instances 
without creating faulty yntact ic structure by creati ng nominal sentences or by using 
ab olute objective which can stand alone in Arabic, for example '� . 1  � ,4..c.\..b k....' .  
uch expres ions may stand for a ful l  sentence wi thout defying the T L  grammatical 
tructure. 
The fol lowing l ines contain in i t ia l ,  medial and final e l l ipses. However both 
tran l atar produced complete tructured sentences in the TTs: 
Act 1 Scene 3,  
• This supernatural soliciting 
Cannot be ill; (S el/ipted) cannot be good. 
• If (S+ V ellipted) ill, . .  
• If (S+ V ellipted) good . . .  
Act 1 ,  Scene 5 A :  
• 
• 
Glamis thou art, and Cm1'dor, and (S) shaft be . . . .  
Thou wouldst be great, (S) Art not without ambition, 
but (S+ JIj .vithout the illness . . .  
t I ,  cene 5 B :  
• That 170 complillclioliS visitings of nature 
hake myfell plllpO. e, 1101' (S) keep peace . . .  
c t  1 ,  cene 7 :  
• . . . . . . .  Jfthe assassination 
Could tramll1el Up . . .  , and (S) catch 
With hi Sllrcea e success. 
• . . . . . . . .  Beside , thi Duncan 
hath born . . . .  meek. (S) halh been 
So clear ;,/ hi great office. 
Act 2 ,  Scene 1 :  
• Is this a dagger . . .  , 
The handle ( V) toward my hand? 
• Mine eyes are . . . .  Other sen e , 
Or else(SH ) 1 ... ·0I"th all the rest. 
• A nd. . . .  (S+ 11 gouts 0.[ blood 
Act 3, Scene 1 :  
• But to be safely tInts (V+O). 
• A nd (S) bade them (prep.) speak to him. 
• A nd (S) put a barren Sceptre in my grip. 
• No son of mine (11 succeeding. 
• (S) Put Rancours in the vessel . . .  
• . . . .  Mine eternal je-wel (A ux) 
Given to the common enemy . . . . .  
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ct 4, cene 1 B, 
• (S) ei;::e upon F!fe, (S) give to th ' edge 0 'th ' sH'ord 
Hi. wife, hi bahes, . . .  
ct 5 ,  cene 5 :  
• Life i but a walking hadolV, (S+ V) a poor player 
That truts am/Fels . . . . .  
And then (S) is heard no more. 
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Sub titution have been rendered l i teral ly, part icularly in TT l .  However, both 
Jabra and iazi have produced the ubstation in TL. Niazi is belie ed to be more 
ucces ful in reflecting the reference point of the substi tution in the first of the 
fol lowing samples: 
Act 1 ,  Seene 5 :  
T :  That which cries, 'thus thou must do, 
Act 2, Scene 1 :  
ST: PVhich was not so before 
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The fi r t and econd l ine of et 3, cene I ,  king i sub t ituted by thus. Both 
tran lator rendered the ub t itutive word into its l i teral meaning. Jabra attempted to 
retam the amblgu i ty of the l ine by refraining from mentioning the point of reference. 
I t  i belie ed that Jabra' attempt lacked the desired effect in  the TL. Niazi produced 
a longer ent nce, howe er, it i more cul tural ly  and semantical ly  iable as  far as  the 
TL i concerned. 
ct 3, cene 1 :  
T: To be thus is nothing, 
Blil to be alely thus 
TT l :  <--A � I� 0fo 01 
:0y....1 � J I� 0fo 01 Wj 
TT2 : .. � � dJSL.::JI .� ..,k \Sk 0fo ui -
! jAl ..:.uIJ  w.... 0fo ul W) 
Act 3 ,  Scene 1 :  
ST: If '[ be ffi 
TT2 : -ill� Y')l1 0\S u) 
Both translators exhibited freedom in  rendering the substi tution in
 the fol lowing l ine: 
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Act 3 ,  cene 1 :  
T: Rather than so, 
TT L :  -illil � �.J 
TT2 : ..mil � 
Dcixi uch as here in samples 2, 3 ,  and 4, now in sample 5 and 8 there in 
ample 6, and hereafter, (amarraw in ample 9 have been adequately reproduced in 
both TTs. In addition, conjunctions have been rendered by both translators into their 
appropriate counterparts in  the TL. For example, the negat ive sentences in Lady 
Macbeth '  fir t soli loquy ha e been rendered using the relevant phrases and 
conj unctions: 
TT l :  
TT2 : 
,� ...>#- uc '�y 't ,JG.. �.J ,4JG.. , 't  ,� 
uc .ili� ' .:l,.;-bl ,� 't "'-il ) � i.,?iJl 't 
'1) o�y '1 ,�I 0" ..,b-J , ..,b-J't ' .fo  )l! ,�I 
� ....w i"� ,.;.hi; ul wL:..:i i.,?ill ,J.641w ,.&;i .If! 
As mentioned earl ier, both TT l and TT2 are cohesive as far as references and 
conj unctions are concerned. The cohesion devices which have been implemented by 
both labra and i azi are correspondent to those of the TL and their yntactic ru les. The 
researcher argues that some choices may have been less successful than others. 
evertheless, the connecting phrases and particle that are used in both TTs are 
adequate. 
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It i important to tate that creating a cohesive TT does not nece ari ly  enta i l  
the production of a cohercnt one. There i much more to a successful production of a 
TT than adequate syntactic structure and cohesion devices. Without a holi t ic approach 
to the T, the tran latar \ i l l  not be able to address a l l  the chal lenging issues pertaining 
to the tran lation of dramatic text . 
Ident ifying the ST producer' intention or objective is an essential step; on the 
other hand, creating a TT that capture the TL audience and engages them in the 
performance j as crucial to a successful  TT production. This is where text pragmatics 
or dynamic equivalence reveals i ts sign ificance. 
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C h a pt e r  6 :  A n a l y s i s  a n d  D e  c u s  i o n - P a rt 2 
In  the fol lowing cction, Text Pragmatic , Lexical Properties and Grammarical 
Equivalence of the two TT wi l l  be addre sed: 
6. ] Text Pragmatic ( Dyna mic E q u iva lence) 
According to Al -Qinai, the text pragmatic approach is  "based on the 
a sumption that the tran lator must use specific tran fer strategie applicable to the 
te · t  genre and the socio-cul tural orientation of the TT recipients" (2000, p.  509). In 
thi sen e, the compari on betwecn the ST and the TT is not governed by sUbjective 
impressionist ic standards, but is bascd on certain pre-translat ional tasks performed by 
the tran lator. 
Tracing the T producer' s intention is an essential tarting point which entai ls 
exploring the ST' structure as well as texture such as the use of e l l ipsis, addit ions, 
and idiosyncrasie . In order to objectively look at a TT, the above mentioned elements 
must be high l ighted based on the TT comparison to the ST (AI-Qinai, 2000). 
As previously iUu trated, the text is  not a mere l inguistic representation ; it is a 
combination of many components related to variou psychological, socio-cul tural, 
contextual and semiotic clements which ul t imately determine the meaning of that text 
in a specific situation. A cohesive text with the appropriate syntactic markers wi l l  not 
suffice to achieve a coherent text; it must also be coherent .  Furthermore, coherence is 
highly contingent on the recipient 's  abi l ity to interpret and comprehend the text 
( peech in the case of drama), and its di fferent aspects. For the TL audience to 
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under tand the TT, thi te t mu t correspond to the TL audience' ocio-cultural 
e pcctation . 
To achic c dynamic cquivalence, a socio-cultural approach to translat ion 
h uld be adoptcd. ameh Hanna (20 J 5) ascertains that the French sociologist Pierre 
Bourdlcu ' work on sociology of cultural production had great influencc on 
tran lation tudic perta ining to the field of drama translation in particular. According 
to H anna, acculturation has becn a feasible strategy in translating dramatic texts. The 
awarcnes of the TL ocio-culturaL background provides the drama translator with 
potent tools  that enable h im! her to rend r the ST into a performable TT. After all, both 
Language and cul ture consist of 
a bundle of features that combine to communicate a message. 
The most obviou of these features arc the paral inguistic ones of 
voice qua l i ty, speed of utterance, loudne s, hesitations, and 
tuttering - al l  of which carry along an addi tional message or 
impede communication ( ida E .  , 2002, p. 3 1 ) . 
The pragmatic (dynamic) equivalence is not related to l inguistic and denotat ive 
accuracy; rather, it is based on the TT's  abi l i ty to create a similar impact as that created 
by the ST on the source audience. However, dynamic equivalence is not always 
attainable due to the confl ict between form and content. Nida himself agrees that 
content takes precedence over form in order to achieve an equivalent effect. Nida's 
work on dynamic equivalence' was critic ized for being unsystematic and subjective. 
Genztler ( 1 993 )accu es Nida ' s  dynamic equivalence of serving a rel igious agenda 
( convert ing the TT readers, regardless of their cuI tural background and ethnicit ies are, 
into Christian i ty) .  Moreover, considering the message of the content while ignoring 
the formal att ributes is not feasible in translating l i terary texts. In any l iterary work of 
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qual ity c ntent and form are in eparable; they work hand in hand to effecti ely relay 
thc author' intentions and themes of the artistic creation. 
In  the e lected ample , variou aspect come into play. Eaeh ol i loquy has a 
certain function and purpo e to serve. The ftrst ol i loquy, Act 1 ,  Seene 3 ,  as ment ioned 
in the text typology parameter, reflect Macbeth 's unea e and confusion regarding the 
prophecie whieh he had recei ed from the weird sisters. The language i tsel f reflect 
hi tate of  mind with the u e of e l l ipted sentences, conditional phrases, questions and 
parentheses. In addit ion, the rhetoric and aesthetics employed contribute signi ftcant ly 
to the theme of  this pas age. For instance, the use of a l l iteration supernatural 
solicitil1g, mothered in surmi e, principles of  euphemism in the word suggestion, 
metaphors make my seated heart knock at my ribs, my thought . . .  shakes so my single 
state o/man, contra t and repet i t ion cannot be ill-cannot be good, ifill- ifgood, nothing 
is but what is not, and the rhythmic effect  of  the short words in the last l ine and nothing 
is, but what is not a l l  play a sign iftcant role  in relaying the mood of the character to 
the audience. 
I f  we explore the contextual meaning of the opening l i ne, we can infer from 
what is  said prior to this passage and what is  done after it, i t  seems that ' temptation ' is 
the most l ikely reflection of the ST intention. The TTs, however, convey a different 
meaning. TT l impl ies some kind of a mutual dialogue, while the translation in TT2 
give the reader an impression that the witches have made a sales pitch. Moreover, the 
sense of confusion and con flict of thought that is reflected by the use of the negative 
aux i l iary verb cannot has been mit igated. Both translators chose to produce nominal 
entences which sound more l ike an affirmative statement than a reflection of 
Macbeth ' s  perp lexity and uncertainty in  relation to the prophecies. Such co
ntextual 
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mi matchc ha c a negative impact on the TT dynamic effect  In TT l ,  labra attempted 
to reproduce the a l l i terat ion of the fir t l ine, and produced consonance in the l ine , 3 , 
and 9 :  
'C�� \..jJ:'jC � IjW '0.JGJ1 �lb.ll li.l, 
� yJl w�1 0-0 l...!J u.:.. �� 1.)1 W �I �I ..,.. 
labra al 0 maintained the principles of  euphemism by translating the ST word 
lIggestiol7 in to ' 1'�)'1 ' .  Niazi did not produce the a l l i terat ion, he translated suggestion 
into '�.?' which created a directness and disambiguation to TT2 . Both translators 
reproduced the repeti t ion, however, fai led to capture tbe rhythmic intensity of l ines 
l ike: 
A nd nothiJJgft but what is not 
There i s  a concentrated combination of a l l i teration, consonance and 
assonance67 in these l ines, and the multisyllabic words add to tbe momentum of the 
situation. The c luster of sounds and the fast pace of tbe utterances provides the text 
w ith a tongue twisting qual i ty that reflects and intensifies Macbetb's state of mind 
(Brown, 1 982) .  
67A 
. p of words with the same or very similar vowel sounds in a sentence or a ssonancelS usmg a grou 
phrase 
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In  the elected ample , there are anou m i  matche that contribute to the 
fai l ure of  retaining the dynamic equivalence of the T in the TL. For instance, in the 
fir t ample Act I ,  cenc 3 ,  there seem to be a departure in J abra and N iazi ' s 
interpretation of the o l i  loquy at hand. For instance, the fol lowing l ine: 
T :  That function is mothered in surmise, 
TT" , I .� "" 1- - .l9  �\ wL.\ � ... . � -.s- ..,r..J . 
TT2 possesses connotations that are farfetched. At this stage of the play, 
Macbeth is sti l l  contemplating the prophec ies, and murder is s t i l l  a mere suggestion. 
Therefore, no pretending or acting is  required. The researcher thinks tbat TT l was 
more successful  in capturing the dynamic equivalence in this l ine. It makes more sense 
tbat fear and antic ipation can render any individual idle and incapable of functioning. 
Additional ly, iaz i '  s decision to c leave the last sentence into to, created an incoherent 
l ast sentence in TT2 : 
BT: Anticipation ha killed my ability to pretend, 
so there is nothing but the thing that isn 't there. 
The entence conveys a confl ict ing meaning: 
J cannot pretend, therefore nothing is what it seems. 
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In ct 1 ,  cene 5 , the fir  t of Lady Macbeth ol i loquys, the letter i wri tten 
In pro e wherea Lady Macbeth ub equent ol i loquy i in verse. Unlike Macbeth, 
Lady Macbeth e hibit detem1 ination and rigor. She is asserti e, ure of what he 
want and he i wi l l ing to do a l l  that is necessary to achieve her objectives. The 
rhetoric of Lady Macbeth'  o l i loquy i distinguished by the use of Ii tote 68: 
Are 1101 �\'ilhollt ambition! Without the ilIne s should attend it! 
WOlldst not play false, 
Other rhetorical expressions present in the passage also reflect negative or 
contrary connotations uch as It is too full a 'the milk of human kindness ( indicative of 
excc s i .e .  more than i t  should), and the a l l i teration in highly . . . .  holily enhances the 
oppo i t ion or contradict ion between the two expressions. 
The negative connotation which are manifested in expressions such as fear. 
wrongly, undone. Chastise. impedes have been reproduced in  the TTs, however, 
TT l :  /c yJ:J\ 0'> 4JG.. .:::.....J -' / �L..i)'\ � � \...,.... �i -G) 
�\ ..} � J �y 'X /� ,) .l.;> 'X (,?�\ y:;J\ 0'> oF � 
TT2 : /c � 0'> � 'X .lliiJ / �L..i)'\ �\ � Lw � �l 
�I ..} � ui �y 'X /J.j � j)lJ\ �\ 0'> fo:i .llii 'Xl 
fig LItotes IS  an under tatement in which an affirmative is expressed by the negative of the contrary. 
Even though the sense of the statement is positive, it UndCn1110eS the infonnation conveyed. 
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The negati e connotation are al 0 reproduced 111 the TT 
In  pite of succeeding in capturing the ST rhetoric and style, some lexical 
hoice made in both TTs fai led to capture the contextual meaning to the extent of 
di  luting the i l l ocutionary function of the TT. For example, 
I may pour I?1J' pil-its in thine ear 
Thi line i a metaphor which al ludes to the play Hamlet, whose father wa 
murdered by pouring poi on in his ears. Lady Macbeth intends to pour her 
(encouraging words) in Macbeth 's  ear. It is a compel l ing image, indicating the lethal 
e ffect of her words on the coming events. 
TT2 : ,.lliji � �.J.J �i � 
Both choices do not reflec t  the intended meaning, i . e. (courage). This case is  
a l  0 found i n  the fol lowing l ine:  
1 5 1  
T: A lid cha ti e with the m!our a/my tongue 
The econd ample is performed by Lady Macbeth in Act 1 ,  Scene 5 A. Thi 
o l i loquy i a powerful e ample of the indications of the use of lexical propelties that 
po e certain connotations or a particular effect that must be conveyed into the TL. 
The pas age employ vi ual rhetoric and the metaphorical imagery is very lucid. The 
researcher fee l  the  ae  thet ic effect  of th is  passage and the weird manner with which 
expre s ions are pair d is  an added predicament in translation. These metaphors are the 
daughters of  Shake peare ' mind, he makes them what they are with an authority that 
no other writer po es e . David Crystal ( 2003) assert that the l inguistic legacy of 
hakespeare l ies in the way he u ed his words, not in how many t imes they are used: 
From Shakespeare we learn how i t  is  possible to explore and exploit 
the resources of a language in original ways, displaying its range 
and variety in the service of the poetic imagination. In his best 
writ ing, we see how to make a language work so that it conveys the 
effects we want i t  to. Above a l l ,  Shakespeare shows us how to dare 
to do things with language. In a Shakespearean master-class, we 
would observe an object-lesson in  the bending and breaking of rules 
(p . 77 ) .  
Expressions such as  murdering ministers, compunctious v i  itings, and mortal 
thoughts are not usual ly paired in such a manner. t i l l  they hold amazing imagery as 
wel l  as their aesthetics ( a l l i teration, consonance and assonance). In addit ion to the 
negative art ic les nor, not and the negative prefix ( un), the expressions used in this 
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pa age are related to murder, blood, darkne , for example. raven, croaks, fatal, 
spIrit. , mortal {houghts, direst cruelty, blood, stop . . .  remorse, compunctious, fell 
purpose, gall, murdering ministers, sightless ubstances, nature 's mischief. thick 
night, dunnest smoke of hell, kn((e, wound. dark, cry and hold. 
Again, the mentioned e pres Ion ha e been reflected in botb TTs, 
TT I :  . . .  ...j� ' �.) ,oy-d �l ,� � � yl , .)\...,.1IIJ J:ii11 .hb:.. ,�I ,� 'c.,.>lyJI 
J;lll ,�I c!l4-:i-i1 '<.5y'1 �\ -iliwys." ,j:iill w�J ,� '�yl �).A , �.) 
,,--£:!�I ,.),S ,t y.AiS  ,�)lj;J1 'C �I '�.l.o '0G...:l .y. � .) \..., �l 
TT2 : '�Yl . . .  �) ' �.:l ,oy-d �i ,�I.......w t;i:.. ,�Lill l:11�1 'I"Jy::..JI ,� 'c.,.>lyJl 
�I -fi.)4� ��I w� oj..J1., ,�"ll � , �I �) . . . t;� 
� ,t y.AiS  ,�)I.1J1 ' C yJI ,� ,�I .) 0G...:l �� ,�I J;ll  'r-lWI �)j> 
There are some reservations with regards to the contextual mean ing i f  some TL 
e pre ion . I t  is bel ieved that the lexical choices did not ful fi l l  their intended purpose 
in this conte t .  For instance, in TT l ,  ( fata l )  is translated into '� ' (BT: deadly to 
others), in TT2, it is rendered as ' �Jy::....' ( BT:  i l l -omened) .  Both rendi tions lack the 
appropriate connotation of the ST as far as the context is concerned. Lady Macbeth is 
already adamant to convince Macbeth that he must have the courage to k i l l  Duncan j f  
h e  wants t o  achieve b i s  ambition of becoming king. Duncan 's entrance i s  not 
threatening to others, nor is  i t  i l l -omened to others. Duncan ' s  entrance is fatal to him. 
ST: . . . . Unsex me here, 
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The re earcher bel ieve that iazi ' s  tran lation of thi entence is unacceptable 
du to the fol lowing: 
1 - ( Feminism ) ign ifies a movement or ideology. 
2- The word ' �L..;' violates the TL audience's cul tural expectations. 
3- The r ul t ing translation i oid of its dynamic effect . 
Once again, iazi re orts to c larification which re ult in the nul l ification of the 
i l l ocut ionary and perlocutionary function of the passage: 
T :  That no compunctious visitings o/nature 
Shake nlJ'fell purpose, nor keep peace between 
The effect and it! 
According to Arden ' s  Macbeth, visitings 0/ nature is an implici t  reference to 
the menstruation cycle ( Clark & Mason, 20 1 5 ) .  Lady Macbeth is asking the spirits to 
change her into a man, to the extent of stopping her cycle .  Thus, any re emblance to 
feminini ty and kindness is demol ished. Con equently, there would be no room for 
remorse or gui lt of  conscience. Also the expansion in the fol lowing l ine generate a 
d ifferent impl ication: 
ST: Nor heaven peep through the blanket o/the dark 
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The re earcher bel ieve that the per onification of the peeping hea en has been 
dcmol i hed by creat ing a new metaphor that bring forward a kind spirit in a pas age 
tbat i vOId of any l ight or goodne s. Arguably, this rendit ion has created a detachment 
from th dark and murky mood of the pas age di luting the TT's  dynamic equivalence. 
Act 1 ,  cene 7 open with an extremely powerful l ine. 0 marked word is 
ment ioned here, but it suggestiveness is highly intense: 
If il 1l 'ere done when 'tis done, then '!1vere well 
It H·ere done quickly. 
!though the verb 'done ' i repeated three t imes, the three occurrences are homonyms 
in that they sign i fy a di fferent meaning in each occurrence: 
1 - I t  i done = i t  i over 
2- ' t is done = i t is  performed 
3 - I t  were done quickly = final ized 
The speech itse lf  ampl ifie the perlocutionary and i l locutionary functions in 
that  the c lauses are hort and the expressions employed are mostly monosyl labic 
suggesting the urgency for speed. 
The use of it suggests euphemism as Macbeth refrains from ment ioning murder 
or crime. Moreover, the sentence proceeding refers to the Duncan 's murder as 
assassination which also di l utes the brutal i ty of murder. Again the passage contin
ues 
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to e ade any e p i  ic i t  reference to the murder uch a not bear the knife. In  tead of 
referring to Duncan ' death expl ic i t ly, Macbeth u es expres ions uch as surcease and 
his taking off. labra attempt to maintain the cataphora and the rhetoric with the 
repet i t ion of it, but he fai I to reproduce the anaphoric qual i ty of repeat ing the erb 
done. 
The impact of thi pas age l ie  in its del iberate vagueness which aims at creating a 
certain degree of audience in  olvement with the character. The audience knows what 
Macb th mean when he utters his  l ines. I t  is part of the dynamic of the play to create 
this interaction between the two parties. 
TT2 : .jj) �)1\ � �\-, �\ J;..i \j) 
:i.e. . .� . \ � .?-'-'  u 
The re earcher proposes another possible choice; the verb 'F' possesses the 
characteristic required to create a s imi lar effect  as that of tbe original .  
1 - F .j!= i f  i t  is  over 
2 - F 2) 1.....= once i t  is  performed 
3 - � ,ji= to be fmal ized 
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Thi a pect i c lo ely related to the lexical propert ie in that the choice of 
word , rhetoric ,  repetit ion, col locations, idiom , among other elements have their 
impact on the dynamic effect of the TT: 
T:  'with hi urcea e sZlccess; that but this blo.1' 
A1ighr be the be-all alld end-all here, 
In addit ion, the use of surcease and success is del iberate for the combined 
effect o f  a l l iterat ion, a sonance and consonance which. Both words have the c lusters 
of ound that again bring about the tongue twisting effect that reflects Macbeth ' s  
un ettled state of  mind. As  such, Shakespeare opting for surcease instead of end or 
death wa not coincidental . 
ST:  the be-all and end-all 
According to Arden Shakespeare, this idiom has been coined by Shakespeare 
himself as there is no earl ier mention of it prior to Macbeth (Clark & Mason, 20 1 5 , p. 
1 64) .  The idiom means ' the most important thing ' .  Both translators have rendered this 
idiom l i tera l ly :  
TT l :  :i..;�\ o� 0i .,1 
Lu\ -�\ :Y4-l J �\ � �\ r../" 
Jabra ' s  choice, all in all, might seem more appropriate in rendering this c lause 
since it is more concise and concentrated. However, the phrase all in all means e
ntirety 
which does not convey the accurate meaning of the ST, unless it is used 
colloquial ly 
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' �I ' �I � ' ' .  . a .,r meaning ) au are the most Important person there i , or J'Oli are the 
bo.n'. uch a choice i deemed un ucce sful not only for di lut ing the dynamic 
equivalence of the ST in the TL, but al 0 for the incon istency with which the passage 
ha been rendered. Ther i detachment between the highly cia sical Arabic used by 
Jabra throughout the play which can reach the verge of archaism and this vernacular 
idiom u ed in  this pa age. 
TT2 : 
i azi translated the e pression semantically; however, he has done so at the 
expense of the dynamic equivalence of the ST. The impact of  the ST expression lies 
in  its bre i ty and eloquence in conveying the thought that has been mentioned in the 
previous l i ne ' i f  the murder could contain the consequences and achieve its aim of 
c la iming the throne without any ramifications ' .  
ST:  But here, upon this bank and shoal oJtime, 
Bank and Shoal are hendiadys69. This i a common device used in l i terature to 
create a more striking impact i . e. ,  bank and shoal instead of shoal bank, sound and 
Jury instead ofJurious sound (Clark & Mason, 20 1 5 ). 
69Hendladys is a rhetorical expresSIOn using two independent words (usual ly a noun and adjective) 
and transfonnmg them into two nouns joined by a conjunction 
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labra' tran lation convey the T meaning, but mi e the intention of tbe 
rhetoric . Thi attempt, howe er, is  more adequate than the fol lowing: 
ot only did iazi fai l  to reproduce similar ST effect in the TL, but be 
produced an elaborat interpretation of the ST pas age. There is no just ifiable reason 
for tran lat ing t ime into eternity. Moreover, referring to the ' sea' mitigates the 
ae thet ic value of tbe mentioned metaphor. On tbe otber hand, tbe mentioning on rule 
ju  t l i mi t  the connotations of  the ' l i fe to come ' .  I t  is  bel ieved that Niazi ' translation 
in  tbi part icular case has compromi ed tbe ST dynamic effect. S imi lar paraphrases 
and c larification are implemented by Niazi in l ines 6 1 5 , and 22 :  
L ine 6 ,  ST: But here. lIpon this bank and shoal of time, 
Line 1 5 , ST: 'rvho should against his murderer shut the door, 
TT2 : ,.l=..\ � I.) .. :.u'=' J..P-:! .) � i.,?il\ 
Both translators produced ST similes in the TT pleading like angels, pity, like a 
naked newborn babe. 
Line 22,  ST: striding the blast, 
This Duncan hath borne his faculties 0 meek 
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'Thi Duncan ' ha been rendered l i tera l ly  by both translators . Jabra rendered 
the phrase into it appropriate TL counterpart. iazi, on the other band, translated this 
Duncan into 'Ji.-l.l.ll I� ' .  The re earcher feel that this translation showcases two 
attribute \ hich do not corre pond to the intention of the ST: 
1 - The TT e pre sion gives a col loquial sense to the TT. The definite art icle 'a i ' 
i nonnal ly u ed to define generic ( i ndefinite) objects or persons. By adding 
'JI ' to a proper name, i t  i s  defining what is a lready defini te, i .e .  a proper 
name. 
2- Adding the defmite art ic le  'JI ' to a proper name impl ies sarca m and insul t  in 
the TL cul ture. Conte tual ly speaking, this seems inappropriate since 
Macbeth is expres ing hi rel uctance to murder King Duncan based on his 
admirable attributes. 
Both translators commit a binary error in rendering tbe fol lowing l ine: 
ST: Will plead like angels. trumpet-tongued, against 
The deep damnation of his taking-off; 
TT l :  Jly'\T� � d..S.:,)l.J1S �Iy.... 
<\L � ..}  �\ 4L�1 � 
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Both tran lators rendered plead l i tera l ly, while the contextual meaning i ( to 
condemn) .  Trumpet-tongued i a fi ed expre ion meaning to have a powerful ,  far­
reaching voice or pecch ( MWD).  Both labra and iazi mistranslated this two word 
expre ion into the l i teral meaning of each constituent word trumpet and tongued. 
one of  them consulted the dictionary or the explanatory footnotes to verify the actual 
meaning of the word. Damnatiol1 has also been rendered l i teral ly, which resulted in an 
awkward entence tructure in the TL. The two translators neglected the fact that 
damnation can al 0 mean ( immortal in, atroc ity), both of which would be more 
uitable for the given conte t. In addition, opting for sin or atrocity would also meet 
the TL cul ture norms and expectations . 
. . . . .  or heaven ' Cherubim. horsed. . .  
Cherubim i s  the plural form o f  ( cherub) which are winged angels, often 
portrayed as babies. The word cherub is of Hebrew origins. It was mentioned in the 
Old Testament ( King Jame Ver ion)7o. In this sense, i t  is not as fami l iar to Arabic 
cul ture as i t  is  to Western cul ture. Unless the TL audience is  Christian or Jewish, the 
word ( cherub) w i l l  not ha e any sign ificance to them. 
TT2 : o...,.JJ..fo .MJ\..S ) 
he researcher argues that N iazi ' s  translation I S  imp lausible due to the fol lowing 
reason : 
70 Kmg James Bible 
J - The word ha no rc1e  ancc to the TL cul ture unless the TL 
audience is Christ ian or lewish. 
2- The word cherllhim is the plural form of cherub, whereas Niazi 
tran lated it into it ingular fom1 . 
3 - The word ' '-:-'JP' in Arabic i the plural fom1 of the word ' <-:JP' 
which mean ( anguish, adnes ) .  
4- There i nothing to indicate a certa in function of the cherubim 
which requires distinguishing them from other angels. 
From the previou point , the researcher deduces the fol lowing: 
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ST' use of  cherubim is not an al ien concept to the SL  audience. Angels 
and cherubim are part of the ST culture and rel igious bel iefs.  
In thi part icular case, labra is  more sensitive to the TL audience and 
cultural expectations. Al though Jabra is Christian, and is no doubt fami l iar 
with the cherubim, he opted for' <-L.....JI 4..S..i)l..' to accommodate the TL 
audience and cultural backgrounds. 
The researcher alternatively suggests that the word was used for rhythmic 
purpo e of  achieving the iambic pentameter and avoiding monotonous repeti tion as 
the word angels has been mentioned previously in the same passage. Therefore, the 
researcher feels that labra 's rendit ion was more accurate since he has taken the TL 
audience cul ture and expectations into account. 
Act 2 ,  Scene 1 ,  ( The Dagger Scene), is, as previously stated, one of the most 
sign ificant soli loquies in Shakespearean drama. The rhetoric of this passage relies 
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highly on body language and i ual izat ion. Macbeth is indirectly infomling the 
audience of what he ee . l Ie i imagining a floating dagger, a dagger that was c lean 
and then it i smudged with blood, a dagger that is guiding him to where he was 
heading . . .  tc .  
Macbeth tart to ask the dagger question so a to aid him elf in making sense 
of what he i eeing. The rhetoric i very preci e and selective in relation to the words 
and e pre sion in order to invigorate the atmosphere on stage. The time, the actions 
and the characters Macbeth refers to a l l  consol idate to bring about the final product: 
night, witchcrajf, murder, tealth and rape. 
The ST rhetoric is a sign ificant factor in its dynamic effect .  The use of 
a l lu  ions7 1  to draw a comparison between what is  happening momentari ly  and another 
hi toric or l i terary event i a powerful device; however, in order for i t  to be effective, 
it mu t be relevant to the audience. Whi le this may be the case with Shakespeare s 
audience and theatregoers, it is not necessari ly the same for the TL audience. The TL 
audience belong to a very di fferent background than that of the ST audience. Retain ing 
the a l lusions used in  the passage without the possibi l i ty of the TL audience making the 
connection or understanding the relevance wi l l  inevitably result in mitigating the 
dynamic effect of the TT. In cases where the TL audience's expectations are violated, 
it is nearly impossible for the TT to be apprec iated or valued by that respective 
audience. 
7 1  Allusions are indirect references to people, events or l i terary works (which are famil iar to the 
audience) to explain a complex ituation. 
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There arc everal in tance where both tran lators fai led to meet the TL 
audICnce' expe tations in re lation to the u e of al lusions and references. For instance, 
i t  1 highly unl ik Iy that the TL audience would understand the reference to Hecaten 
and Tarquin 73 in the ' Dagger eene' ,  and the reference to Cesar and Mark Antoni4 in 
Act 3, Scene, ince they are e clusi e to the SL culture (unless the audience majors in 
Greek mythology and Roman history) .  
The language in  Act 3 ,  Scene 1 gives the audience a hint from the get go 
that many non erbal cues are invol ed: to be thus is nothing. Thus provides suggests 
that Macbeth i making certain gestures to elucidate what he is referring to. The 
language i e pressive, u t i l izing the fol lowing: 
a. Metaphor : our fear . . .  stick deep, wisdom that guides his valour to 
act in safety, put the name of king upon me, a fruitless crml'n, 
barren sceptre, put rancoZirs in the vessel of my peace, mine 
eternal jewel. 
b. A l lusions: My genius is rebuked . . .  Mark Antony 's \Vas by Cesar. 
c. Consonance and assonance: th?.re is none but he '.vb..o§.e being I do 
"� The Greek goddess of the moon and witchcraft. 
73 The son of Tar qui nus the Proud, the last Roman Emperor. Tarquin 
raped Lucrecia, his friend's wife. 
HIS  actions led to the romans' uprising, contributed directly to t
he fal l  of the Roman Empire. 
74 Antony and Cleopatra, Act 2,  Scene 3 .  
d.  Per oni fication and Apo trophe:  come [ate info the list and 
champion me to the utterance �5. 
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mentioned previou Iy, the rhythm of the utterance reflect the temperament 
of the peaker. In thi ca e, the panic and unease of Macbeth resonates through his 
l ine and pace with which he peak . He i certain that the prophecie are sincere. 
Banquo wi l l father a I inc 0 f kings, but at the ame time, he i unwil l ing to accept this 
fate. H i  horror is proj ected as he real izes that he k i l led Duncan to fulfi l  Banquo's 
prophec . The ending refl cts the irony of Macbeth ' faith in the prophecies given to 
him, and his unwi l l ingness to accept the prophecy given to Banquo. 
Both TT are produced in formal language, a lthough not as expressive and 
e loquent a the ST. They both convey the ST ' s  intention, while the references and 
imagery is preserved to the verge of l i tera l i  m by Jabra, Niazi re orts to c larification 
as he has done on several occa ions throughout the play: 
ST: Only/or thern, and mine eternal jewel 
Given to the common enemy 0/ man, 
TT2 : .,rJJ o� �  �l ,.bi! �l ..:.ro 
<.?�'ll y::.,JI j� 0�1 �) 
In Act 4, Scene 1 ,  TT2 contains addit ional c lari fications whicb again nul l ify 
the  dynamic effect o f  the  TT. For example, '�\.! �\.i.,' ( BT: the district of F ife), \ .i '  
(mother), and ' �  ..uW ' ( to fight b im) .  
'5 Other rhetoric are a l  0 used such as  hyperbole (extended metaphors) and antithesis ( fair and foul) ;  
however, the researcher highlighted only those recurrent in the selected samples. 
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The fir t appari tion ' hort and abrupt sentence are u ed del iberately. I t  is the 
fir t appari t ion, the lea t potent of the three, and ironical ly the mo t truthful and direct. 
There i no ambiguity, nor double mean ing here. Niaz i ' s  c larification in  '�\.! �\.i..' ,  
(d i  trict of  F ife) ,  i fel t  to be unnecessary since Macduff ha been identified much 
earl ier, on vanou occa ion in the play, a the tbane of F ife. 
The econd and tbird apparit ions, however, are very different from the first. 
Their prophecies are based on ambiguou and deceptive information given to Macbeth. 
The vagueness of the prophecies i vital to the fol lowing events. The c larification in  
'�.Jh:i.l' gives away information that is meant to be re  ealed later on in the  play ( tbe 
army approaching camouflaged by tre branches). In short, the first c larification is 
stat ing the obvious, while the second clarification i disambiguating what is  
del iberatel y  made ambiguous. 
In the fol lowing l ine :  
ST:  Be blood}', bold, and resolute: 
TT2 : :� yJI � J.J �'?'-.J ,ts\l.... uS 
I n  TT l ,  Blood)' i s  trans lated as '�.Y'j' ,  which is the accurate rendition of the 
word. The researcher tbinks that Jabra ' s  knowledge of the Shakespearean p
lay and its 
themes ( blood) being one of these themes has determ ined the choice
 of word. In TT2, 
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iazi tran lat d the \ ord into 'lSli...' ( shedder) .  The researcher consider thi choice a 
erroncou du to the fol lowing: 
1 - The word 'lSli...' i an inten ive form derived from tbe verb ' ..ili....' ( hed or spi l l  
b lood).  The  erb ' &., '  is tran i t ive, i . e .  it requires an  object in order to  bave a 
complete and coherent sentence in the TL. 
2- i tbout the object the word ' islL. ' ,  sounds simi lar to 'hlL.' whicb means 
(murderer or erial k i l ler) . It is believed that the similarity in pronunciation may 
confu e the audience, ul t imately giving the pas age connotations that may be 
contextual ly  inadequate. 
Observing the fol lowing l i nes uttered by the tbird apparit ion it becomes clear 
tbat there are orne archaisms in the first l ine, whereas redundant expressions are 
present in the second: 
ST: Be hon-mettled. proud; and take no care 
Who chafes. who frets. or vvhere conspirers are: 
TT l :  
TT2: 
� ';{.J , ifo ,1_L� .:.J. 
:0.JY\.:W\ � �i ) ' y� 0-> ,� 0-> 
The word ' i.J � '  in TT l is an archaic word meaning ( l ion), consequent ly, not 
many TL audiences can understand it. The other case of archaism is  found in TT2 ; the 
word ' k� ' means ( proud) .  This word choice is somewhat misleading in tbat the word 
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i an intensi e dcrivati e of  the verb ' .\.:i' which mean ( to be lost) .  This dissertation 
c laim that u ing uch a word can be misunder tood for ( getting 10 t ) ,  rather than 
r fl eeting the accurate mean ing of being proud. 
In the second l ine, the words chaie� and 1i'e/� possess a con onanee quality. 
Both have shade of meaning that overlap ueh as ( i rritate, bother, complain, criticize, 
whine), but there i a con iderable ariance which could be exploi ted for the 
tran lator' s  advantage. Both translators rendered the word into simi lar connotat ions: 
Jabra opted for ( complain)  and (whine). Niazi translated the lexical pair into (bother) 
and (annoy), which are al 0 words of re lated connotations. It is argued that having two 
words that reflect clo e meanings is  superfluous. This redundancy created a diluted 
i l locutionary and perlocutionary functions which result in the undemlining of the TTs ' 
dynamic effect. 
The first l ine of Act 4, Scene 1 B TT2 seems to be problematic with regard to 
the notion of t ime.  Worthy of mentioning, this has been the case throughout the play. 
iazi eems convinced that time seldom refers to i ts l i teral sense in the play: 
ST: Time, thou anticipat 'st my dread exploits. 
TT l :  .4)\ �w\ � �\ '0'» \ 4-:!i 
The researcher clai ms that a careful reading of passage and the context in which 
i t  occurs reveals that time may have various meanings, but certainly not 'd
elay' in thi 
part icular context. In other words, it is  important to consider th
e events prior to 
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Macbeth'  pecch. There wa no t ime to carry out h i' d dful 1 h rea p ans; e had ju t 
recei\ ed the prophccie from the apparit ions. He immediately decides to ki l l  Macduff 
to ecure hi  tatus. This deci ion coinc ides with the mes engers' arrival with the news 
of Macduff e cape to England. In this l ight, there eems to be no confusion as to 
what i meant by t ime. Jabra 's  choice to translate the word as ' .j.oj ' is felt to be more 
pIau ible than that of  iazi ' , since there was no procrastination. 
ST: The )'el}'firstlings of mJ' heart shall be 
The firstlings of my hand. A nd even now, 
TT 1 : � .",s �G.. J) 0� 
.tj� .",s L. J) 
TT2 : fo L.ro <,?'""i.J .",s .J.J� L. 0� 
.Ll.J ,j...c .j.o '-?� ...." �� L. Y. 
The word firstling is impl ic i t ly sugge tive of  ( first born) (Clark & Mason, 
20 1 5) ,  thus, the metaphor here indicates that the desires are the chi ldren of the heart, 
whi le deeds are the children of the hand. The repet ition of the word firstling inten ifies 
its rhetorical  effect .  Jabra trans lated the word into ' ..;bG.. J)', C BT:  first incl ination) .  
iazi ,  on the other hand, chose to ignore the word al together, and alternatively, 
summed the twice occurring firstling into the word 'Ll...;' C BT: immediately). The 
researcher argues against the choice of 'Li...;' for a number of reasons such as the 
fol lowing: 
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\ - It i a very common word that i e en u ed col loquia l ly. The mundane u e of 
the word render it void of any rhetoric or aesthetic value. Unl ike the word 
( fir  tl ing) which i u cd atypica l ly, creating a highly expressive metaphor. 
2- The rhetoric effect created by the repetition of the word ( firstl ing) is ab ent in 
TT2, which i al 0 bel ieved to have negatively impacted the dynamic effect 
o[ the TT. 
In the fol lowing, c larification and expansion in both TTs are evident : 
T: To crown my thought l'vith acts, be if thought and done: 
The researcher feels that both translators could have been more successful if  
certain  expressions were rendered in a manner that emulates TL culture phrases such 
as be it thought and done. It is s imi lar to fixed clauses found in the TL such as ' t......... 
�lb . i translated cognit ively into English as (your wish is my command), or ' �.J 'ij' 
( aid and done). Such expressions would provide viable opt ions that enable translating 
sentence fragments. 
Both translators tend to expand the TTs in this part icular sample. Once again, 
the dynamic equivalence is  compromised due to the lengthy TT sentences. Also, TT l 
has a di fferent i l locut ionary function in that the process of thinking wi l l  not be 
operat ional unless an action is required. 
T:  The castle of Macduff I will lIIpri e, 
Sei::e upon Fife, give to Ih ' edge 0 '  th ' .vord 
His lI'{(e, his babes, and all unfortunate souls 
That trace him in his line. 
TT l :  
TT2 : 
,�\.!L. w£.., :w! 
�\ .b. .)=i.J ,�\.! J.)L..:,I .J 
� C.JJ JS.J ,..JLibi.J '�.Jj 
.� l>" �  
j:i9\.J � W:\.! � .)c  jr...L. 
.uh:i �I �\ V" pi JS.J ,..JLib1.J '�.Jj 
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In  thi sect ion, there seems to be a departure from the dominant trend of 
e laboration and expansion. TT l has adopted a l i teral approach to translating this part 
Niazi ,  re orted to summarizat ion. This is evident in the fol lowing: 
1 - Th four- l ine pa sage has been reduced to two times. 
2 - Macduff i not mentioned at a lL  
3 - The seizure of  the cast le  is  not  mentioned. 
4- Give to Ih ' edge 0 '  Ih ' s'word is reduced to (k i l l ) .  
TT2 also exhibits a problem related to  col locations. The c lause '.)c ki' 
( finish off, k i l l ) .  It is normal ly associated with a person (s )  or l iving beings rather than 
a place. 
A l though the thematic structures of  both TTs are compatible with that of the 
ST thematic structure, the sentences have been al tered in a way that e l iminates any 
ambigu i ty. Both TTs are formed of complete sentences since the Arabic language does 
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not al low thi part icular ambiguity to be howca ed. For example there is  a possibil ity 
of l I i p  i in ( I  w i l l )  Seize upon Fife, ( 1  wil l ) give to {h ' edge 0' {h ' s1t'ord . . .  In this ca e, 
the rabic te t wi l l  have the subject as an impl ied pronoun, meaning 1 in these 
entenccs :.)=.1 , �L... On the other hand, if the e l ines are interpreted as imperative 
sentence , then the manner with wbich they would be produced in the TT would di ffer 
( an impl ied pronoun meaning )'ou) .  
As far a the researcher is  concerned, the lexical and grammatical choices have 
played a big part in mit igating tbe pragmatic or dynamic equivalence. For instance tbe 
dcc i ion to reproduce the ST passive sentences as ful l  active sentences in the TTs has 
provided more c larification tban necessary. The fol lowing parameters elucidate lexical 
and grammatical choices contribute to a successfu l  or unsuccessful TT production. 
In the la  t l ine of  the arne sample  ( Act 4 ,  Scene 1 B )  Niazi once again employs 
c lari fication for omething that does not need to be clarified: 
ST: But no more sights.'-
I t  i s  obvious that this l ine refers to the appari tions which Macbeth bas just 
encountered. The researcher thinks that this l ine is  a meant to convey Macbetb ' s  
pers istence on  performing actions rather than being a spectator. The shortness of the 
statement reflects decisiveness. labra relayed this brevity of this l ine in TT L In iaz i ' s  
translation, th i s  characteristic is  absent due to  the  elaborate, clari fying sentence. The
 
researcher posits that the added adjective ' 0 J�' (enchanted) and the adverb ' I' �\ ..lL!' 
(after today) have mit igated the dynamic effect  of this l ine. 
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ct 5 ,  cene 5 i  a ery poetic text, highly expre i e and didact ic at the same 
t ime. Repet it ion, a a rhetorical device, is quite igni ficant in thi pa sage. In addition, 
the manner with which the pas age is performed portray Macbeth ' s  despair. I t  is 
gloomy and melancholic in i t  atmo phere. Performabi l ity and peakabi l ity are, once 
again, crucial  element for conveying this mood. 
The vanance 1 11 the two approa hes to translating these l ines is greatly 
ignificant in  pre erving or demol ishing the TT's  dynamic effect, the researcher 
contend . labra tran late the l ine in a manner that is contextual ly relevant to the 
atmosphere of the ST pa sage. The pas age ' s  gloomy intonations are conveyed 
through Macbeth 's  speech, paving the way to the dis i l lusionment of l i fe and its 
in  ign i ficance. By contrast, iazi opts for a pecul iar rendition of the opening l i nes. 
TT2 reveals unresponsiveness on the part of Macbeth which refutes the ST's 
i l locutionary function: 
ST: There would have been a time/or such a H'ord. 
TT2 : �i..::;!.J � L...:9 .) .jlS 
\� � � �.J� 
I n  TT2, Macbeth is portrayed as indifferent and unconcerned with the news of 
his  w ife ' s  death. This projection on the passage contradicts with the underlying 
message which are rel ayed in the ST. In other words, i f he is  unaffected by this grave 
news then there is no need for the whole passage in the first place. Lady Macbe
th's , 
death is the trigger to these powerful ly  depress ing l ines. 
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The recurrent theme in the T pa age are connected to time, movement, 
death, acting, and thefutility o/Iife. Life i equated to a stage on which human beings 
play their roles, an i l l u  ion that tricks man into bel ieving it is important and 
e crla ti ng; when, in real ity, it is a hort duration that only ends with death. 
The most dominant rhetoric in this ST passage is the repeti tion of words such 
a lomorr01l', day, and out. Thi repetition intensifies the dramatic effect which is 
relayed through perfonnance. Repetition is frequently used as a rhetoric device to 
reflect a particular mood or emot ion. The word tomorrow in this passage has a flow to 
it that howcase low motion, recurrence, and a mellow sentiment . The assonance and 
the flow of words reflect the low motion with which the passage proceeds. There is 
an extended pronunciation due to the repeti t ion of vowel sounds at the end of the word 
( tomorrow) that is absent in both TT . The Arabic word ' i.li:. ' lacks the range and flow 
of the T word. A lthough Arabic language uses repetition as a rhetorical device, the 
repetit ion of the various words in this passage seems to be imposed in the TL. 
Other rhetorical device such as a l l i teration petty pace, day to day, dusty death, 
poor player, tale told, assonance walking shadow, the way to dusty death, hour upon 
the stage, no more, sound and/wy, and consonance poor player, struts andfrets, tale 
told, signifj'ing nothing in addition to hendiadys : sound and fury al l  contribute in 
reflecting the ST' s  dynamic effect. However, both translators fai led to reproduce these 
rhetorical devices and ul t imately, their desired effect on the TL audience. 
In short, tbe pragmatic effect  of the TTs was influenced by several factors. The 
most significant are related to exaggerated l i teral ism in rendering the ST, unnecessary 
paraphrasing and modifications for the purpose of c larification whicb resulted in the 
demol i t ion of the intentional ambiguity of tbe ST in the TL. In addition, the translators ' 
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di regard to the conte tual meaning of the ST, created an erroneous rendition which 
impeded the intended effect on TT audience. Most important ly, both tran lators seem 
to ha e fai l ed in meeting the TL audience' e pectations and cultural norms by 
pr ducing awkward TL col locations. In addition, the mcon istency with which the ST 
wa approached in the translation process created a fluctuation between archaic 
e pre ion and col loquial ones. 
For the purpose of i l lu  trat ion, this passage will be addressed in detai l : 
As discussed earl ier, the fol lowil1g l ines pre ent some challenges pertaining to 
the rhetoric of repet it ion ;  what is deemed as powerful rhetoric in one language may 
not be a effecti e in another. For instance, the repeti t ion in the fol lowing passage is 
con idered a potent rhetorical device; however, i f  not addressed caut iously, it can be 
monotonous and t i resome in the TL. The researcher asserts that although the Arabic 
language employs the rhetoric of repeti tion, this part icular passage does not resonates 
e loquently as it doe in the ST. 
ST: Tomon'ow, and Tomorrow, and tomorrow, 
Creeps in this pett), pace from day to day 
To the last yllable ofrecorded time, 
TT l :  
'(' ->: Ji) lA ->: o..>ii=JI �\ o� � Y- � j5;-, 
''-:-' j&JI u--jll u-- y,::..)tl �\ � 
TT2: 
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Jabra fol lowed the arne grammatical tructure of the ST (S -V-O) while l azl 
adhered to the TT grammatical tructure (V-S-O). Jabra' choice disrupted the flow of 
the T sentence a mentioned previou Iy.  In order to overcome this issue, the phrase 
'.lC JS, wa added before the verb ' ....i:.. j/ .  
The erb ' ....i:..j/ mean ( crawl! march), both of which do not reflect the 
connotations of the verb creep. Creep has a surrepti tious qual i ty to it, this qual ity is 
ab nt in both TT . ' �' ( neak), can be a more adequate word choice since it 
po e ses the connotation of creep. 
The a l l i terat ion Petf) , pace consists of a wide range of connotations. It can mean 
mal l ,  insign ificant, pathetic, minor, and i rrelevant among other meanings. This is 
where contextual s ign ificance p lays the essent ial role of determ ining the most viable 
opt ion.  A mentioned earl ier, one of the mo t dominant theme which are reflected in 
thi pa sage is  movement. The extended pronunciat ion of tomorrow, day, out,  suggest 
a slow motion, unl ike the c lustering sounds found in the first sample (this supernatural 
sol ic i t ing) .  Jabra opted to translate this word into 'o� z.,b.' (worthless steps). The 
problem with the word ' �' is that it can also bear many other meanings, the most 
common of them is (v i le ) .  Niazi chose to translate the phrase into '� z.,b.' ( BT: 
slow steps) which i s  felt  to be more contextual ly acceptable. One must bear in mind 
that this is a l i terary text . I ts impact l ies in  i ts eloquence and powerful expressions. 
Consequent ly, the lexical choice made by the translator is highly significant in 
reproducing the dynamic effect of the ST in the TL. 
The last syllable of recorded time, has been rendered in a manner that 
exempl ifies the two tran lators' adopted approach to translating this p lay. Jabra 's 
attempt was very l i tera l ,  whi le iazi ' s  resorted to paraphrasing. Niazi rendered the l ine 
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into '04=--11 jA �jlS.... � � -.?i ' C BT: the la t wri tten moment of l i fe) .  This tran lation 
ugge t t ime rather than a recorded utterance. iazi repeatedly in ists on rendering 
lime into an al temat i e mean ing aloof from it actual meaning, in this part icular ca e, 
he ugge t that time mcan ( l i fe) .  Thi meaning contradicts with his use of (moment)  
in the sam sent nee .  
Looking at the fol lowing l ine , ccrtain elements can be pinpointed in Jabra ' s  
transla t i  on:  
T:  A nd all our yesterdays have lighted/ools 
The way to dusty death. 
TT 1 :  jfiL.....J1 � w.J\..j1 ..l! 4--\....,1 JS. J 
''-:-llyJIJ W yJl �! �..;bll 
TT2 : � . _ I\ W \..ji �WI L...Li JS.  .J , , J  
Our yesterdays has been rendered into '4--\""'i '  by Jabra. This is ratber problematic 
because the word \,,.....1 ' mean ing ( yesterday) cannot take a plural form in Arabic.  Once 
the word is changed into the plural form, i t  no longer conveys the same meaning. 
In tead it becomes '(.,?'""\""'i ' ,  the plural form of '�i ' (evening). As a result , the word 
4--\....,i '  means ( BT:  our evenings) which bears a posit ive connotat ion that contradicts 
with the context and themes of this particular passage. Niazi 's  choice ' w....;. -?I L...l:!l ' 
( BT: our days that passed) is bel ieved to reflect  the appropriate semantic and pragmatic 
meaning. The researcher reiterates that the problem here is not that of grammar; ratber, 
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it i a problem of TL connotation. A po itive ugge tive meaning defies the dominant 
mood of the pa age. 
In the fol lowing l ine , 
T :  Out, alit, brief candle! 
LIfe i but a walking hadmv, a poor player 
TT l :  1 0  . � 1.., ·.�L··I " I . �J _ ...".......... A 
TT2 : �\ �I ,�I 
! �\I\ o�\ �1 
;jg. 'I\ ..k � ' YL... J1, 'Xl 0�1 L. 
Brief i t ranslated l i  tera l ly into ' . � J' by J abra, however, this word is normal ly used 
to describe a t imeframe 'brief moment ' ,  rather than describing an object76. The word 
'. j:..;. J' cannot accommodate the sense used in this passage. Niazi used ' �)I1 .�' 
( BT :  short- l i ved), which is more appropriate as far as conveying the meaning. 
Howe er, the brevity of the ST l i ne and i ts use of monosyl labic words which enhance 
the connotation of the passage is nul l i fied due to the lengthy stmcture of the TL phrase. 
7� ' mooJ az '  (summary) and ' Tcepaz' ( bnefly), which are derivatives of the word 'waJeez' ,  can be used 
for descnbmg news, report, etc. 
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A far a Kevin Peterson (2002 ) i concerned, \l 'alking shadow means a 
( moving i l lu  ion) .  The a onance in lva/king shadovv adds to the dynamics of the text .  
In addit ion, walking empha izes the theme of mot ion which is predominant in this 
pa age. Thi theme i al 0 portrayed through the use of ' creeps, pace, the way, 
walking, S{l1Its ' .  I n  both TT , the phrase is translated l i teral ly. The researcher argues 
that thi choice has a negat ive impact on the eloquence and dynamic effect of the 
TT( ), part icularly in performance. 
Poor in  thi context means insufficient or incompetent (C lark & Mason, 20 1 5 ) .  
I n  TT l ,  i t  is  translated a '�' meaning (wretched or  unfortunate), while TT2 
render the word as ,�\ .,k' ( pathet ic) .  A s imi lar case occurs in translating idiot into 
' o � '  ( lunat ic )  by Jabra, and into ' Jy...l '  (c lumsy) by Niazi. Idiot consists of many 
hade of meanings; it suggests various attributes such as fool ishness, stupidity, 
i rrational i ty and s iU ine s. There is much more to idiocy than mere lunacy or c lumsiness 
that are mis  ing in both translations of this particular word. 
Moving on to the last l ine in this passage, 
T: full of sound andfw)', 
Signifj'ing nothing. 
TT l :  ,�IJ �I I.AjL. 
. � t?I � 'iJ 
TT2 : , .....j plJ �\.,> 4..,j � 
� � 'iJ 
. 
b '  '�I �\' The hendiadys sound andfury has been rendered mto Ara IC as .J . 
( BT: noise and violence) .  This translation is viable aesthetical ly; it h
as a powerful 
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effect in the TL in pite of it being emantical ly inaccurate. The T l ines imply that 
l i fe I ful l  of noi e and rage, but without any ign ificant action, a notion that contradicts 
wi th (violence), which mo tly entail physical action. Niazi ' s  choice to tran late the 
expre ion into 'wjill.J �I ' which means ( noise and babbl ing) seems to be more 
perp lexing. ot only doe this expression fai l  to del iver the appropriate meaning, but 
the word 'wy' refer more commonly to bleeding. Again, confusion such as this, may 
compromi e the true mean ing of the pa age and consequently destroy i ts 
perlocutionary function. 
6.2 Lexical Properties 
The lexical properties parameter refers to the vanous l inguistic elements 
connected to jargon, idioms, loanwords, catcb phrases, col locations, paraphrases, 
connotations and emotive aspect of lexical meaning. Taking the selected sample into 
con ideration i t  is  c lear that the ST samples are abundant in their connotative and 
uggestive expre ions. 
The researcher would l ike to elucidate that emphasis on lexical properties does 
not imply a l inguist ic assessment to the translations. Rather, it is a reinforcement of 
the fact  that l iterature is  first and foremost, language constructed in a manner that 
tran forms an ordinary thing into something extraordinary. Therefore, lexical choices 
matter in  achieving the intended result, be it relaying information or el icit ing a certain 
reaction from the audience. In other words, the locutionary ( what is exactly said) 
contributes in  fOffi1U lating the i l locut ionary ( what the speech! text producer intended), 
and u l t imately achieving the periocutionary ( the impact onl react ion of the recipient) . 
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Thi characteri t ic  i n t e c lusi e to one language; it appl ie to a l l  the l iterary genre 
i n  any language (A1B zoor, 20 1 1 ) . 
The Ie i a1 choice made in any tran lation are crucial for achieving the 
dynamic equivalence of the ST in the TL.  In thi sense, this parameter is interrelated 
to the te t pragmatic or dynamic equivalence ection. Al though orne lexical choices 
may be denotat ively accurate, they can di lute the dynamic effect of tbe TT when they 
fai l  to reflect the imi lar impact intended in the ST. in order to detennine the meanings 
of word , empha i must be on the context in  which they occur. Consequently, "the 
role of any focal element i minimized, which means that tbe context actual ly provides 
more di t inct i  ene s of meaning than the term being analysed" (Nida E. , 2002, p. 3 1 ). 
For e ample, the word run can mean rapid movement in a sentence such as the boy is 
running. whereas the same word means to stand for election in Shmvn in runningfor 
mayor. In addi tion, run means different things in phrases l ike running nose, running 
out oj time. naming engine etc . ,  depending on the various contexts they occur in .  
U lt imately, i t  is  the context that provides the necessary information that helps 
understand the word and how to translate them. 
The researcher view the lexical choices made by both Jabra and Niazi have 
contextual problems. Both translators have neglected the context in which these lexical 
choice occur, resul t ing in  an awkward connotative and i l locut ionary rendition. Some 
of the i magery that are present in  the ST could have been translated into TL 
col locations, which would have retained their suggestive meaning without creating 
incoherent TL sentences. 
Col locations are immensely sign i ficant 111 reproducing the dynamic 
equivalence in the TT. Equal ly important is the reproduction of the connotative 
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meaning which i portrayed by the T. For instance, the phra e/ata! entrance, in Lady 
Macbeth ' o l i loquy doc not mean an ill-omel1ed entrance. Rather, it mean Duncan 
entering to hi dcmi c. Fom1 the contcxt, i t  can be inferred that this is a fortunate 
c ent for Lady Macbeth a i t '.: i l l  c pedi te the fulfi l l ing of the prophecy of Macbeth's 
ucce ion. I t  i through thosc expre sions that the pragmatic effect of the ST is 
real ized. Their tran lat ion mu t take the target cul ture and its expectations into 
con iderat ion in order to convey the intention of thc ST, ult imately, creating an impact 
on the target audience, s imi lar to that created by the ST on its audience. 
L ingu istical ly  speaking, a col location i a "habi tual co-occurrence of 
individual lexical item " (Newmark, 1 988,  p .  2 1 2) .  The words is  also defined in the 
Cambridge E ngl ish Dictionary & Thesaurus "a word or phrase that is often used with 
another word or phra e, I II a way that sounds correct to people who 
have poken the language a l l  their l ives" (Cambridge Dictionary & Thesaurus­
Col location). For example, in do your homework, (do) and (homework) are 
col locati e, and in take a ri k ( take) and ( risk) are col locative. I n  other word, these 
words are expected to go together. Other examples of col locations are expressions such 
a rule and regulations, dawn to dusk, etc . 
A person: 
mounts a horse, 
and climbs a tree. 
Although the two words mount and climb are synonyms, they cannot be used 
interchangeably. There is nothing grammatical ly or semantical ly  wrong with mounting 
a tree and c l imbing a horse; however, a native English speaker wi l l  say that the two 
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entence ound unnatural of unacceptable without determining why this is the ca e 
( Ban ch, 2004) .  
lmdarly: 
labra and iazi ' lexical choices have been pecul iar, to say the least, on several 
occa ion . Grouping these lexical mismatches according to the most recurrent aspects 
that are pre ent in the two TT is therefore convenient. As mentioned earl ier, most of 
the lexical m i  matches are a direct result of  ignoring the context in which they occur. 
Other m ismatches are related to the translators ' attempts to produce TTs that are 
intended for reading. In other words, some ambiguit ies and cultural ly irrelevant 
elements are i l lustrated in footnotes, which, in the case of performance, wi l l  not be 
availabl to the TL audience. 
Context has an i nstrumental role in  assisting the translator in his/ her translation 
task as well as being the most sign ificant aspect of determining the manner with which 
the ST is produced in the TL; therefore, it is  only fit to start with contextual 
mi matches. By contextual mismatches, the researcher refers to instances where the 
TTs producers did not con ider the ST temporal ( t ime related), si tuational ( social, 
cul tural and event related) or textual ( l inguist ic) context in the process of translat ion 
(A IBzoor, 20 1 1 ) . 
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The Following Table pre cnts Jabra's contextual mismatches: 
I ,  S3 
I ,  S 
A l ,S5A 
A t .  7 
A2,S I 
A3 ,S I  
A4,S I A  
A4,S I B  
A5,S5 
Thi upematural Solici t ing 
My cated heart knock at my ribs 
Pcrfecte ' t report 
That thou woudst highly . . .  bol i ly, 
Thus thou mu t do 
Pour my spiri ts in thine ear 
Croaks tb fatal entrance of Duncan 
Surcease success 
Deep damnation 
And p i ty . . .  
. . .  from tbe beat-oppressed brain 
Hecate 
Tarquin '  . . .  strides 
'Tis much be dares 
My gen ius is rebuked . . .  Cesar 
L ion-mettled proud 
Who chafes, who frets . . .  re: 
No more sights 
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Tab1e 1 :  Contextual Mismatches by Jabra 
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The fol lo iog table pre ent the contextual mismatches in iaz i ' s  translation: 
I ,  3 This upematural ol ic i ti ng ��y\ ��\ \� 
Function i smothered in sunni e ,�\ � ";y! �I uL..I � 
I ,  5 A  Pcrfcctc' t report y�1 .J,...o!l L.J.o w..lc. J 
Pour my spiri ts in thine ear ,illJ�i ...-! � J.J ,-=-"-,,,1 � 
k:ba ti e with the valour of my tongue ...-''WS ;, i ..?-! �IL.I J 
I .  5 B  Croaks the fatal entrance of  Duncan � tJyWl Jy.i...l.IL � ""ill dll� 
S ight les ubstances �l tfi..l44 
or heaven . . .  dark �I '-,J� J)G. L.J.o �L.....J\ L.J.o • � C J.J �,y,:; ,;1 
I ,S7 Surcea e uccess <G Y'-! ."r� ...-''4J 
In these ca es, , .� LSJIL...l ...-! LJS.l 
We sti l l  bave j udgement here w. .�I ...-! Wb �I 4k J� 
This Duncan .�ljiJ ",.il.:!.».)l..... U" JL.. ,tfo..l.ll I� 0!-i 
Deep damnation �yJI WJI .l....O 
And pity . . .  � � ...-! �I 4J..il1 � . . . .  ,A.....,.)IJ 
I have tbee not, and yet I see thee sti l l  . WI..l diU �m (:"J ,dlS......i ui � I  'i 
A2,S J ow 0 '  er the one . . . . .  (J.;ll �) dll� �):JI • .fil l  � � u'1 IJ 
Hecate �t.::JI ( (u� ) )  U"� 
Tarquin 's  . . .  strides �WI ((�."s).J)) ul."b.S 
A4,S l A  Be bloody . . . .  Sball hann Macbeth t y.JI ..J,>b JJ l:"p. J .lslL tfi 
Lion-mettled, proud kt.;:; <.l..YlS k� tfi 
Who chafes, who frets . . .  are: :UJ...>"� �  . . . '� y- � <� �  
A4,S I B  Time, tbou . . .  exploits �)\ � u�i � �\:;JI 4-:1 
No more sights t�1 � ;'.J� w4b1 Y 
She bould have died hereafter : � � u yo:;.... u.;lS A5,S5 
There . . .  a t ime for such a word I� y:.. (:" '-,J J�I u! J � � .) ulS 
Walking shadow yL.... Jb 
Poor player 
�I � J>..... 
Table 2 :  Contextual M ismatches by Niazi 
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ST l i ne p a r a p h ra ed (expa nded or red uced) for the p u rpose in c larificatio n :  
While labra ecmed to have exaggerated in h i s  l i teral strategy of producing the 
TT, i az i ,  on the other band, appeared to lack constraints in his renditions. On many 
occasions, he resort to paraphrasing the given ST text. At other t imes, he attempts to 
provide hi own interpretation of the ST passage: 
L S3 Suggestion 
Function is  smothered in sW1nise 
A l ,S 5 A  Al l  that impedes . . .  the golden round 
A 1 ,SSB That no compunctious visit ings of 
nature Shake my fel l  purpose 
Nor heaven . . .  dark 
A I ,S 7  Bank and Shoal of  t ime 
But in  the e cases, 
we st i l l  have j udgement here 
. . .  against his  murderer shut the door 
A2,S l Now o 'er the one . . . . . 
A3,S l I n  tbe vessel of my peace 
And mine eternal jewel, 
Given to tbe common enemy of man 
A4,S l A  Beware tbe Thane of Fife 
Unt i l  Great Birnam wood to h igh 
Dun inane Hi l l  Shall come against bim. 
A4,S I B  give to tb' edge 0' tb' sword 
His  wife, his  babes 
No more sights 
A5.S5 She should bave died hereafter 
There would . . . .  a t ime for such a word 
To tbe last syl lable of recorded t ime 
�Y.'-
'�I � ';J� �l ulAl ..li1 
(\.:ill L.F � L. JS 
�)I � �)I y:.L.::.... u-<o.?3 ':I � 
� 
. . .  ,-:-,4-:>. J)h u-- ,,�I lJ-o O...>?- (JJ li.r.U ) 
,6...:.l}"i1  y..J �)I j.:..\....J1 � W. � 
,� lSJ\.c.':' .".-! uSJ 
olpJl ,� .".-! WI.:, �I '* ..J� 
d.:>.! � U\ UJ':' J-""":1 u1 � L,?ill 
(J,Jl\ �) <l!lj �)"il ;'.fill w......:..; .".-! u\}IJ 
lJ-o\}1 <.F"i..J "Lj .".-! u\)yJI u......;.,J 
�J..J ;,y. y.. �I .l.JYI �I • � . L.h...:;JI .)1 L,? . J  U • .  
w,l! �li. � lJ-o ..Ji:.. I 
�I " \..j " A...,\.c. i; . j .)\ • f" y. . c.,F u . 
,,-!)_�.:;J 6...;lWI "U�..l" W .)! 
.JLib i J ,.u.;.. J j Jj! \ J 
f"�1 � o..J� w4bi 'J 
: � � u yU.u L.;jlS 
. . .  t-" '-:-'J� j....;:.9\ usJ � L..,;! .) ulS 
.o� �� d..bl pi .)! 
Table 3 :  Clarifications by N iazi 
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T e x p re ion rendered into c u l tu ra U  awkward expressions and col location : 
The researcher uggest that orne of the ST expre sions and imagery could 
have been rendered into TL col location and cultural equi aleots. However, both 
tran lator opted [or a l i teral rendition. On a number of occasions, both translators 
fai l ed to produce a cul tural ly acceptable tran [ation of these expressions. Jabra has 
made everal choices whi h appear to defy the TL cultural norms; some of these 
choice arc showca ed in the fol lowing table: 
L S3 Against tbe use of nature 
ingle tate of man 
A I ,  S A  Pour my spiri t  in thine car 
A I .  7 Trammel up . . .  
Even-handed j u  tice 
Deep damnation 
Vaulting ambit ion 
A'l, I . . .  from the heat-oppressed brain 
Hecate 
Tarquin 's  . . .  tride 
A3, S I  My genius i rebuked . . .  Ce ar 
A4, S I A  Lion-mett led, proud 
Who chafes, who frets . . .  are: 
A4. S I B  The very firstl ings . . .  
The firstl ings of my hands 
Be i t  thOUght and done 
A5, S5 Out, out brief candle 
�  l.F- 1�.Ji.::. 
wL...i1 h .,...11 �L:S Jjl � 
,clli�i � �.>f"" �\.! 
�1 JiA; 
�1 �jly..J1 
�1 �l1..ilI �  
ftll �� c ..,.....b 
� u-=J� t L..l l.F- .J.ll.....o 
�\.S.ll ((<\.JlS.o. ) )  L>"'� 
�WI ( (0.!p.JU,» � 
� � I jJ . . .  .»i�! dl)l. . . .  ' L>"' ).� I -?)l..J 
lifo ,i.J� lfi 
:L).JY'WI � 0.!i ) ' Y'ii; 0- '� 0-
.,rl! � You.. J) lJ �  
.IJ.J; � L. J) 
. '.lli'J )1) fli uJ ,� u-l fo JS ( ,,:;1 L..,&l 
I. ' A..........:. L. �I )11 . .».J _ _ 
Table 4 :  Awkward L i teral Renditions by Jabra 
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The re earch r reit rate that opting for uch collocations doe not negatively 
impact the ae thetic alue of the TT. On the contrary, they preserve the dynamic effect 
of the T. In other words, their function in the ST is not pecul iar. 
iazi, al  0 made some decision which resulted in producing cultural ly 
a\ kward e pre ion , orne of which are similar to Jabra's errors. Some of tho e 
e pre ions compri e of the fol lowing: 
I .  3 Pour my pirit i n  thine ear 
Cha tise with the valour of my tongue 
1 ,S5 A Unsex me here 
I ,  7 C orne to my woman ' breasts 
Trammel l1p . . . 
Even-handed j ustice 
This Duncan 
A2,S J Heaven's Chenlbim 
Mine eye . . .  other sen e 
Hecate 
A3, S I  Tarquin 's  . . .  strides 
A4, I A  My genius is rebuked . . .  
Be b loody . . . .  Shall harm Macbeth 
A4. S I B  L ion-mett led, proud 
Who chafes, who fret 
AS, SS The very fir t l ings . . .  
The firstl ings 
Be i t  thought and done 
The castle of . . .  
Ful l  of sound and fury 
, .lli�1 � � J.J �l � 
-.r1...JS .ip-! �k.IJ 
,� �\....u <.,?i=. 
�\....u i,p,{j �) �w 
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w!)1 � � :llil J  flL 
� w:t.; w � jpL 
uyJIJ �\"'> '-.;� 
Table 5: Cultural ly Awkward Renditions by N iazi 
One of the mo t sign ificant a pect found in the TT is the inc on i tency with 
which lexical c lement are employed. For in tance, labra 's  use of mundane 
c. pre Ion uch a '�I � �I ' is contradicted with archaism uch as ' i..J�'.  Using 
i hardly problematic ince labra ' s  main objective was to produce 
a highly c ia  ica l  rendit ion of the  T,  in an attempt to  emulate Shakespeare 's l inguistic 
tyle. 
On the other and, from the prel iminary observat ion of Niazi ' s  translat ion, it 
eem that hi attempt wa directed toward producing a TT that is  appreciated and 
acce ible to the TL audience. Ironical ly, Niazi ' s  objective was disrupted and 
unfulfi l led by hi employment of archaic expressions uch as 'wy ,LSli.... ,� ,lAW at 
t imes, and by opting for cultural ly i rrelevant expressions such as ' ,�IA �.JJ> ..ill.J\ 
0:!� j.:i' in  other in tance . 
Henri Meschonnic (20 1 1 )  considers translation as a process of translating texts 
rather than words or expre sions. He views the poet ics of translation ( rhythm and 
pro ody) are ita I to the production of the TL and its atmosphere. Accordingly the 
re earcher maintains that there is merit in considering the poetics of a l iterary text 
whi le  translat ing it. Especial ly  in l i terature, the rhetoric employed by the author or poet 
have a great impact on the meaning of the text, its function, its reflection of mood and 
p yche. Whi le  the meaning of a l i terary text conveys the intention of the author, the 
rhetoric employed by the author intensifies the impact of the l iterary work and el ic i ts 
the desi red reaction from the audience. 
Genera l ly  speaking, the rhetoric d iffers from one language to another in that 
what might  be considered aesthetical ly  effective in one language, may be considered 
as redundant in another (A I -Qinai 2000). For example, repeti t ion occurs more 
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frequent ly in rabic;  EngJi h resorts to el l ipsi to avoid redundancy. While repeti tion 
can be a powerful rhetoric in Arabic, it may ound arbitrary and monotonou in 
Engli h .  When the que t ion 'why are you repeating your c l£? '  is a ked, it is never a 
po it Ive comment .  
Some of the T rhetoric ha been reproduced in the TT l i teral ly by both 
tran lators. labra attempted to address them l itera l ly such as the reproduction of the 
a l l i terat ion in thi . upernafural soliciting 'J.Jb..l1 �1..bJ1 I� ' ,  whi le  Niazi was more 
l iberal in his approach .  Nevertheless, the researcher argues that the TL rhetoric was 
d i luted on a number on occa ions 
6.3 G r a m m atical  E q u ivalence 
Due to the fact that the Engl ish and Arabic languages have extrem ly di fferent 
entence structure and word order, it i important that the comparison of the language 
pair i conducted in  a manner that takes into account the dominant features of each 
language separately. For instance, the meaning of a certain sentence in English 
"depends on the word order of  i ts consti tuents" (A I -Qinai, 2000, p .  5 1 3 ) .  Arabic is 
more flexible and has a more versati le word order due to the role of case inflections in 
determining the syntactic elements of a sentence. The other aspect that enables such 
flexibi l ity is the grammatical agreement of gender, number and person. In other words 
it is much easier to establ ish reference in long, complex sentences. Consequently, there 
is a tendency to transform short abrupt sentences and! or sentence fragments into long 
complex sentences by using conj unctions since the standard Arabic language does not 
al low for incomplete sentences. 
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Thi tendency to al ter entences, in tum, leads to rhetorical shifts which ha i t  
impact on  the dynamic equi alence. For in tance, i n  the fu t sol i loquy 
T: (My thought) . . . . .  . 
Shakes so my single tale ofrnan 
ThaI functioll is smolhered in surmise 
And nothing is, but what is nOI. 
The e four l ine fonn one complex sentence, wi th four interrelated clauses: 
Macbeth'  thought of murder and i ts anticipation shake his  entire being, to the point 
of  idleness, that nothing i what i t  seems. Jabra reproduced a TL sentence, conveying 
a im i lar message, whi le adhering to the TL syntact ic structure: 
TT l :  
iazi opted for producing two sentences, which are ent i rely independent of 
each other: 
TT2 :  . . . .  't.?.fo 0) 
�I .::..,\....,I � . .us t.?:'.p..J JJi1 
, �  � .J:! )l! ,J;i..UlI � .,?.J� 
. :''p'yJI ..>F � I '1) 
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iaz i '  choice create a detachment in the meaning relayed. Macbeth' thought 
of murder hakes hi entire being. In addition, antic ipation has de troyed his abi l ity to 
act: 0 nothing exi t but what does not exi t. The researcher proposes that the meaning 
of the second cntence i incoherent, or e lf-contradictory. I f  Macbeth 's abi l i ty to act 
or pretend is no longer operat ional, then what i left i nothing but the plain truth. 
In Act I ,  Scene 5 A, Lady Macbeth i reading a letter from her husband out 
loud. Macbeth i gi ing her a recount of the recent events. H is information is not 
deta i led, rather i t  is  overly opt imistic, focusing on the prophecies pertaining to 
M acbeth. In fact ,  Macbeth expresses his confidence in the sisters ' foresight and 
powerful knowledge of the hidden, based upon the perfect 's report. This is ironic since 
Macbeth addre ed the si ters as impel/eet peakers. Moreover, there is no mention of 
their words to Banquo. Thus, it is fel t  that the number of messengers del iveri ng the 
ne.. of  Macbeth becoming 'Thane of Cawdor' is i rrelevant .  A l l  that is important is  
that  there was more than one messenger. Jabra rendered mis ives into the plural fonn 
'j... j whi le  iazi was more speci fic, rendering the  word into the dual form ' LJ:!l Y"'.J'. 
The ST reference to it is neutral ( except for the raven) which is  referred to by 
Lady Macbeth in the mascul ine form in Act, 1 ,  Scene 5 B. One of the most evident 
gender mismatches is  found in Act 1 ,  Scene 7, i .e . ,  the referential problem of if and 
assassination previously expla ined in the cohesion parameter. 
atura l ly, there are shifts in the grammatical structure between the ST and the 
TTs. The researcher concludes that most of these shifts are acceptable, as they depend 
on the TT producer 's  syntactic choices and the l inguistic preferences of the TL. For 
instance 
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T: ThaI lear , hall drown Ihe 'wind. 
Both TL entence arc acceptable. The only difference i that Jabra opted for 
an intransit i  e verb \i):. ' ,  resulting in thc TL sentence structure (V - S - prep, phrase), 
whi le  i azi cho e th transi t ive verb 'J..;--Ci , creating the TL sentence structure (V- S 
- 0). 
The fir t l ine in Act 3 ,  Scene has no indication that Macbeth is peaking in a 
plural or a ingular form . Jabra takes into consideration that in the second l ine, the 
entence begins in the plural possessive adjective ( Our) fears in Banquo . . . 
consequent ly, Jabra u es the plural sentence structure, whereas Niazi opts for the 
singular form. However the plural possessive adjective is  only used once in the ST, as 
Macbeth switches to the ingular form when he describes Banquo. 
In Act 4, Scene l A, the grammatical structure of both TTs correspond to the 
TL norms. There are a few tructural shifts that are unjustified, such as Jabra's 
foregrounding of the first appari tion BeH/are Macduff into ' �:W\ i;., w �  j.o' explained 
earlier in  the dissertation . In the second apparition, the fol lowing sentence has been 
translated erroneously as far as the verb tense is concerned: 
ST: Shall harm Macbeth 
Both translator opted for a futuristic connotation in their translation ,<.,?j�' 
(BT:  wi l l  harm) .  According to descriptive grammar, shall indicates simple future tense 
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\\- hen u ed wi th the fi r t per on ( I , we). When ( shal l )  i u ed with the second and th ird 
per on ( he, she they, etc . ) , it igni fies promise, command, and! or prohibition 
( Fi t ik id 2000, p .  9) .  
previously i l lu  trated in the thematic structure parameter, l ines 1 -7 of Act 
4, cne 1 B, are formed of complete entences, wherea l ine 8- 1 0  are ambiguous in 
the en e that they can be sentence fragments, missing the theme for rhetorical 
purpo cs or they can be complete imperative sentences. Both translators dealt with 
the e l i nes a sentence fragments missing the subject .  As a result ,  both TTs have been 
reproduced with complete sentences. 
In the last sample,  Act 5, Scene 5 ,  both translator have rendered the ST using 
adequate ST grammatical structure with the exception of labra's translation of 
tomorrow, and tomorro>-\' . . .  where he fol lowed the SL grammatical structure of (S-V-
0), forming a ' nominal c lause ' in the TL. labra 's  attempt to repl icate the ST 
grammatical t ructure disrupted the flow of the TT sentence. In  order to overcome this 
issue, the phrase ' and each tomorrow' was added before the verb 'crawl ' to bridge 
the gap between the noun phrase and the backgrounded verb. 
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C h a p t e r  7 :  C o nc l u d i n g  R e m a rks, F i n d i n gs a n d  S u ggesti o n  
7. 1 C o n c l u d i n g  Remark 
Thi di ertation e plore the problematic aspects pertaining to the tran lat ion 
of dramatic te t into Arabic.  The analy is is conducted on two Arabic translat ions of 
hake peare' Macbeth . Jabra 's  translation was publ ished in 1 980 ' Niazi 's  was 
publ i  hed in  2000. The latter claimed that his translation of Macbeth was an attempt 
to overcome Jabra '  tran lation errors. 
The researcher maintain that Wi l l is Bamstone 's  theory that the tran lator of 
poetry mu t be a poet himse lf, even if he does not writer poetry i plausible. 
Accordingly, t ranslating l i terature should fol low the same premises. However, the 
translator possessing the poetic gift or the translator's abi l ity to delve into the poet 
per ona wi l l  not suffice .  Both translators are renowned poets, l iterary critics and 
no e l ists; con equently, one may conclude that no other translator would be more 
equipped to tran late a l i terary ST better than them. Both translator/poets have the 
l i terary tools and techniques at their disposal .  Another factor that may determine the 
ucce s of a l i terary TT in general ,  and drama in part icular is the approach adopted. 
Both translators opted for a l inguist ic approach to translating drama, al though 
nuances of functional approaches were present from t ime to t ime. Jabra remained 
fai thful to the ST, rendering it into the TL l i teral ly. On the other hand, Niazi accounted 
for the TL readers on many occasions. Nevertheless, Niazi ' s  translat ion is marred by 
unnecessary expansions and explanat ions. 
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The dis ertation emplo AI -Qinai ' s  parameter of TQA in analyzing the 
el ectcd ample . The implementation of those parameter has enabled the re earcher 
to onduct a comprehen ive in estigation of the elected samples on various levels. 
The proce it e lf  ha bed l ight on several point in relation to tbe translation of 
dramat ic text into rabic .  Drama i unl ike any other l i terary genres as it greatly rel ies 
on the nonverbal and e tTa- l inguist ic elements of language. Therefore, attempting to 
produce a TT intended for reading is unfeasible. 
In conc1u ion, this di ertation propo es its own TQA criteria, which is meant 
exc lu ive ly to drama translation. I t  is  imperative that the translator of dramatic texts 
abide by specific real i t ies, orne of which are l isted in the fol lowing points: 
1- The d ra matic text is  meant to be performed on stage. 
Thi point impl ie that the most important feature to be rendered. It is  the 
e lement of perform abi l i ty and speakabi t i ty. The TT should be eloquent 
and in tel l igible. Furthermore, the dramatic performance is  based on the 
i nvolvement of the audience in the sequence of events. The audience 
knows what a l l  the actors know col lectively, while the actors only know 
what each of them knows individual ly. From this perspective, attempting 
to disambiguate the TT is  unnecessary. 
2- T h e  d ra m atic  text  enjoys a con t inuous  entity not to be disrupted. 
A p lay is meant to be performed from beginning to end without any 
interruptions that would compromise the flow and continuity of the 
performance. Its performance is governed by a l imi ted t imeframe. Any 
e laboration may prolong the duration of the performance. Moreover, 
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conte 1 i k y 10 producing a succe sful tran lation of the ST in the TL 
in that e eryth ing that take place is related to events that previously 
occurred and i al 0 hedding l ight on what i yet to come. The tran lator 
must be aware that tran lating i about conveying ST' contextual 
meaning, and refraining from any attempts to oversimpl i fy or clarify 
vent [or the audience. After a l l ,  the audience has been engaged in the 
p lays ' events from its beginn ing. Any effort to c larify aspects that have 
a lready been referred to in the play's past events may come across as 
undermining the spectator I abi l i ty to process and understand the 
occurrences they have been witnessing on stage. 
3- Taking the  TL a udience expectations and cu ltu ral norms i n to account. 
Respecting the audience knowledge of the play's events and characters 
i one thing; being aware of the audience' s  socio-cul tural backgrounds 
and l imi tations is another. The TT's purpose is to be performed to the 
target audience; the translator must keep in mind that presenting a work 
should cater to an audience diverse in terms of knowledge, educational 
backgrounds and age groups. Nevertheless, they share simi lar cultural 
background and expectations. There is no room for footnotes and 
definit ions. A l lusions may not be as accessible to the entire target 
audience; therefore, it is important to convey the intention of the a l lusion 
rather than rendering it l i teral ly. 
4- Attention to T context u a l  mea n ing and its transfer into the TT. 
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A demon trated earl ier, language can mean various things in various 
conte t . It is important that the tran lator account for the specific 
context at hand. In order to convey the contextual meaning of the ST, the 
tran lator mu t engage in 'uncertainty management processes. 
The researcher maintains that managing uncerta inty is a pivotal part of 
the translator 's role a a mediator between cu l tures. Thorough 
understanding of the ST is determined the proces by which the me age 
i transferred and produced in the TL. Angelone ( 20 1 0) asserts that 
uncertainty is  a sociated with comprehension (SL  based) ,  transfer 
( mediat ion based) ,  and production (TL ba ed). Analyzing such 
uncertaintie p lays a sign ificant role in determining the contextual 
meaning through editing processes such as reVISIOn, compan on and 
logical equenc1l1g. 
5- A ttention to nonverbal  and extra l i ng u istic elements of the play. 
The translator must be aware of the nonverbal and extra l inguistic 
e lements that come into play during the process of translation. These 
e lements can be powerful tools aiding the translator to convey 
nonverbal ly what is lost in translation verbal ly. The use of intonations, 
pauses, gestures, body language is  a potent mechan ism to relay the 
intentions of the characters on stage. In this l ight, the translator must 
assume the role of the play ' s  director and find solut ions to issues that 
may not be addressed l inguistical ly.  For instance, the translator uti l izing 
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audio-vi ual product ion of the original play can be a powerful aid in 
under tanding a pect that may not have been as clear on paper. 
S imi larly, reviewing critical lecture on the play at hand can also unvei l 
ambiguou a pect pertaining to the play and it uggestive meanings. 
7.2 Findin gs 
According to the analysi and TQA previously demonstrated, the researcher 
concludes the fol lowing findings: 
1 - Violation of Text Typology: The fust and the most sign ificant of these 
conclu ions is  that both Jabra and iazi seem to have violated the fust 
parameter (text typology). The text belongs to the dramatic genre; it is a text 
meant for the stage. This fact  has been neglected by Jabra and Niazi almost in 
every instance. Both TT 1 and TT2 have footnotes to explain certain a l lusions 
and h istorical references that occur within the ST. The very presence of 
footnotes c learly indicate that both TTs were meant to be read by, rather than 
performed for the target audience. 
2 - Inconsistency of methodology: Both translators display certain inconsistencies 
as to the translation strategies adopted. The first glance at TT l gives the reader 
the impression that the path taken by Jabra is source-oriented ( foreignizat ion), 
whereas Niazi ' s  approach is target-oriented. However, whi le analyzing the 
selected samples, i t  became evident that both translators fai led to adhere to 
their selected strategies. Jabra insisted on a l i teral rendit ion of the ST, as uming 
fidel i ty to Shakespeare; however, Jabra sometimes resorted to colloquial 
expressions, which resul ted in  departure from the strategy he set out to 
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implement . iaz i '  use of accessible TL was di srupted on many occasion by 
archaic expre ions, and! or expre sion that have different connotations in the 
TL and led occa ionally to confusing the target audience. Moreover, the 
incon i tency i not confined to the style of the language used in the TTs; other 
ob ervat ions re ealed that both translators fluctuate in using l iteral renditions 
and e laboration . Reduction and expansion aim at producing a TT that is better 
than the ST at the expense of the latter (Newmark, 1 988) .  However, this was 
not nece ari ly the case. Addit ional ly, adhering to the ST grammatical structure 
and then al ternating to TL grammatical tructure created discrepancies which 
had an adverse effect on the cohesion and coherence of the TTs. 
3- iaz i ' s  tendency to explain / c larify the ST in the TT appears to be marred with 
contextual mis interpretation which often lead to the mitigation of the dynamic 
effect  of  the TT. Th is misinterpretation is bound to create a disaccord between 
the TT locut ionary and i l locutionary functions. In other words, the TT's 
denotative meaning does not correspond to i ts connotative meaning. 
4- Both translators have fai led to meet the TL audience expectations of i ts cultural 
norms. Col locations and cul ture-bound expressions were not rendered in their 
cogni t ive or cul tural counterpart. Conversely, some expressions which may 
ha e been rendered into viable TL col locations were translated l i teral ly. As a 
resul t  the TTs lacked the desired momentum and dynamic effect. , 
5 - i azi ' 5  c laim to  rect ify the errors and mismatches made by  Jabra seems to  be 
inval id  a far as the findings of this dissertation are concerned. In most cases, 
the corrections were superficial  and did not surpass the endeavors of Jabra. At 
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t ime , certain al teration were only made to the word order, while problem of 
col locat ion and cul tural expres ion were seldom addres ed. 
7.3 u ggestions 
The re earcher ugge t a modi fication to Al -Qina i ' s  TQA parameters, 
tai loring them for dramatic translation purposes. These parameters can serve as a TQA 
as wel l  a a translator 's  checkl i  t during the translation process. Al l  these parameters 
depend great ly on the translator's cognit ive faculties and processes in order to reach 
the de i red outcome. Some of the most significant cognitive tools ut i l ized in a dramatic 
TT are related to visual ization, vocal ization, e lf-reflection, and inductive and 
deductive reasoning. 
7.3. 1 A Cognitive A p p roach to Drama Translation 
A cogn i tive approach to translating drama is pivota l to the parameters of  
l iterary trans lation in  general and drama translation in spec ific .  A cognit ive approach 
to translation, in essence, attempts to 
"understand and explain the workings of translators ' minds: How 
do translators and the other actors involved in translation create 
meaning in the situations and texts they handle? How do they arrive 
at their strategies and choices? How does their cultural and 
l inguistic background influence their thinking and understanding? 
How do they develop translat ion competence? A l l  cognit ive 
scientific  approaches to answering these questions have one thing 
in  common : they do not restrict their description to intel l igent 
behavior l ike learning, problem solving, and translation. Their 
main goa l  is  to explain the development and workings of the mental 
processes that make complex cognitive behavior l ike translation 
possible" ( Risku, 20 1 2, p. 1 ). 
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In thi cn c, c gn i l i \'c approache are different from other approaches to 
translation uch a l inguistic or p ychological approaches. Cognit ive approaches 
t nd to e pand exi ting cognitive model to define the proce ses explaining the 
tran lator' beha ior and choices (R i  ku, 20 1 2) .  The proposed TQA parameters 
mu t bc grafted with cognit ive tool in order to be profi cient. The e tool include: 
• Uncerta inty management :  normal ly UM indicators are nonverbal 
and mental; however, erbal and visual cues can be useful 
(Angelone, 20 1 0) .  
• Enhancing reading comprehension: the translator ' s  differentiation 
between the purpose of reading ass ists his or her abi l ity to 
activate problem- 01 i ng and other metacognition activities. 
Reading for comprehension differs from reading for translation. 
Prior to translation, comprehension of the ST is imperative. 
• Priming procedures may be used "in studying the processes of 
lexical acces and the structure of  mental lexicon" ( Stamenov et 
ai, 20 1 0. P .  325) .  This mental lexicon serves as a cogn i tive 
dictionary from which the translator selects the most suitable 
express ion for untranslatable const i tuents. 
• Uti l izing contro l led language (O'brien, 20 1 0) related to the nahlre 
of the ST and its subject-matter can also be helpful in the 
recol lection of the relevant mental lexicon in the TL. For instance, 
Lady Macbeth ' econd soli loquy invoke certa in imagery and 
make u e pecific vocabulary that intensifie the mood it reflects. 
At the arne t ime, it refrains from u ing expressions that 
contradicts with the reflected mood. 
7.3.2.  uggested Para meters 
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Activating the above mentioned cognit ive k i l l s  in the fol lowing proposed 
TQA parameters can be a great asset in the process of translating l i terary text, 
c pec ia l ly  drama: 
1- Text Typology 
! t is important that the translator is ful ly aware of the nature of the text at 
band. Detem1ining the purpose, function and register of the ST as well a 
i ts mode of delivery is the starting point. For instance, determining i f  the 
ST is a monologue, an int imate dialogue, or a casual conversation provides 
the translator with cues on how to approach the ST for the purpose of 
translation. 
The researcher suggests that reading for the purpose of comprehension and 
priming techniques are invaluable in determining this first step and the 
direct ion in which the translator head moving on. Conducting a thorough 
reading of a manageable segment is the optimal way to go about the TT 
production. For example, a dialogue taking place between two soldiers 
should not be rendered in a s imi lar manner as a sol i loquy performed by 
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Macbeth.  They hould be read and addre ed as two different entitie even , 
i f  they occur in the same timeframe. 
2- TT cohesion and coherence 
Thi parameter i e ential to any tran lat ion . In order to achicve a l l  TQA 
parameter , the TT must be well written, and void of grammatical or 
emantic error . Hatim and Mason ( 1 990) consider cohesion as the "aspect 
of texture which upholds textual i ty by making a sequence of sentences 
hang together as a coherent unit" (p .  2 1 0) .  Therefore, both cohe ion and 
coherence are interrelated and inseparable since "a cohesive and coherent 
text i one which successfully responds to indications of field, mode and 
tenor, pragmatic intentions, their value as signs and a spec ification of a text-
type focus" (p .  2 1 0) .  
The researcher empha izes that conveying the ST message is paramount i n  
any type of  translation. A l l  other ST features serve as  reinforcing factors of  
the  ST message. Fai l ing to  convey that part icular message clearly in the TT 
wi l l  render a l l  other ST aspects point less. In other words, what is the use of 
a rhymed, or rhythmic TT, if i t  unintel l igible to i ts receivers? 
The optimal way to manage uncertainty 10 relation to coherence and 
cohesion is by means of control led reading. Reading out loud procedures 
to determine how wel l  the TT is comprehended is also a useful device. 
3- R h etoric  and rhyt h m ic co rrespondence 
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En uring that the ST rhetoric is reflected in the TT is crucial in dramatic 
translation. The ae thetics and rhetoric clement contribute to the theme 
and progre s of the play. This docs not necessari ly mean an image for 
image, or an a l l i terat ion for a l l i teration reproduct ion on the part of the 
tran lator. Rather the translator may insert a rhythmic effect or an 
a l l i teration to compensate for other rhetoric elements that were impervious 
to reproduct ion in the TL. In this parameter, the translator ob erves the 
variou ST rhetoric and aesthet ics. The tran lator then determines which 
can be recreated in tbe TL and whicb ones must be compensated for by 
manipulating other l inguist ic units in the TT passage. 
The researcher al 0 asserts that the translator must consider the natural flow 
of the rhetoric implemented. Monitoring and revision would come in handy 
in identifying forced and unnatural rhetoric and aesthetic devices. Such 
tools  may enable problem-solving through modifications made to the TT. 
It is  suggested that monitoring and revision take place after a few days of 
the in i t ial  choices made. The translator's mood and other pressure 
constraints uch as exhaustion and boredom may contribute in the choice 
previously  made. Ideal ly, revision should be carried out in a si tuation 
dissimi lar to that of  the ini t ia l  TT production. 
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4- D n a mi c  and formal  eq ui  a lence 
E tabl i  hing a imi lar perlocutionary effect on the TL audience is crucial 
to the ucces of a TL production of the SL drama. Bris et de cribe such 
effect a . the effect on the consciousness of the audience that is brought 
about through tran po i tion of the presupposit ions of the original text and 
through the manipUlation of point of view" ( Bri et, 1 996, p. 1 59) .  
However, achieving a similar effect on the TL audience should be 
accompan ied by accounting for the formal equivalence of the ST in the TL. 
In te t of  qual i ty, the form cannot be detached from i ts content .  As a matter 
of fact,  content and container work hand in hand to create the desired 
in tention of the author. The researcher infers that this can mostly be 
achie ed through cogni t ive processes uch as think out load approach, a 
vocal ized perfonnance of the TLT. Such techniques along with "inductive 
and deductive reasoning . . .  sel f-regulating and sel f-reflection" (Angelone, 
20 1 0  p .  1 8 ) provide the translator with a necessary set of tools so as to 
achieve the TT dynamic effect. For instance, visual and verbal cues on the 
TT can help address the problem at a later stage . In the process of produc ing 
the first draft of a TT, the translator may highl ight problematic segments or 
may write brief comments in parentheses ( I  do not understand what the 
author says here ), ( th is  col location sounds awkward).  Such notes provide 
the translator with a c lear view of the ST complexit ies .  They also trigger 
other cogn i tive tools to work towards problem solving such as long-term 
memory, real- world and cultural knowledge (Ulrych, 2005 ) .  
Consequently, they become effective means of obtaining viable solutions. 
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5- C u l t u ra l  and contextual  equ ivalence . 
Any work of l i t  rature is a reflection of the cul ture in  which it was created. 
The pectator can relate to the v ork and understand its subtle nuances 
becau c i t i a major part of their cultural heritage. The TT recei ers belong 
to a di fferent cul ture with di fferent ociocul tural nonns and bel ief systems. 
It is  important that the translator produce a IT that the TL audience can 
relate to in tem1S of col locations, associations, and a l lusions. General ly 
peaking, when "translating into one' s  mother tongue (or language of 
habitual u e),  the danger is  overcome by vigi lance and by careful revising" 
( Hatim & Ma on, 1 990, p. 205) .  
I n  cases where the language pair is dissimi lar on many level s, contextual 
equi alences can provide viable solutions to cul ture bound and unfamil iar 
expres ion and col locations. By contextual equivalences, the researcher 
means TT syntagmata which do not resemble or correspond to those of the 
ST, st i l l  they convey the same meaning ( Rydning & Lachaud, 20 1 0) .  
The TL audience already knows that the play reflects a di fferent culture in 
a di fferent t ime and place. evertheless, a story of a hero-vi l lain from a 
faraway land would be more appeal ing i f  the audience can relate to what is 
expressed and performed on stage. Understanding the ST is vital to 
resolving uncertaint ies; ST comprehension depends highly on its context. 
Once the ST meaning is  accessed, the translator can decide on how to 
employ or modify the imagery and the contextual expressions in order to 
produce a cul tural ly acceptable text for the TL audience. 
6- E xt ra l i ngui  tic and non erbal elements 
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ccount ing for the non erbal and extra-l inguistic a peets pertaining to 
dramat ic te t i con idered problematic in translation . Such aspects can 
al 0 be great a et in the translation process . In tead of being viewed as a 
cha l lenge, non erbal and extra-l inguistic aspect may aid the drama 
tran lator in the ta k at hand. For example, the translator can make use of 
audiovisual production of the SL drama in  order to determine how to 
convey these aspects such a sarcasm, fear eriousness, joy which are a l l  
emotion di  played on tage without expl ic i tly declaring their nature. 
Furthennore, the tran lator may util ize short signals between brackets, 
s imi lar to those found in acting scripts, to provide the performers with hints 
on how to del iver a certain passage. Body language such as gestures, 
pacing, pause , and posture can make up for what the text i lacking 
l i nguistical ly.  Likewise, the use of certain punctuation mark can be useful 
in reflecting intonation, uch as the use of the exclamation mark to relay 
surprise or excitement. 
7- Aspects of performabi l ity and speakabi l i ty 
Al l  the above mentioned p lays a crucial role  in delivering the dramatic text; 
however, this cannot be achieved if that particular text lacks performabi l ity 
and speakabi l ity. Al though performabi l ity and speakabi l ity are most ly 
considered nonverbal aspects, this dissertation argues that the TT's  abi l ity 
to be performed or uttered is  greatly influenced by the rest of the suggested 
parameters. A TT that lacks coherence and cohesion cannot be performed 
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effectlvel . imi larly, a TT that lack the rhythmic flow of the original wi l l  
uffer during i t  performance. Moreover, archaic expression or  unfami l iar 
col location re ult in rendering a text that i intended for perfonnance 
unperfom1able. Activating memory, cul tura l and real -world knowledge is 
e ential to overcome such ob tacle . On the other hand, a ( speak a loud 
protocol \: ould be effective in  detennining which utterances require 
modi fication ). For instance, some word clusters may create a tongue 
tv,risting effect that hinders the flow of the passage being reci ted. 
In l ight of the previous findings, an approach to translating drama should be a 
conscious attempt to produce a TT appreciated by the TL audience. In order to achieve 
th i  objective, the translator needs to conduct a thorough analysis of  the ST prior to 
translating it. Implementing a hermeneut ic process of interpretation can be of great 
benefit in determining the direction to be adopted in producing the TT. 
Moreover, cognit i  e and contextual evaluation of the ST is vital to the TT. In 
this sense, the tran lator needs to think f1[st of  the TL audience. Once the translation 
is  produced, the translator must assess his or her personal reception as an indicator of 
how successful is  the translation. Ul t imately the arbitrator of  the first translation 
product is the translator 's  cultural ,  contextual and aesthetic sensit ivit ies .  
In  l i terary translation, particularly in  drama translation, employing a variety of 
methods i s  advised, provided that i t  leads to a successful TT ( Barnstone, 1 993 ). For 
instance, imi tation can be a feasible strategy when addressing a l lusions since it reduces 
"translat ion procedures uch as expansion, reduction and transposi t ion" ( Brisset, 1 996, 
p . 7 1 ) . 
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In thi l ight, the implementation of the kopo theory may be a fca ible 
approach to rendering dramatic texts provided that the tran lator is consciou of the 
choice to be made .. By implementing the skopos tbeory, tbe researcber means tbe 
proce e in 01  ed dur ing the application of the theory. In  plain words, determining 
the kopo of the TT and what T characteristics it intends to reflect provides tbe 
tran lator with a clearer ision of the strategies required to be adopted. 
7.4 F u rther  Resea rch Prospects 
On a final note, thi re earch is  but a small step on a long path towards a wel l ­
e tabli hed TQA for l i terary translation . That this work contributes to  the progress of  
drama translation from English into Arabic, is  an  ambitious hope. The findings of this 
dissertation may be further expanded to include addit ional research in l i terary 
translat ion and extra l ingusit ic elements of translating dramatic texts. In addition, more 
empirical research i required in various related fields and discipl ines such as text 
pragmatics, d iscourse analysis and cognit ive approach to translating l i terature. The 
researcher advocates that such consol idated research may prove fruitful and conducive 
to professional translator training. 
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Appendix  1 :  The Selected a m ples in S L  
ample 1 :  Act 1 ,  Scene 3 
Thi supernatural sol ici t ing 
Cannot be i l l ;  cannot be good. If i l l ,  
Why hath i t  given me earnest of  success 
Commencing in a truth? I am Thane of Cawdor. 
I f  good, why do I yield to that suggestion 
Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair, 
And make my seated heart knock at my ribs, 
Again t the use of nature? Present fears 
Are less than horrible imaginings. 
My thought, who e murder yet is  but fantast ical ,  
Shakes so my single state of man 
That function is  smothered in surmise, 
And nothing is, but what is not. 
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ample 2 :  Act 1 ,  cene 5 A 
Enter Lady Macbeth, reading a letter 
Lady Ma beth : they met me in the day of uccess; and I have 
learnt by the perfeet ' st report, they ha e more in them than 
mortal knowledge. When I burned in desire to question them 
further they made themselves air, into which they vanished. 
Whi les I stood rapt in the wonder of it, came missives from 
the king, who a l l -hai led me "Thane of Cawdor; by which 
tit le, before, the e Weird S isters aluted me, and referred me 
to the coming on of time, with 'hai l ,  King that shalt be ! '  This 
have I thought good to del iver thee, my deare t partner of 
greatnes , that thou might ' st not lose the dues of rejoic ing, 
by being ignorant of what greatness is promised thee. Lay it 
to thy heart, and farewel l .  
G lamis thou art, and Cawdor; and shalt be 
What thou art promi ed. Yet do I fear thy nature: 
I t  is  too ful l  o ' the m i lk of human kindness 
To catch the nearest way. Thou wouldst be great, 
Art not without ambition, but w ithout 
The i l lness should attend it: what thou wouldst highly 
That wouldst thou hol i ly; wouldst not p lay false, 
And yet wouldst wrongly win.  Thou ' dst have, great 
Glamis, 
That which cries, ' thus thou must do, ' i f  thou have i t ;  
And that which rather thou do t fear to do 
Then wishest should be undone. Hie thee hi ther 
That I may pour my spirits in thine ear, 
And chastise with the valour of my tongue 
A l l  that impedes thee from the golden round, 
Which fate and metaphysical aid doth seem 
To have thee crowned withal 
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ample 3 :  Act 1 ,  cene 5 B 
The ra en himse lf  is hoar e 
That croak the fatal entrance of Duncan 
Under my battlements. Come, you spirits 
That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, 
And fi l l  me from the crown to the toe top-full  
Of  dire t cruelty. Make thick my blood. 
Stop up the acces and passage to remorse, 
That no compunctious visit ings of nature 
Shake my fel l  purpose, nor keep peace between 
The effect and i t !  Come to my woman 's breasts, 
And take my mi lk  for gal l ,  you murd'ring ministers, 
Wherever in your sightless substances 
You wait on nature 's  mischief. Come, thick night, 
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hel l ,  
That my keen kni fe see not the  wound i t  makes, 
or heaven peep through the b lanket of the dark 
To cry "Hold, hold ! "  
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ample 4 :  Act I ,  cene 7 
I f  it were done when ' t i  done, then twere well  
I t  were done quickly. If the as as ination 
Could trammel up the consequence, and catcb 
With his urcea e success; that but thi blow 
Might be the be-al l  and the end-al l here, 
But here, upon this bank and shoal of time, 
We'd j ump the l i fe to come. But in the e cases 
We sti l l  ha e judgment here, that we but teach 
B loody instruction , which, being taught, return 
To plague th' inventor: this even-handed justice 
Commend the ingredients of our poisoned chal ice 
To our own l ips. He's  here in double tru t :  
F irst, a s  I am h i s  kinsman and h i s  subject, 
Strong both against the deed; then, as his host, 
Who hould against his murderer shut the door, 
ot bear the kni fe myse lf. Besides, this Duncan 
Hath borne his facu l t ies so meek, hath been 
So c lear in his great office, that his virtues 
W i l l  p lead l ike angels, trumpet-tongued, against 
The deep damnation of h is  taking-off; 
And p i ty, l ike a naked newborn babe, 
Striding the blast, or heaven ' s  cherubim, horsed 
Upon the sight less couriers of the air, 
Shal l blow the horrid deed in  every eye, 
That tears sha l l  drown the wind. I have no spur 
To prick the sides of my intent, but only 
Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps i tself 
And fal ls  on th' other 
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ample 5 :  Act 2 ,  cene 1 
I thi a dagger which I ee before me, 
The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee. 
I have thee not, and yet I see thee st i l l .  
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible 
To feel ing a to sight? Or art thou but 
A dagger of  the mind, a fa lse creat ion, 
Proceeding from the heat-oppre sed brain? 
I see thee yet, in form a palpable 
A this which now I draw. 
Thou mar hal l ' st me the way that I was going, 
And uch an instrument I wa to use. 
M ine eyes are made the fools 0' th' other senses, 
Or el e worth a l l  the rest .  I see thee sti I l ,  
And on thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood, 
Which was not so before. There's no such thing. 
It is the bloody busine s which infonns 
Thu to mine eye . Now o'er the one half-world 
Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse 
The curtained sleep. Witchcraft celebrates 
Pale Hecate ' s  offerings, and withered murder, 
Alarumed by his sent inel ,  the wolf, 
Whose howl ' s  his watch, thus with his steal thy pace, 
With Tarquin ' s  ravishing strides, towards his design 
Moves l ike a ghost. Thou sure and firm-set earth, 
Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear 
Thy very stones prate of my whereabout, 
And take the present  horror from the t ime, 
Which now suits with it. Whi les I threat, he l ives. 
Words to the heat of deeds too cold breath gives. 
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ample 6 :  Act 3 ,  cene 1 
To be thu i nothing, 
But to be afely thus. Our fears in Banquo 
Stick deep, and in his royal ty of nature 
Reign that which would be feared. 'Tis much he dares, 
And to that dauntles temper of his mind 
He hath a wisdom that doth guide his valor 
To act in safety. There i none but he 
Whose being J do fear, and under him 
My genius i rebuked, a i t  is  said 
Mark Antony's  was by Caesar. He chid the sisters 
When first they put the name of king upon me 
And bade them speak to him. Then, prophet l ike, 
They hai led him father to a l ine of kings. 
Upon my head they p laced a frui t less crown 
And put a barren scepter in my grip, 
Thence to be wrenched with an unl ineal hand, 
o on of mine ucceeding. If 't be so, 
For Banquo 's issue have I fi led my mind; 
For them the gracious Duncan have I murdered; 
Put rancours in the vessel of my peace 
Only for them ; and mine eternal jewel 
G iven to the common enemy of man, 
To make them kings, the seed of Banquo kings! 
Rather than so, come fate into the l ist , 
And champion me to th' utterance. 
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ample 7 :  Act 4, cene 4 A 
Fir  t Appari t ion 
Macb th !  Macbeth !  Macbeth !  Beware Macduff; 
Beware the thane of F ife. Dismiss me. Enough. 
Second Appari tion 
Macbeth !  Macbeth !  Macbeth !  
B bloody, bold, and resolute; laugh to  scorn 
The power of man, for none of woman born 
Shal l  ham1 Macbeth. 
Third Apparition 
Be l ion-mettled, proud; and take no care 
Who chafes, who frets, or where conspirers arc : 
M acbeth shal l  never vanquish'd be unt i l  
Great Bimam wood to  high Dunsinane h i l l  
Shal l  come against him. 
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ample 8 :  Act 4, cene 4 B 
Tim , thou antic ipat ' st my dread exploits. 
The flighty purpo e never is o'ertook 
Vnle the deed go with i t .  From thi moment 
The ery fi r tl ings of my heart shal l  be 
The first l ings of my hand. And even now, 
To crown my thoughts witb acts, be it thought and done: 
The ca tie of Macduff I wi l l  surprise, 
eize upon F ife, give to th' edge 0' th' sword 
H i s  w i fe, hi babes, and al l unfortunate souls 
That trace him in bi  l i ne. 0 boast ing l ike a fool .  
This deed I ' l l  do before this purpose cool .  
But no more sigbts !-
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ample 9 :  Act 5 ,  Scene 5 
She hould ha e died hereafter. 
There would have been a time for such a word. 
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow, 
Creep in this petty pace from day to day 
To the la t syl lable of recorded t ime, 
And all our yesterdays have l ighted fool 
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle !  
L i fe ' s  but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and fret his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more. I t  is  a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 
S igni fying nothing. 
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ppendix  2 :  TT l - Tran l ation of  elected Sample by J ab ra I b ra h i m  Jabra 
Sample 1 :  Act 1 ,  Scene 3 
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ample 2 :  et 1 ,  eenc 5 A 
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ample 3 :  Act 1 ,  Scene 5 B 
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ample 5 :  Act 2 ,  cene 1 
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ample 6 :  Act 3 ,  Scene 1 
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Sample 7 :  Act 4, Scene 1 A 
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A ppendix  3 :  TT2- Tran lation of Selected ample b Salah iazi 
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ample 5 :  Act 2 ,  cene I 
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ample 7 :  Act 4, Scene 1 A 
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Appendix  4 :  S u gge ted Tran lat ion of ample 
ample 1 :  Act 1 ,  Scene 3 
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ample 3 :  Act 1 ,  Scene 5 B 
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ample 5 :  Act 2 ,  ceDe 1 
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